STETSON SHOWCASE: A CELEBRATION OF STARS
APRIL 17, 2018

A Celebration of Achievement at Stetson University

About the Undergraduate Research and Creative Arts Symposium Showcase:
Welcome to the twentieth anniversary of Stetson Showcase. This event, with its debut in 1999 and
former names of Undergraduate Scholarship and Performance Day (USAPD) and later Undergraduate
Scholarship Day (USD) and Stetson Undergraduate Research and Creative Arts Symposium (SURCAS), has
grown to be one of the oldest and most distinctive comprehensive Undergraduate Research Days in the
United States. Our theme this year, Make Waves, celebrates the work of our Keynote Speaker, Dr. Sarah
Caudill, who was part of the team that supported the 2017 Nobel Prize research in Gravitational Waves.
However, as you will see in the photos of past Showcase participants over twenty years, our alumni are
making waves in arts, medicine, law, scholarship and public outreach, among other exciting journeys.
You are free to go in and out of sessions all day, attend a music recital, see the art exhibit, and in the
evening, listen to Dr. Caudill ‘06, who made her own waves here as a Stetson Physics major. Afterwards,
take in Guitar on the Rocks to end an exciting day!

JUDGING CRITERIA AND PRIZES:
Each group of judges for each specific location will be deciding among themselves appropriate and
consistent criteria that will help them decide which presentations were most effective. In general,
students are asked to discuss their projects at a level that anyone not knowing the area can understand.
Part of an effective presentation is effective communication, and the judges keep this as consistent
criteria for choosing the best presentation for all involved. The winners of each of the locations or poster
sessions will receive a Maris Prize of $200 and a certificate of excellence. Eligible pre-selected
candidates will also be judged for the Dr. Leonard Nance Award for Excellence in Social Justice Research.

ARTWORK AND PHOTOGRAPHY
The cover art, Make Waves, was created by Alaska Gilmour. The photographs through the program are
former Showcase and SURE awardees who have agreed to help us celebrate the Showcase 20 by
highlighting the marvelous lives of our Stetson scholars. More biographical information is available on
request and permission to release.

THE 2018 JUDGING PANEL AND ALTERNATES:

Dr. Elizabeth Boggs, Director of Career and Professional Development
Jennifer Certo, Photographer, Assistant to the Vice-President for Student Affairs
Jennifer Corbin, Library Director of Public Services and Assistant Professor
Barbara Costello, Associate Professor/Government Information & Research Librarian
Dr. Laura Crysel, Assistant Professor of Psychology
Dr. Michael Eskenazi, Assistant. Professor of Psychology
Dr. Heather Evans-Anderson, Assistant Professor of Health Sciences
Dr. Christopher Ferguson, Professor of Psychology
Dr. Giovanni Fernandez, Assistant Professor of Finance
Dr. James Fyles, Assistant Professor Practice Sales and Marketing

Dr. Sarah Garcia, Assistant. Prof of Psychology
Dr. Antonio Golan, Visiting Assistant Professor of Communication and Media Studies
Dr. Deborah Goldring, Assistant Professor, Department of Marketing
Terry Grieb, Assoc. Professor Emeritus of Instructional Media
Dr. Melinda Hall, Assistant Professor of Philosophy
Dr. John Horn, Vice-President (ret.) for Research & Development, 3M
Dr. William Jackson, Professor of Entrepreneurship and Management
Everett Johnson, Photographer, Trustee - DeLand Museum of Art
Laura N. Kirkland, Associate Professor, Catalog Librarian
Dr. Danielle Lindner, Assistant Professor of Psychology
Dr. Holley Lynch, Assistant. Professor of Physics
Dr. Gary Maris, Professor Emeritus of Political Science
Dr. John Rasp, Associate Professor of Decision and Information Sciences
Dr. Robert Rich, Professor Emeritus of Music
Dr. Gilbert Seigworth, Physician
Dr. Rajni Shankar-Brown, Assoc. Professor of Education
Dr. Benjamin Tanner, Assistant Professor of Environmental Science and Studies
Dr. John Tichenor, Associate Professor of Management
Dr. Areti Vogel, Visiting Assistant Professor of Management
Dr. Jessica West, Assistant Professor of Finance
Dr. Daniil Zavlunov, Assistant Professor of Music History

Cultural Credit: A maximum of three cultural credits can be earned for the symposium event.
At each venue, Showcase tickets must be stamped by the symposium representative after each
talk.
One oral or art presentation = 1/3 credit
Twenty minutes in posters = 1/3 credit
1 music recital = 1/3 credit
One honors I session = 1 credit
In addition, full cultural credit can be earned at the Evening Keynote Address and the evening
Guitar on the Rocks concert.

For credit, please take your stamped card to first floor Elizabeth Hall 1-3:30 on
April 17 or 10-3 pm on April 18. Cards are available at all venues. Your ID is
required to earn credit.

Look who made waves at Showcase ‘99
Sara Cotner , Founder, Montessori for All
Rebecca Mills Caballero Immigration Law Expert

PROGRAM
POSTER
PRESENTATIONS
Rinker Fieldhouse, Hollis
Center and Allen Hall
Auditorium (Afternoon II)
Dr. Melissa Gibbs, morning
session chair
Dr. Kevin Riggs and Dr.
John York, afternoon
session chair

Judges
Morning Rinker I: Dr. Laura Crysel, Dr. Deborah Goldring,
Morning Rinker II: Dr. Danielle Lindner, Dr. Chris Ferguson
Afternoon Rinker I:, Laura Kirkland, Dr. Sarah Garcia
Afternoon Rinker II: Dr. Antonio Golan, Dr. Benjamin Tanner

Morning I (9 a.m. – 12 p.m. )
P-1 Nicole Brollier Developing an Optical Tweezer Setup with a Helium-Neon Laser
P-2 Katherine Geoghan Autistic or Just Gifted? Autistic Traits and Social Deficits in the Gifted
Young Adult Population
P-3 Benjamin Onyshko Increased Soil-Glucose Levels Positively Impacts Growth of Sandhill
Ruderal, Bidens alba
P-4 Jacqueline Arrieux “Knowing when to switch it up.” A textual analysis of medias portrayal
of African American woman’s experience in the workplace through Insecure and Being Mary
Jane
P-5 Kimberly Noriega Differences in the Effectiveness of Old and New Leaf Ilex vomitoria Plant
Extract on Killing Non-Small Lung Cancer Cells

P-6 Nicholas Fuller The effect of leaf area reduction and artificial herbivory on extrafloral
nectar production in Chamaecrista fasciculata
P-7 William Cupo Avian Mobbing and the Effect of Motion on Mobbing Intensity
P-8 Lindsey Ellis The Variation in Activated Neurons for Different Tastes within the Lateral
Hypothalamus of Wistar Rats
P-9 Ashley Gamba Aerial respiration of juvenile Pterygoplichthys disjunctivus (Loricariidae) in
relationship to dissolved oxygen levels
P-10 Eilidh Watson, Mark Hodae, David Hall, Jasmine Gonzalez, and Carliss Miller Are
Exceptions Made for Exceptional People? Deviance and Career Outcomes in the NFL
P-11 Jeffrey Jacobs The prevalence of canine ehrlichiosis within Volusia County expresses no
correlation to climate and urbanization
P-12 Kristy Lynch Peeling Back the Label: A Narrative Criticism on How Online Interviews Shape
our View of Autistic Communication
P-13 Cristina Moskewicz The Result of Fame: A Rhetorical Study on Depression’s Portrayal
through Online Celebrity Discourse
P-14 Mackenzie Quinn Investigating the Accessibility to Select Organic Food Sources Based on
Food Desert Characteristics within Deland, Florida
P-15 Elisha Ali Differences in leaf functional trait values between a natural sandhill ecosystem
and a model sandhill ecosystem
P-16 Aleah Sommerville Pairing Electrical Stimulation of the Gustatory Cortex and LiCl induced
malaise does not create a Conditioned Taste Aversion in Wistar Rats

P-17 Derek Weimer and Stacey O’doi Recommended Interventions for Improving
Cardiovascular Disease and Diabetes Outcomes
P-18 Emily Clements Effects of diet on neonatal Melanoides tuberculata growth

Morning II (9 a.m. 12 p.m.)
P-19 Emily Ellison Instagram Models: A Rhetorical Analysis of Self-Presentation on Instagram
Profiles
P-20 Chancellor Jackson Stretched Truths: A Textual Analysis on Misconstrued History in
American High School Textbooks
P-21 Robert Alencar Using the Hall Effect to find the Charge carrier density of Silicon
P-22 Fatima Asad Effectiveness of Various Treatments for Opioid Use Disorder: A Comparative
Study of Methadone, Buprenorphine-Naloxone (Suboxone®), and Drug-Free Treatments
P-23 Cody Carrigan Analysis of the U.S. Pickup Market: What is Changing U.S. Consumers’
Vehicle Choice?
P-24 Alexis Cruz Framing Ebola: A Textual Analysis of Ebola Coverage by the New York Times
between March 2014 and October 2014
P-25 Sabrina Desmond Synthesis of Triclosan Derivatives that Function as Azo Dyes
P-26 Michael Francis Observed Diurnal Variation in Mobbing Intensity
P-27 Raquel Gilliland Higher Benthic Species Diversity May Indicate Good Out Planting Cites for
Acropora cervicornis and Acropora palmata in Roatan, Honduras
P-28 Coramarie Jifu Jennings The effectiveness of underwater video surveys and seining in
measuring fish abundance and diversity in three Central Florida springs
P-29 Minh Thu (Alice) Ma and Eunmi Lee TNFAIP3/A20 Inhibits TNFα-Induced Apoptosis in
Breast Cancer Cells
P-30 Patrick Grudzien Observed UV-induced nucleotide excision repair in Chlamydomonas
Reinhardtii
P-31 Manuel Reyes Fos-immunoreactive neurons in the gustatory thalamus following intra-oral
infusion by primary tastes showed no exclusive topographical organization

P-32 Alexandra Toben Who Told It Better?: A Discourse Analysis of the Local and National News
Coverage of Hurricane Katrina
P-33 Chandler Steele Measuring Behavioral and Neurochemical Responses to Taste Stimuli in
Rats Administered Liraglutide
P-34 Marissa Hanley ’For Theirs is This Kingdom’: Parochial Infighting in Early 20th Century
Chicago and the Legacy of Henry Darger
P-35 Todd Akin Comparing Understory Richness in Restored Sandhill Longleaf Pine Habitat
P-36 Kai Aronsen Social Media’s Effect on the Cryptocurrency Market
P-37 Slavina Ancheva The Effects of European Union Economic Policy on Bulgaria and Romania

Look who made waves at Showcase ‘01
Dr. Stephen Deyrup, Assistant Professor of Biochemistry, Siena College
Dr. Jennifer Siu Wah Wong-Deyrup, RNA Institute, University of Albany
Luis Maldonado , Legal Counsel, U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services, Department of
Homeland Security, Stetson Trustee

Afternoon I (1 p.m.-4 p.m.)
P-38 Katherine Geoghan Understanding Deaf Writers: Linguistic Differences between Standard
English and American Sign Language
P-39 Amanda Rogers “Taste the Feeling”: Persuasive Representations of Health and
Consumption in Coca-Cola Advertisements
P-40 Payson Bridgham How Reality Television, specifically The Bachelor in Paradise negatively
portrays women
P-41 Amber Ben-Hanania Expression Through Art Increases Mood
P-42 Jillian Carioggia Electrical Stimulation of the Gustatory Cortex does not Produce a Taste
Perception in Wistar Rats
P-43 Lindsey Doerfler Effect of Soil Nutrient Levels on Seedling Establishment of Liatris
tenuifolia
P-44 Carlos Cruz-Reyes Sodium deprived rats perform more ingestive behavior to intra-oral
infusion of NaCl but have fewer Fos-IR neurons than rats with a normal sodium diet infused
with water
P-45 Maggie Fritts “You Go Girl: A Feminist Analysis of Gender Representations and Female
Empowerment in Legally Blonde.”
P-46 Kelsey Williams The Effects of Varying Glyphosate Levels on the Embryonic Development
of Ambystoma mexicanum
P-47 Danielle Lucas Hannah’s Story: A Narrative Criticism of Suicide Motivation in 13 Reasons
Why
P-48 Ashtan Madsen Academic Self-Efficacy is More Closely Associated with Anxiety than Social
Support
P-49 Malak Patel Automatic Data Visualization
P-50 Carlton Robinson Puppets, Pioneers, and Pageants: How the New York Times Portrayed
Palin

P-51 Kathryn Sarullo Runtime Optimization of the Classification by Discriminative Interpolation
Algorithm
P-52 Jordan Sabo Fos-immunoreactive neurons activated in the parabrachial nucleus of rats
after intra-oral infusion of bitter, salty, sour, sweet, and umami tastant solutions

Look who made waves at Showcase ‘02
Dr. Kelly Coller, Virologist, Abbott Laboratories
Stephanie Wisniski Covatta, Advertising, Tronc Publishing

Afternoon II (1 p.m.4 p.m.)
Allen Hall Auditorium
P-53 Anand Dwivedi Size
Distribution Analysis of
CdSeS/ZnS Alloyed
Quantum Dots using
Atomic Force Microscopy

P-54 Samantha Arbour
Apoptosis of Jurkat cells is potentially initiated by reactive oxygen species
P-55 Christopher Arens The Effect of Predator Movement on Mobbing Intensity of Passerine
Birds
P-56 Melissa Boyles Reframing Power: Visual Declaration of LGBTQ Resilience within the Pulse
Murals
P-57 Francisco Gomez Calculating Amplitudes for nd Scattering Using Numerical Techniques
P-58 Cristian Cuevas The Effect of Oleuropein on Inducing Cell Death in Jurkat Leukemia Cells
P-59 Emily Dolatowski Environmental Attitudes, Behaviors, and Religion: Determining the Gap
P-60 Devon McKercher Communicating Sexuality: A Narrative Criticism of the Book Lost Souls
and its use of Vampires

P-61 Liam O’Donnell “Uncovering the Hidden Messages" A Rhetorical Study on Richard Nixon's
Use of Self-Protection During the Watergate Scandal
P-62 Nevada Carter Automaton and the Labor Force
P-63 Cody Hurst Mobbing Responses in Passerine Birds in Response to Avian and Terrestrial
Predators
P-64 Matthew Lucas The Effectiveness of Steroid Injection v. the Phototherapy Excimer Laser
on the Remission of Generalized Granuloma Annulare
P-65 Justin Pitts Determining the Effect of Inflorescence Density and Temperature on Pollinator
Diversity and Abundance at the Volusia Sandhill Ecosystem in DeLand, Florida
P-66 Ana Rodriguez Adaptive significance of homing in the limpet Siphonaria pectinata in
central Florida
P-67 Eilidh Watson, Jasmine Gonzalez, Mark Hodae and David Hall About Face: Antecedents
of Perceptions About Men’s Facial Hair
P-68 Kahri Smith Aerial respiration response by juvenile Pterygoplichthys disjunctivus
(Loricariidae) to varying oxygen conditions
P-69 John Silveira “I’M BANNED”: A Rhetorical Study of Crisis Management and Self
Presentation on YouTube
P-70 Eddie Curry and Elena Finver Healthy Eating and Physical Activity Interventions
Recommended Based on Florida Department of Health-Volusia County
Hospitalization/Emergency Department Data and Sociodemographic Profiles by Zip Code
P-71 Allison Tankersley Looking for Love, Finding Fame: A Rhetorical Analysis of Character
Archetypes in Bachelor Franchise
P-72 Asia Small The Effects of the Establishment of the CSAT (College Scholastic Ability Test)
Scores on South Korean Suicide Rates
P-73 James Pilgrim Demographic Assessment on who voted for Brexit
P-74 Tyler Byrne Examining the effect of Tariffs on UK-EU trade within key industries after
Brexit: What will trade between the UK-EU look like if no free-trade agreement is met before
the Brexit deadline?

P-75 Chelsea Seaver et al These Hats Were Made for Walkin’: Walkability Assessment of
Stetson University, Deland Campus
Look who made waves at Showcase ‘09
Dr. Ryan Lynch, Assistant Professor of Islamic History, Columbus State University
Jana Fisher, Director of Digital Marketing, Invasion Group Artist Management
Sarah Edwards, Service and Alternative Breaks Coordinator, University of Missouri-Columbia

ART AND DIGITAL ARTS PRESENTATIONS AND EXHIBITIONS
Homer and Dolly Hand Art Center
10:00 am-4:00 pm
Dr. Lynn Kee,, Morning Session Chair
Dr. Mayhill Fowler, afternoon session chair
Judges: Jennifer Certo, Everett Johnson
HAND ART CENTER
ART-1 10:00-10:15 Kait Forsythe A Look into the Garment Industry’s Dirty Laundry: Exploring
our Toxic Relationship with Fashion
ART-2 10:20-10:35 James Mattison Hypocracy
ART-3 10:40-10:55 Annette Morton WeAreOne” - Composites of the Interrelationship Between
Humans and Nature
ART-4 11:00-11:55 Dominique Schmidt Resilience

ART-5 11:20-11:35 Eva Trimarchi episode 0: the WORSE
ART-6 11:40-11:55 Daniel Viruet Lost Prince

12:00-1:00 Lunch
HAND ART CENTER SEMINAR ROOM

ART-7 1:00-1:15 Kitty Geoghan The Life of a Writer
ART-8 1:20-1:35 Jenna Bolusky A Moment of Intimacy
ART-9 1:40-1:55 Thanya Guevara Creatures of Yaxche
ART-10 2:00-2:15 Samantha Hartman Behind the Wall
2:15-2:20 Break
ART 11 2:25-2:40 Christopher Kelly Green Room
ART-12 2:45-3:00 Ariana Santana Wild Growth
ART-13 3:05-3:20 Bianca Santimaw Game Design and Development: Steampunk Fairytale
ART-14 3:25-3:40 Valeria Servigna Villalobos #TheSecondSex

Look who made waves at Showcase ‘11
Jenna Siladie, Operatic Lyric Soprano,
Vienna

JUNIOR MUSIC RECITALS
Lee Chapel, Elizabeth Hall
9:00 am-4:00 pm
Judges: Dr. Daniil Zavlunov, Dr. Robert Rich
Repertoires are to be found in Abstracts (long
program), or at end of Short Program
M-1 9:00-9:30 Kristian Gonzalez, Viola and
Composition
M-2 9:45 -10:15 Savannah Yost, Flute
M-3 10:30 -11:00 Kaleb Dubose, Horn

M-4 11:15-11:45 Christen Mayer, Voice (Soprano)

11:45-12:45 Lunch
M-5 1:00-1:30 Jennifer Rocco, Clarinet
M-6 1:45-2:15 Kaitlin Smedley, Violin
M-7 2:30-3:00 Alexander Rivera-Charles, Clarinet
M-8 3:15-3:45 Daniel Smith, Saxophone

Look who made waves at Showcase ’03 and ‘04
Katie Kinnecom Young, Neuroscientist, Boston
Dr. Richards Plavnieks, European Historian, Stetson

ORAL
PRESENTATIONS –
SESSION A
25 Library Auditorium –
Media Center
8:30 am-4:00 pm
Dr.Ken McCoy, morning
session chair
Jean Wald, afternoon session
chair
Judges: Dr. Melinda Hall,
Barbara Costello

ARS GRATIA ARTIS
A Liberal Core
A-1 8:30-8:45 Aaron Frank Light Up the Room: The Process of Lighting Design Through the Lens
of Bedroom Farce
A-2 8:50-9:05 Jacob Gowan No Laughing Matter: A Rhetorical Study of Humor Creating a
Societal Hierarchy in Situation Comedies
A-3 9:10- 9:25 Suzanne English From Ancient Myths to Contemporary Prose: A Rhetorical
criticism of Modernizing Norse Mythology in comics
A-4 9:30-9:45 Rebekah Anderson The Son of Man and the Historical Jesus

9:45-9:55 BREAK
A-5 9:55-10:10 Matthew Stephens The Religion of Politics
A-6,10:15- 10:30 Sarah Hargest, Colette Cacciola, Geraldine Diaz, Kevin Reynolds Arts on the
Rise: A Stetson Catalyst House
A-7 10:35-10:50 Ruel Mannette The Ontological Primacy of Language in the Wittgenstienian
and Hindu Mīmāṃsa Philosophical Perspectives
A-8 10:55-11:10 Ivan Wetherington Late Tolstoy “About Hudji Murat”
A-9 11:10-11:55 Patrick Johnathon Igñao History, Gojira and Japanese Culture: Godzilla as a
Metaphor for Nuclear War
A-10 12:00- 12:15 Camila Morales, Anisa Embalo, Quinci Birker, Anneli Lassa, Alia Raji Multi
Lingual Catalyst House: An effort to create in the Stetson Community a desire to learn a foreign
language and study abroad

12:15-1:30 LUNCH
Music
A-10 1:30-1:50 Dylan Forehand and Noah Reed The Next Evolution of Digital Music
A-11 1:55-2:10 Abigail Ramsbottom Bruja in the Bronx: Assessing the Impact of Princess
Nokia’s Taino and Santero Identities in Popular Culture and Music
A-12 2:15-2:30 Leia Schwartz Music as a Storyteller: A Rhetorical Study of Film Music in Star
Wars and the Narrative Side of the Force
2:30-2:40 BREAK

Media
A-13 2:40-2:55 Marie-Christine De Romagna Social Media Influencers: A Phenomenological
Analysis of the Disconnect Between Pioneer Influencers and Current Beginners
A-14, 3:00-3:15 Peter Fiore Movieball: Research in Independent Film
A-15 3:20-3:35 Sara Wiebke Searching for a Virtual Community: Rhetorical Strategies of
Identification in Bing’s Online Campaign

Look who made waves at Showcase ‘10
Laura Loveday Maury, Supervisory Librarian, Hillsborough County
Dr. Jessica Pauszek, Assistant Professor of English and Director of Writing at
Texas A&M University – Commerce

A-16
3:40-3:55
Kathryn
Buday
Unity
Through

Identification: A Rhetorical Analysis of Ronald Reagan’s Construction of “American” in his First
Inaugural Address

ORAL PRESENTATIONS - SESSION B
John E. Johns Room 315, Elizabeth Hall
8:30 am-3:15 pm
Dr. Melissa Parks, morning session chair
Dr. Pamela Cappas-Toro, Afternoon Session Chair
Judges: Dr. Elizabeth Boggs, Dr. Rajni Shankar-Brown

RACE, GENDER AND SEX I
B-2 8:50-9:10 Lauren Davids From “Bottom of the Barrel” to Student Superstars: Negative
Representation of Minority Students in “The Ron Clark Story”

B-3, 9:15-9:30 Carolin Esser Attitudes Towards Sexual Assault are Predicted by Aggression and
Gender Roles
B-4, 9:35-9:50 Kristen Gray A Bored Woman makes a Boarding School : The Study of Single-Sex
Boarding Schools- Emma Willard School
9:50-10:05 BREAK

B-5 10:05-10:25 Cori Lapinsky Cori LaPinsky’s Feminist (Wo) Manifesto: A Queer Woman’s
Investigation into the Effects That a Highly Heteronormative, Male Centric Society has on a Woman’s
Perception of Self and Life

B-6 10:30-10:45 Amanda Larson ’It’s My War Too’: Cultural Reactions and Reflections on
Women’s Military Training 1941-1985
B-7, 10:50-11:05 Eyal Cohen It Takes Two to Parent: A Rhetorical Study of Parental
Characterization in Modern Family
B-8 11:10-11:25 Tessa Bravata Grammar and Gender Neutral Pronouns: A Place for They?
B-9 11:30-11:45 Mónica Manresa The Knights Templar: The immortalization, villainization and
redemption of the first monk knights

11:45-12:45 – Lunch

RACE, GENDER AND SEX II
B-10, 12:45-1:00 Medorie Petersen-Woodburn The Black Gay Split: The Dichotomy between
Black Masculinity and Black Male Homosexuality
B-11 1:05-1:20 Sandrine Guez I Am My Own Person: Gender, History, Privacy, and the
Oftentimes Sexist Role of the Title
B-12 1:25-1:40 Christina Borg The Effect of Gender on Candidate Preference
B-13, 1:45-2:00 Leslie Diepen The African Diaspora: Why it should NOT be coined a Diaspora
2:00-2:15 BREAK
B-14 2:15-2:30 Kathryn Hughes A Qualitative Exploration of College Students’ Contraception
Attitudes
B-15, 2:35-2:50 Marissa Hanley Barlovius: DeLand’s Vacation into the Edritch
B-16, 2:55-3:10 Cheyenne Crawford Sir Walter Scott and the Civil War: Why Sir Walter Scott's
Literature Was Popular in the Antebellum South

Look who made waves at Showcase ’12 and ‘13
Christine Jacobson, Librarian, Harvard Kennedy School of
Government
Michael Paul Cartledge, Doctoral student in Practical
Theology, Princeton

ORAL PRESENTATIONS
– SESSION C
257 Sage Hall
8:30 am-4:00 pm
Dr. David Hill, morning session
chair
Dr. Lori Snook, afternoon
session chair
Judges: Dr. Gary Maris,
Jennifer Corbin

“DO YOU HEAR THE
PEOPLE SING?”:
PROTEST, WAR AND
JUSTICE
Protest and War
C-1, 8:30-8:45 Setyo Laksono The End Justifies the Means: An Analysis Japanese occupation of
the Dutch East Indies and the response of Indonesian Nationalists Leaders
C-2, 8:50-9:05 Brooke Klonel Plays of Protest: How the concept of Deconstructing Stereotypes
Influences the Design Choices of a Hair and Makeup Artist
C-3, 9:10-9:25 Gary David Calhoun The Theatre of Action': Theatre and the American
Revolution
C-4, 9:30-9:45 Charles (Chad) Zemp The Western Sahara Conflict: A Case Study
9:45-9:55 BREAK
C-5, 9:55-10:10 Nicholas Minichini “Training for the Last War”: The Evolution of the United
States Infantry Rifle
C-6 10:15 -10:30 Kim Chen ALPACA: Building Dynamic Cyber Ranges with ProcedurallyGenerated Vulnerability Lattices
C-7, 10:35- 10:50 Joseph Ross Confederate Monuments: An Examination of History and

Heritage
C-8, 10:55-11:10 Veronica Faison Standing Up by Kneeling Down: The Delegitimization Of Colin
Kaepernick’s “Taking The Knee” Protest In Fox News’ Media Coverage
C-9 11:15-11:30 Antonio Alvarez and Nelson Quezada Herrera Ethical Incubator Overlap:
Diversity, Ethics, Equity, and Sustainability Development in Business Ethical Incubator Overlap
C-10,11:35-11:50 Sarah Hollmann “Tribal Trenches”:A Qualitative Critique of Consociational
Design in Northern Ireland
11:50-12:45 Lunch

The Power of Law and Government
C10a 12:45-1:00 Tyler Murphy Selling Peace: Woodrow Wilson and the Treaty of Versailles
C-11, 1:05-1:20 Heyley Gatewood, Danielle Carson, Tram Nguyen, and Erica Kok Towards
Detecting “Fake News” by Propagating Bias through a Network of Linked Assertions
C-12, 1:25--1:40 Honor Stoner A 100 Year Storm Coastal Flood and Sea Level Rise Impact
Analysis for Volusia County
C-13, 1:45- 2:00 Michelle Moretz Dissenting into Persuasion: Comparison of Justice Brandeis's
Olmstead Dissent and Justice Ginsberg's Herring Dissent using Rhetorical Criticism
C-14, 2:05-2:20 Libby Beilsmith Public Accommodation Laws and the First Amendment: The
Case for Emphasizing Commercial Conduct over Incidental Effects on Expression in Masterpiece
Cakeshop v. Colorado Civil Rights Commission
2:20-2:30 BREAK
C-15, 2:30-2:45 Nicolette Alayon Stealth Democracy Revisited: A Conspiratorial Perspective
C-16 2:50-3:05 Slavina Ancheva The Effects of Western and Russian Influence on Bulgarian
Sovereignty
C-17 3:10-3:25 Brittany Kovalskaya Telephone Justice: Legacy or Evolution
C-18 3:30-3:45 Rachel Valocchi The Mecklenburg County Forensics Internship

Look who made waves at Showcase 14
Gwendolyn Brown, World Explorer
Sonja James-Gaitor, Production Coordinator, Stetson Marketing

ORAL
PRESENTATIONS
– SESSION D
334 Flagler Hall
8:30 am-4:00 pm
Dr. David Stock,
Morning Session chair
Dr. Cynthia
Bennington, Afternoon
Session Chair
Judges: Dr. Heather
Evans-Anderson, Dr.
Holley Lynch

SCIENCE ACROSS
THE SPECTRUM
D-1 8:30-8:45 Marlin Hall Color CCD Camera Images of Saturn using a GPS Telescope
D-2, 8:50-9:05 Amber Clark 2015-2017 population survey and mapping of pigmy rattlesnakes
(Sistrurus miliarius barbouri) afflicted with snake fungal disease
D-3, 9:10-9:25 Ryan Anderson and Hudson DeVoe Best Path Algorithm Modeled After the
Behavior of Slime Mold Physarum Polycephalum
D-4, 9:30-9:45 Sebastien Cook Differential Taste Exposure Had No Significant Effect Fos- IR
Neuron Activity in the Rat Orbitofrontal Cortex
D-5, 9:50-10:05 Pat Goetz Dual-Axis Photovoltaic Tracking System Using a LabVIEW Virtual
Instrument
D-6 10:10-10:25 James Driscoll The Effects of Supplemental Feeding During Pregnancy on the
Physical Ability of Newborn Pygmy Rattlesnakes (Sistrurus miliarius)
10:25-10:35 BREAK
D-7, 10:35-10:50 Anirudh Bhatnagar Depth analysis and Penetration strength of muons
through various metals.
D-8, 10:55-11:10 Ana Rodriguez Effects of sea star wasting disease on the intertidal community

structure in the San Juan Islands, Washington, U.S.A.

D-9 11:15-11:30 Hans Pistor Kirkman Packing Design

11:30-12:30 Lunch
D-10 12:30-12:45 Kaleigh Hunt Underwater Visual Census: Comparing Visual and Video
Techniques
D-11 12:50-1:05 Camryn Soehnlein Finding a Fingerprint for Mangrove and Salt Marsh Soil
Deposits
D-12, 1:10-1:25 Alexander Krest A Comparative Field Study Regarding the Competitive Growth
Rates of Ceratophyllum demersum and Hydrilla verticillata
D-13, 1:30-1:45 Rachel Vivino Structure of the Ethylene Binding Site in the Protein ETR1
1:45-1:55 BREAK
D-14, 1:55-2:10 Dyman Miller Light and temperature decrease the growth of
Cylindrospermopsis raciborskii in samples from Lake Dora
D-15, 2:15-2:30 Jack Friedman Habitat fragmentation decreases Lepidopteran diversity: a
comparison of an urban fragment and a natural conservation area
D-16 2:35-2:50 Michael Gharby Improving the efficiency of a Stirling Engine. Utilizing Engine
on a heat pump and refrigerator
D-17 2:55-3:10 Ashlee Renich-Malek Low dissolved oxygen concentrations have a negative
effect on fish behavior in central Florida freshwater springs
D-18 3:15-3:30 Savannah Hardisky Investigating the Effects of Nitrogen and Phosphorous
Levels on Submerged Aquatic Vegetation within the Chesapeake Bay from the Years 2000 to
2010
D-19 3:35-3:50 Alyssa Soto Comparing Territorial Behaviors in Lucania goodei and Lucania
parva in Central Florida Springs

Look who made waves at Showcase ‘15
Taylor Milenkovic, Graduate student, Mental Health
Counseling, Stetson
Mark Johnson, Graduate student, Law, FSU

ORAL PRESENTATIONS –
SESSION E
Room 112, Presser Hall
9:00 am-3:30 pm
Sidney Johnston, morning session
chair
Dr. James Fyles, Afternoon Session
Chair
Judges: Dr. Michael Eskenazi, Terry
Grieb

MIXING BUSINESS WITH
PLEASURE
Preservation and
Conservation
E-1 9:00-9:15 Madison Hill (Not) Your Mother’s Museum: An Examination into the Contexts of
Gender Representation at the Smithsonian Institution’s National Museum of American History,
1964-2017
E-2 9:20-9:35 Vanessa Petion Missed Connections: Murals and Memory in DeLand
E-3, 9:40-10:00 Victoria Wells Funding for the Preservation of History in a Dying Art Form
10:00-10:10 BREAK
E-4,10:10-10:25 Amanda Rogers Trail Magic: A Qualitative Look at Pro-Social Behavior on the
Appalachian Trail
E-5, 10:30-10:45 Abigail Ramsbottom (Un)canonical Bluemner
E-6 Late scratch

10:45-12:30 Lunch

The Business of Pleasure
E-7 12:30-12:45 Courtney Converse Investigating barriers to the incorporation of locallysourced food into kitchens in DeLand, Florida
E-8, 12:50-1:05 Justin Corriss Crushing Sweet: The Historical Origins of Sweet Wine
Stigmatization
E-9, 1:10-1:25 Cheyenne McCully Universal as an Experience: A Rhetorical Analysis of
Identification Methods Used in Universal’s Advertising
E -10 1:30-1:45 Brett Whitmore Dissecting the Wreckers: Where Does History Meet
Commodity in Key West and South Florida?
E-11 1:50-2:05 Carolin Schart The Economic Impact of Sports Franchises on the Local
Economy

2:05-2:15 BREAK

The Practical Side
E-12 2:15-2:30 Peter Fiore Research in Higher Education Financial Aid
E-13, 2:00-2:15 Tram Nguyen Network Effects in Cryptocurrency Market: Speculative Demand
vs Transaction Demand
E-14, 2:30-2:45 George Winsten and Megan Christopher Divestment: A Fiscal Analysis of
Cleaner Endowment Practices at Stetson University
E-15, 2:50-3:05 John Adams Greece: A Case Study in Bonds and Crises
E-16 3:10-3:25 Alyssa Smith I’m Sorry? : A Rhetorical Analysis Of the Crisis Communication
done by United Airlines, April 2017

Look who made waves at
Showcase ‘17
Natalia Mojica-Arango,
Graduate Student in Mass
Communications, UF

ORAL PRESENTATIONS - SESSION F
LBC 318 & Rinker Auditorium
8:30 am-3:45 pm
Dr. Stuart Michelson, morning session chair
Dr. Jessica West, Afternoon Session Chair
Judges: Dr. Bill Jackson, Dr. John Rasp, Dr. Jessica West
Dr. Giovanni Fernandez, Dr. Areti Vogel, Dr. John
Tichenor, Dr. Jim Mallett

THE SCHOLARSHIP OF BUSINESS
I. Ethics
F-1 8:30-8:45 Nate Smith, Sara Klass, “The Ethics of
Hacking.”
F-2 8:50-9:10 Keaton Docchio and Gabe Silveira (Milgard topic)
F-3, 9:15-9:30 Alex Overdijking and Megan Christopher (IBECC topic)
F-4, 9:35-9:55 Regis Steighner and Nathaniel Diamond (IBECC topic)

9:55-10:05 BREAK

II. Stock Pitches
F-5 10:05-10:20 Zachary Gunn, “HFDC Bank”

F-6 10:30-10:50 Matthew Sweeney, “MoviePass”
F-7, 10:55-11:10 Matthew Babikow, “Planet Fitness.”
F-8 11:15-11:35 Leah Hauserman, “Knowles Corp.”

11:55-12:45 – Lunch
III. Family Business
F-10, 12:45-1:00 Courtney Clark, Rachel Cosker, Leon van Holten: LEE KUM Kee – Motivating the
Fifth Generation

F-11 1:05-1:20 William “Billy” Harris, Alycia Perkins, Ryan Burke: LEE KUM Kee – Motivating
the Fifth Generation

F-12 1:25-1:40 Ryan Burke: LEE KUM Kee – Motivating the Fifth Generation
F-13, 1:45-2:05 Leon van Holten: LEE KUM Kee – Motivating the Fifth Generation
2:05-2:15 BREAK

IV. Entrepreneurship
F-14, 2:15- 2: Josey Pearce— Horse Gazer
F-15, 2:35-2:55 Luke Schneider—The Schneider Spike
F-16, 3:00-3:15 Zachary Harshbarger—The Stink Box
F-17 3:20-3:35 TBD

Look who made waves at Showcase 16
Matthew Vanaman, Doctoral Student in Basic and Applied Psychology, CUNY
Wilder “Wilder” Herron, Graduate Student in Prehistoric Archaeology, Durham University UK
Cameron Black, Doctoral student in Labor History, accepted at Berkeley and University of Virginia

ORAL PRESENTATIONS – SESSION G
Rinker Welcome Center
9:00 am-4:-00 pm
Dr. Andrew Eisen, Morning session chair
Dr. Grady Ballenger, Afternoon Session Chair
Judges: Dr. John Horn, Dr. Gilbert Seigworth

HEALTH AND WELLNESS
Health
G-1 9:00-9:15 Rachel Saunders and Mackenzie Thomson Drinking Water Quality Tests for
Bacterial Coliform and Total Chlorine at Stetson University
G-2 9:20-9:35 Clare Sullivan Herbivores vs Omnivores: Who will save the planet?
G-3, 9:40-9:55 James Russo Predicting Drivers of Physician-Hospital Integration
9:55-10:05 BREAK
G-4,10:05-10:20 Adam Cooper Community-Based Water Testing to Prevent Disasters
G-5, 10:25-10:40 Jessica Hannah The Underinsurance of College Students: A Qualitative Study
of How Health Coverage Affects Health Behavior
G-6, 10:45-11:00 Rachel Valocchi The Relationship between Aggression and Academic
Performance in Collegiate Student-Athletes

11:00-12:30 Lunch
Health
G-7 12:30-12:45 Paige Kemp Athlete Satisfaction Depends on Congruence
G-8, 12:50-1:05 Allison Terry, Angelica Casanova, Lauren Struble, Chelsie Gurley, Kelsie Gurley
and Bria Thorne Stetson Sustaining Green Living Catalyst House 2017-18

Look who made waves at Showcase ‘06
Dr. Sarah Caudill, Nikhef, the Dutch
National Institute for Subatomic
Physics/VIRGO/LIGO

G-9, 1:10-1:25 Todd Akin Modeling
Residential On-Site Waste Disposal for
Upgrade Prioritization in Deland, Florida
G-10 1:30-1:45 Matthew Brogan PsychoPolitics: Psychotherapy and Neoliberal
Governmentality
1:45-1:55 BREAK

Medicine
G-11 1:55-2:10 Maiah Letsch Tuberculosis
Bites: Understanding the connection
between folklore and medicine through the
case study of vampirism and tuberculosis
G-12 2:15-2:30 Natalie Jacob Determination of inhibition mechanisms of collagenase in the
presence of natural plant derived compounds, flavonoids
G-13, 2:35-2:55 Cheyenne Puckett Herbal supplement, Ginseng, elicits morphologic changes
on embryonic development on Ambystoma mexicanum
G-14, 3:00-3:15 Katherine Blohm The effect of cigarette smoke and e-cigarette vapor exposure
on the respiratory microbiome of Mus musculus
G-15, 3:20-3:35 James McNichols Alpinia zerumbet Essential Oil Ethanol Extracts Derived from
the Rhizome, Seed, and Seed Covering Reduce Jurkat Leukemia Cell Viability via XIAP1 and PARP
Modulation
G-16 3:40-3:55 Kristen Lipcsey XIAP Downregulation by Phenoxodiol-Treated Jurkat Leukemia
Cells Induces Regulated Cell Death

SESSION H
HONORS 102 SERVICE LEARNING AS SCHOLARSHIP
322 Elizabeth Hall
Kevin Winchell, Session Chair
9am-10am

•
Starke Elementary After-School STEM Program: Jada Ho, Sarah Hill, Madison Gipson,
Rachel Babikow
•
First Time Homebuyers: Hunter Wilkins, Luke Farach, Will Kuypers, Antonio Alvarez
•
Monetize Stetson's Trash and Support the Neighborhood Center: Austin Carroll Smith,
Trevor Hamlin
•
Local Youth Involvement in Spring Hill Community Garden: Dante Jones, Seth Witt
•
Journey's End Animal Sanctuary: Callie Wood, Matthew Miller
10am-11am
•
Henna with Kids For Cultural Education: Sammi Fisher, Morgan Egan, Brychette Roop
•
Stetson Autism Coalition: Jack Kanjian, Austin DeSilva, Katherine Britt, Abby
Hockenberry
•
Good Samaritan Clinic Evaluation: Evelyn Kraklow, Jonathan Winer, Chase Enrich, Nick
Pekmezian, Peter Gruebel, Brad Alexander
•
African American Museum of the Arts Social Media: Hannah Zeller, Ruby Moore
•
Volusia County Music Festival for Funding and Awareness of STDs: Aman Jasani
11am-12pm
•
Beautiful Movement Outreach: Sara Gerken, Anna Hamilton
•
Immigrant Resources in Volusia County: Carson Bockoven, Jordan McCormick
•
The Feminization of Poverty: Reece Duff, Kameela Noah, Phoebe Phypers, Jenna Keller
•
Helping Kids with Testing Scores: Trevor Storey, Joe Ginsburg, Andrew Harper

12:00-1:00 Lunch
1pm-2pm
•
Rural Voting Registration: Jake Zimmerman, Hannah Russo, Thomas Henley
•
Earth Week Movie Showing and Beach Cleanup: Kathryn Moran, Stephanie Hanson
•
Harmonies for the Homeless: Joe Sweeney, Gracie Lookadoo, Natalie Hoeg
•
Financial Literacy Program: Jessica Hurtado, Jacob Mitchell, Chris Hamilton

5: 45 EVENING BANQUET AND
AWARDS
RINKER FIELD HOUSE
6:15:
2018 Grady Ballenger Lecturer

Dr. Sarah Caudill
Nikhef, the Dutch National Institute for Subatomic
Physics/VIRGO/LIGO

Reflections on graduate school: work
hard, sleep later
As an undergraduate student excited about physics, graduate school seemed like the natural
next step for me. I was eager to enter the fast-paced field of gravitational-wave astrophysics, to
learn from top researchers, to travel the world, and to investigate difficult-to-solve problems. In
this talk, I will reflect on my expectations upon entering graduate school and how those
expectations evolved as I passed my qualification exam, defended my PhD, obtained my first
postdoctoral research position, and finally played a role in the first detection of gravitational
waves. I will highlight the ups and downs encountered along the way and how these influenced
my path forward. Finally, I will summarize key questions that students considering graduate,
medical, or law school should consider when deciding whether this is the path for them.

Sarah Caudill is currently a gravitational-wave scientist at Nikhef, the Dutch National Institute
for Subatomic Physics, where she analyzes data from the Laser Interferometer Gravitationalwave Observatory
(LIGO) and the Virgo detector. She is currently a Research & Development lead for searches for
gravitational waves from compact binary coalescences, the hallmark search for Advanced LIGO

and Advanced Virgo. Sarah guided detection pipeline development that led to the 2017 Nobel
Prize for Physics-winning discoveries of gravitational waves from binary black hole mergers.
Sarah has been a member of the gravitational-wave community for 12 years. While earning a
bachelor's degree in Physics from Stetson University in 2006, Sarah worked as a research
assistant at the California Institute of Technology's LIGO laboratory. She earned a PhD in Physics
from Louisiana State University under the guidance of Dr.
Gabriela Gonzalez for her work on detection pipelines for ringdown gravitational waves using
machine learning classification. For the last five years, she was a postdoctoral researcher at the
Center for Gravitation, Cosmology, and Astrophysics at the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee
where she joined the GstLAL search team, the first matched-filter-based pipeline to discover a
gravitational wave in low-latency. She has co-authored dozens of publications as a member of
the LIGO and Virgo Scientific Collaborations.
For her role in the detection of gravitational waves, Sarah has been interviewed by Discover,
Wired, Vox, and Popular Mechanics as well as being awarded the 2017 Council on
Undergraduate Research Fellows Award. With her collaborators, she shared the 2016 Special
Breakthrough Prize in Fundamental Physics for the detection of gravitational waves 100 years
after Albert Einstein predicted their existence.

7:30-9:00 Guitar on the Rocks: A recital by Stetson guitar
students, Stephen Robinson, director

ABSTRACTS
POSTER
P-35 Todd Akin (Dr. Cindy Bennington)
takin@stetson.edu
Comparing Understory Richness in Restored
Sandhill Longleaf Pine Habitat
Longleaf pine forests are essential habitats which
once covered much of the southeastern United
States. Due to development, much of the biome has
been converted to other land uses such as
residential and agriculture. As it is no longer possible
to restore longleaf pine in these areas, we must
think about creating smaller pockets of urban
preserves for endemic flora and fauna. Our study
compared Heart Island NWR and the Volusia Sandhill
Ecosystem in Volusia County, Florida. We found
significant differences between the understory
compositions of these two sites regarding
endemism. It is our hope this research contributes to
the effort of establishing urban longleaf pine parks.
P-21 Robert Alencar (Dr. Kevin Riggs )
ralencar@stetson.edu
Using the Hall Effect to find the Charge carrier
density of Silicon
Charge carrier density is an important piece of
information of a material. The charge carrier density
of a material can be used to find the material’s
electrical and thermal conductivity. The aim of this
project is to use the Hall Effect to find the charge
carrier density of doped silicon. The Hall Effect is one
of the most effective ways to find the charge carrier
density of any material. I will be showcasing, details
about the specifics of the material used, how the
Hall Effect works and how we use it to find the
charge carrier density of the material. I will also be
depicting the setup of the lab that made this
possible and of course, the results of the lab.
P-15 Elisha Ali (Dr. Danielle Palow)
keali@stetson.edu
Differences in leaf functional trait values between a
natural sandhill ecosystem and a model sandhill
ecosystem.
This study compared the functional leaf trait values
of plants growing in a model sandhill ecosystem with
those growing in a more natural sandhill ecosystem.

I hypothesized there would be a significant
difference in leaf trait values between the two areas
based on the many disturbances (including past
building development, addition of fill dirt, and
fertilization) experienced by the model site. The
study sites were Heart Island conservation area
located in Deleon Springs, FL, and the Volusia
Sandhill Ecosystem located in Deland, FL. I sampled
10 individual plants from five commonly occurring
perennial herbs that are characteristic of sandhill
environments, collecting three leaves from each
plant. I measured the leaf traits; leaf thickness and
leaf dry mass directly and calculated leaf density and
specific leaf area (SLA). Analysis of variance
comparison of these traits between sites showed
that there was a significant difference in leaf
thickness and SLA. It also showed no significant
difference in leaf density. These results will serve to
aid in restoration efforts of disturbed sandhills by
verifying that environmental changes significant
enough to affect leaf traits have been made to these
areas and must be addressed for restorations to be
fully successful.
P-37 Slavina Ancheva (Dr. Christopher De Bodisco)
sancheva@stetson.edu
The Effects of European Union Economic Policy on
Bulgaria and Romania
Bulgaria and Romania joined the EU on January 1,
2007 leading to huge celebrations in both countries’
capitals. Ten years later, Bulgarian news outlets
reflected mixed feelings as to whether joining the
European Union has truly benefitted the country.
This paper aims to analyze how different European
Union economic policies have impacted both
Bulgaria and Romania. Furthermore, have these
policies benefitted Romania more than Bulgaria, and
if so, how come? While there has not been much
academic research on this fairly new phenomenon,
this paper uses macro-economic principles to
develop an OLS regression which models the
economies of both countries in comparison to the
EU. The results are mixed and show that while
Romania has benefitted from a lot of EU Cohesion
Policy funding, Bulgaria is also better off than it
would have been without the EU funding.

P-54 Samantha Arbour (Dr. Roslyn Crowder)
sarbour@stetson.edu
Apoptosis of Jurkat cells is potentially initiated by
reactive oxygen species
Acute lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL) is a cancer
affecting the blood and bone marrow. 60% of ALL
patients are 19 years old or younger who have to go
through extensive treatment involving
chemotherapy and central nervous system
prophylaxis which leads to horrible side effects and
health risks. The purpose of this study was to
investigate the cancer preventative qualities of a
catechin found in green tea called (-)-epigallocatechin-3-gallate (EGCG) which has been
known to inhibit cancer cell growth by inducing
apoptosis in various cancer cell lines. The hypothesis
was that EGCG will induce oxidative stress by
increasing reactive oxygen species (ROS) which will
lead to apoptosis. Cells were counted for cell
viability, amount of ROS was analyzed using the
Muse Oxidative Stress assay, and protein expression
was analyzed by Western Blot. EGCG decreased cell
viability after 24 hours at concentrations ranging
from 0.30 μL to 0.50 μL (1 x 105 μg/ml), but viability
did not change from 24 to 48 hours. As EGCG
concentrations increased, so did ROS concentrations
suggesting oxidative stress was occurring within the
cells. The cleavage of PARP in the EGCG treated cells
suggests that apoptosis is occurring. The hypothesis
was supported, EGCG increased ROS in a dosedependent manner and induced apoptosis of Jurkat
cells. More research needs to be conducted to
investigate the specific mechanism of oxidative
stress occurring in the cells.
P-55 Christopher Arens (Dr. Peter May)
carens@stetson.edu
The Effect of Predator Movement on Mobbing
Intensity of Passerine Birds
Avian mobbing is an anti-predatory behavior that is
used to ward off a potential threat from a more
powerful species. The purpose of this study was to
determine if passerines would mob an Eastern
Screech Owl (Megascops asio) model in a static
position with greater intensity, then with an active
owl model. For the purpose of this experiment, I
travelled to Lake Beresford Park in Deland Florida
where I placed either an active owl decoy, or a static
owl decoy on a perch in the midst of the vegetation.
To determine the specific spot where I placed the
owl decoy, I needed to visually spot or hear the

songbirds in the area of study. To initiate a mobbing
event I projected audio playbacks for 5 minutes of
various passerine and Eastern Screech Owl calls,
which attracted local songbirds to the scene.
Mobbing response was quantified by: How many
songbirds joined the aggregation, how many
different species appeared, how long the mobbing
event occurred, and how close they got to the
decoy. My observations recorded that the
Passerines mobbed the static owl model with
greater intensity than with the active owl model; on
average, approximately 9 birds were involved in
each mobbing event for the static Eastern Screech
Owl as opposed to 6 birds for the active owl
(P<0.05). The mobbing scenario lasted longer for the
static owl (475 seconds) than with the active owl
(390 seconds) (P<0.05), and the passerines involved
in the mobbing event approached closer to the static
owl model (2.5 feet) than the active owl model (4.5
feet) (P<0.05). Mobbing a static Eastern Screech Owl
may be less dangerous than mobbing an active owl;
so therefore, the mobbing event was more intense
toward the static owl to minimize the chance of
death.
P-36 Kai Aronson (Dr. Alan Green)
karonson@stetson.edu
Social Media’s Effect on the Cryptocurrency Market
The purpose of this study is to find the correlation
and or causation between references to particular
cryptocurrencies on a variety of social media
platforms and the market rate of the cryptocurrency.
The study is conducted by using various other
studies that explore the topic of social media’s
effects on cryptocurrency. It also uses a bot that has
tracked the mention of cryptocurrency in media
posts and made predictions of price fluctuations
accordingly. What has been discovered as of yet, is
social media does have an effect on the price of
cryptocurrency. The effect it has differs from
platform to platform. For example, subreddits seem
to be a better predictor than the popular platform
Twitter. This is because subreddits display a more
diverse set of views by the silent majority on each
cryptocurrency while consists of people reposting
the words of the loud minority.

P-4 Jacqueline Arrieux (Dr. Jelena Petrovic)
jarrieux@stetson.edu
“Knowing when to switch it up.” A textual analysis
of medias portrayal of African American woman’s
experience in the workplace through Insecure and
Being Mary Jane.
This study explores and discusses media’s portrayal
of black woman’s experience in the workplace.
Media has been become a vehicle for story-tellers,
setting expectations and constructing ideas for
viewers. Media assist in the perpetuation of
stereotypes of African American woman and profits
off the negative portrayal of their culture and
history. The current of this research was aimed to
investigate the experience of successful black
woman in the show Mary Jane from Being Mary
Jane, and Molly from Insecure, who both have
assumed the identity of the positive stereotype: a
strong black woman. The research the woman’s
interaction in the workplace was categorized into
three different types; code-switching, assimilation or
rebellious of work-place culture, and issues with
presentation of self and identity. In both shows all
seasons available were examined, with a focus on
scenes within the workplace place, but also
subsequent scenes to allow for understanding of
their experience. This study reveals each woman
uniquely navigation the workplace, but suffering the
same consequence. Findings showed media
presenting these woman`s journey as choices to
viewers, but also acts as an all knowing story teller
revealing the same unavoidable emotional and
mental toll African American woman endure in the
workplace.
P-22 Fatima Asad (Dr. Melissa Gibbs)
fasad@stetson.edu
Effectiveness of Various Treatments for Opioid Use
Disorder: A Comparative Study of Methadone,
Buprenorphine-Naloxone (Suboxone®), and DrugFree Treatments
In the United States, opioid abuse has reached
epidemic proportions resulting in a public health
crisis. Prolonged or inappropriate use of opioids can
lead to Opioid Use Disorder which is characterized
by physical and psychological problems. This
research aimed to compare the effectiveness of the
medications Suboxone®, methadone, and drug-free
therapies in treating Opioid Use Disorder. A baseline
study was conducted to evaluate the effectiveness of
these treatments as a measure of various outcomes

such as: retention rate, opioid use during treatment
as indicated by urine tests, and changes in selfreported dependence and withdrawal symptoms.
Prior to the start of treatment, patients completed
the Severity Dependence Scale and Subjective
Opiate Withdrawal Scale to assess dependence and
withdrawal symptoms. At the second timepoint,
patients completed the same scales and submitted
to a urine test. The results indicated that the full
opioid agonist, methadone, was not more effective
than the partial agonist, Suboxone®, or vice-versa.
The data also provided no evidence that the drug
treatments were more effective than the drug-free
therapies. The availability of multiple
pharmacotherapies for Opioid Use Disorder is of
great benefit to clinicians which allows the
treatment plan to be tailored to each individual
clinical circumstance, thus further research is
needed.
P-41 Amber Ben-Hanania (Dr. Erin Moore)
abenhana@stetson.edu
Expression through Art Increases Mood
Art has been found to improve mood (Gladding,
2011); however, it is unclear if it is the expressive
aspect of creating something or the just the motions
of art making that improve mood. This study sought
to explore whether engaging in an expressive
creative activity (creating their own freehand art)
would increase mood more than engaging in a nonexpressive creative activity (tracing existing
drawings). A sample of 60 college students was
recruited from the Department of Psychology
Subject Pool. Participants were randomly assigned to
a Expressive condition or Non-Expressive condition.
Participants watched a 5-minute video of news
disaster footage to induce negative mood.
Participants’ mood was measured after watching the
video using the Current Mood Assessment (Sechrist,
Swim, & Mark, 2003). They were then given 15
minutes to complete the art condition they were
assigned before again completing the same mood
assessment. A paired samples t-test found that the
sample improved in mood from pre-art mood (M =
4.9, SD = 1.2) to post-art mood (M = 5.89, SD = 1.15)
regardless of condition, t(59) = -5.61, p < .001, d = .85. An independent t-test found no significant
differences between conditions on their pre-test
mood, t(58) = 1.35, p = .18, d = .36. An independent
t-test found there was a significant group difference
on post-condition mood, t(58) = 2.22, p = .03, d =
.58. The expressive condition participants reported

more positive mood (M = 6.21, SD = 1.02) on the
post-test than the non-expressive condition (M =
5.57, SD = 1.20). Analyses to determine whether
there were significant differences in mood for the
expressive group in the complexity of the art they
created found no differences. The findings of the
current study support that creating unique art
contributes to positive mood.

P-56 Melissa Boyles (Dr. Jelena Petrovic)
mboyles@stetson.edu
Reframing Power: Visual Declaration of LGBTQ
Resilience within the Pulse Murals
Murals serve as platforms of discussion for
marginalized voices; which is how LGBTQ people
responded to the Pulse Nightclub shooting. The use
of visual elements within Pulse Nightclub murals are
communitive acts exercised by the LBGTQ
community; further investigation of these elements
expose commentary on LBGTQ identity. My research
explores two research questions: how do the murals
use visual signs to represent non-heteronormative
communities/what meaning is fostered through
these signs? and how are visual elements in the
Pulse murals used to transmit commentary on
political structures of power and oppression to the
public? By answering these questions, the
communications discipline legitimizes ‘nontraditional’ venues of communication as paramount
to true inclusivity of global, socio-political
discussions. Specifically, this rhetorical story looks at
the Pulse murals use of enthymemes to make visual
commentary on three topics: systems of power and
oppression, the reverence for the dead, and the
resilience of the gay community. The research
explores enthymematic arguments within the murals
by exploring visual elements as an unstated premise
and history as a stated premise, to create and
communicate a political argument. The study
analyzes enthymematic tendencies within three
murals around the Orlando area as important
contributions to socio-political discussion of LGBTQ
resilience.
P-40 Payson Bridgham (Dr. Jelena Petrovic )
pbridga@stetson.edu
How Reality Television, specifically The Bachelor in
Paradise negatively portrays women.
This rhetorical study involves the feminist rhetorical
criticism theory and takes a closer look at how

women are negatively portrayed in the media;
specifically, within the Bachelor in Paradise. This
study shows how woman can be negatively viewed
and how the media is constantly making woman look
a certain way. Using the show Bachelor in Paradise,
specifically season four; the findings were surprising
because of the gender differences shown. Producers
are requiring certain female contestants to conform
to a stereotype that they feel appeals to the
audience. These stereotypes in turn, are ones that
can be defined as societally negative or wrong
through the eyes of the female gender. Woman are
supposed to act differently according to what the
audience wanted, on top of the gender stereotypes
that occurred. The gender roles portrayed are very
prominent as the male gaze is consistently used. This
show proves that gender stereotypes exist within
the media and women are negatively portrayed.

P-1 Nicole Brollier (Drs. Holley Lynch and Kevin
Riggs)
nbrollie@stetson.edu
Developing an Optical Tweezer Setup with a
Helium-Neon Laser
The goal for this project was to build an optical
tweezer setup by creating a microscope that a laser
could be coupled into through a series of mirrors
and lenses. An optical tweezer has the capability of
suspending and manipulating small particles that
become trapped in the laser beam. Using a camera
that can see through the objective, we should be
able to record any progress made throughout the
project. In this experiment we were able to see
down to the order of microns so we would be able to
observe the silica beads we intended to suspend;
getting this field of view is crucial when attempting a
project of this nature. Being able to couple in the
laser to appear as a small point on the slide was
even trickier.
P-74 Tyler Byrne (Dr. Christopher De Bodisco)
tbyrne@stetson.edu
Examining the effect of Tariffs on UK-EU trade
within key industries after Brexit: What will trade
between the UK-EU look like if no free-trade
agreement is met before the Brexit deadline?
On June 23, 2016, a historic vote that would change
the United Kingdom forever took place. In a 51.9% 48.1% split decision, citizens of United Kingdom
voted that the UK would leave the European Union.

This exit will take place on March 29, 2019. The UK
and EU have been in talks to reach a free trade
agreement, but it is unlikely that this agreement will
be reached by then, or if at all. Twenty-eight
different countries have a say in the future of trade
between the UK and the EU, which has slowed the
process considerably. This paper reanalyzes the
results from a study done by Justin Potts “Potential
post-Brexit tariff costs for EU-UK trade” using new
trade data from 2016 and 2017. The central
question of this analysis is, what is the potential
post-Brexit tariff costs between the EU-UK if a free
trade agreement is not reached by 2019?
P-23 Cody Carrigan (Dr. Christopher De Bodisco)
ccarriga@stetson.edu
Analysis of the U.S. Pickup Market: What is
Changing U.S. Consumers’ Vehicle Choice?
The market for pickup trucks in the United States has
changed drastically in the last 30 years. Small,
compact trucks have slowly faded away from
popularity, now being replaced entirely by the
already large segments of midsize and full-size
pickups. This project is a statistical analysis of several
truck models sold in the U.S. between 1990 and
2015. The analysis was done using Ordinary Least
Squares (OLS) regression to determine which factors
played the biggest role in shifting the pickup truck
market over time. The dependent variable of this
study was sales (in units), and the independent
variables were price, disposable income, gas prices,
fuel economy, horsepower, width, and compact size
(measured by a dummy variable).
P-42 Jillian Carioggia (Dr. Michael King)
jcarriog@stetson.edu
Electrical Stimulation of the Gustatory Cortex does
not produce a Taste Perception in Wistar Rats
The gustatory cortex (GC) is a highly integrated
component of the insular cortex that plays a major
role in the acquisition and retention of a conditioned
taste aversion (CTA) in Wistar rats. The goal of the
present study was to determine if electrical
stimulation of the GC would lead to a perception of
taste, not just oromotor outputs. To measure for a
possible taste perception a CTA protocol was used.
In conscious rats, electrical stimulation was delivered
to the GC and was either paired with injection of LiCl
(experimental, to create the CTA) or NaCl (control).
This was later followed by the exposure to different
intraoral taste solutions. Lastly, a two-bottle

preference test was performed using distilled and
sugar water to determine if there was a solution
preference. Immunohistochemistry of the Fos
protein was used for identification of neurons
activated by the electrical stimulation within the GC.
In the presence of electrical stimulation without
intraoral infusion of tastes, the number of aversive
and ingestive taste reactivity (TR) behaviors did not
change over time. TR behaviors in response to
intraoral solutions showed a preference for sucrose
but were not different between experimental and
control groups. The two-bottle preference test
showed that there was not a significant difference in
amount of water drank between the two solutions.
The electrode was located somewhere between
0.20-1.5mm anterior to Bregma with some variation.
The Fos protein was expressed in neurons that were
spread throughout the GI and DI regions of the GC
with some ranging from AI. These data indicated
that electrical stimulation of the GC did not result in
the perception of taste and that the observed TR
behaviors were most likely attributed to a
sensorimotor output.
P-62 Nevada Carter (Dr. Christopher De Bodisco)
nrcarter@stetson.edu
Automation and the Labor Force
Ever since the advent of technology, and especially
since the industrial revolution, human jobs have
been slowly replaced by technology designed to
“automate” their labor. With our current climate of
technological advancement, especially in the fields
of computer science and robotics, automation is
becoming a growing force in the economy as firms
are replacing labor with more efficient and cheaper
capital. The share of national income, the sum of all
income available to a given country in a given year
that is allocated to compensation for labor is called
the labor income share. This questions on which this
analysis focuses is as follows: to what extent is
technology adoption responsible for decreases in
national labor share, especially through decreases in
income for low skilled workers, and increases in high
skilled labor productivity?
P-18 Emily Clements (Dr. Kirsten Work)
eclements@stetson.edu
Effects of diet on neonatal Melanoides tuberculata
growth
Melanoides tuberculata is an invasive, parthenogenic
snail found in Florida’s waterways. Their population

in Florida is large and present in many local water
bodies, such as Blue Spring. The purpose of this
study was to examine one aspect of why M.
tuberculata populations have become so successful
in this area. M. tuberculata was collected from Blue
Spring, Volusia County, Florida and raised in the lab
until they reproduced. In each of the four treatment
groups, ten neonates were fed diets of spinach,
Brewer’s Yeast, Synedra sp., or Vaucheria sp. for
seven weeks while residing in separate cups.
Synedra sp. and Vaucheria sp. were chosen because
they can be found in the Blue Spring run. In our
study, the effects of various diets on neonatal
growth were studied over time. Over a course of
seven weeks, neonatal growth was measured using
digital calipers. The neonates had higher growth
rates on spinach and Brewer’s Yeast than the natural
food sources of Vaucheria sp. and Synedra sp. This
study suggests that this species is nutrient deficient
when feeding on two of its potential food sources.
P-24 Alexis Cruz (Dr. Jelena Petrovic)
ancruz@stetson.edu
Framing Ebola: A Textual Analysis of Ebola
Coverage by the New York Times between March
2014 and October 2014
This rhetorical study examines the role of online
news media and its relation to shaping public
opinion. In 2014 the Ebola virus was a nationwide
phenomenon in the United States that generated
social, cultural, medical, and political issues that
raised concern. This study analyzes 20 online news
articles from the New York Times referencing the
Ebola virus from March 2014 to October 2014. The
news articles were approached through textual
analysis, looking for prominent frames that expose
the social representations of the Ebola virus. The
analysis of the New York Times articles showed that
Ebola was identified as a medical risk propagated by
individual’s non-native to the United States. A
symbolic frame was fear of foreigners, and travelling
which created social representations of the Ebola
virus. These social representations were foundations
of shaping public opinion about, initiating medical
practices, and pursing laws and policies.
P-44 Carlos Cruz Reyes (Dr. Michael King)
ccruzrey@stetson.edu
Sodium deprived rats perform more ingestive
behavior to intra-oral infusion of NaCl but have

fewer Fos-IR neurons than rats with a normal
sodium diet infused with water.
Ingested chemicals, which cause taste, activates
specific parts of the gustatory cortex (GC) when
consumed. Sodium is an important molecule for
neural activation as well as muscle movement. 4
male Wistar rats were put on a low sodium diet and
then infused intra-orally with 0.1M of NaCl. Their
behavioral responses were recorded and analyzed.
The rats were then sacrificed and Fos
immunohistochemistry was performed. The dorsal
(AID) and ventral (AIV) agranular insular cortices of
the GC were analyzed. These data were then
compared to a control group, intra-orally infused
with water, as well as a group infused with 0.1M of
NaCl without a sodium deprivation period. For the
behavior part of this experiment, three groups (total
ingestive behaviors, mouth movements, and tongue
protrusions) had a significant difference between the
control and the deprived group (P<0.05). Only
Tongue protrusion had a significant difference
between the deprived and the non-deprived group.
(P=0.046). For the Fos-immunohistochemistry, the
control group had more Fos-IR neurons than the
deprived group in the combined regions of the AID
and AIV (p=0.01). This study showed that if a rat is
deprived of sodium and then infused with sodium,
the rat will show more ingestive behaviors as
compared to the control. It also showed that a rat
deprived of sodium and then infused with 0.1M of
NaCl will show a significantly less number of neurons
being activated than the control. However, the only
significant difference between the deprived group
and the non-deprived group was in tongue
protrusions. Sodium deprivation caused the rat to
show more ingestive behavior than a rat with a
normal diet being intra-orally infused with water. A
sodium deprived rat did not show significant, except
for tongue protrusions, differences as compared to a
non-deprived rat intra-orally infused with 0.1M of
NaCl.
P-58 Cristian Cuevas (Dr. Roslyn Crowder)
ccuevas@stetson.edu
The Effect of Oleuropein on Inducing Cell Death in
Jurkat Leukemia Cells
Cancer is a disease that has plagued society for
centuries, and its adaptability and potency to spread
across the body have made it a difficult disease to
battle for researchers and physicians. Recent studies
show the inhibitive properties of phytochemicals on
cancer. In this study I analyzed the effect of

oleuropein—a polyphenol derived from extra virgin
olive oil extract—on inducing cell death of Jurkat
leukemia cells. A Trypan Blue cell count assay
indicated that oleuropein lowers the average cell
count and cell viability of Jurkat leukemia cells.
Future studies will investigate apoptosis and
determine the proteins and mechanisms involved in
the induction of cell death in these cancer cells.
Analysis of the effects of oleuropein on healthy cells
would also be vital.
P-7 William Cupo (Dr. Peter May)
wcupo@stetson.edu
Avian Mobbing and the Effect of Motion on
Mobbing Intensity
Scientists have been studying birds and avian
behavior out of curiosity and fascination with these
magnificent creatures for hundreds of years. There is
much we don’t know about bird behavior, such as
the phenomena of predatory mobbing. In this
scientific study we aim to investigate a possible
variance in overall mobbing intensity between a
kinetic predatory model and a static predatory
model. To study mobbing intensity I used a
predatory model (Yellow Rat Snake-Pantherophis
alleghaniensis) and speakers to play a recording of
the Eastern Screech Owl (Megascops asio) along
with mobbing calls of local birds (ex: Tufted Titmice
Baeolophus bicolor). For each trial, the speakers
playing the recording were placed next to my
predatory model on a trail at Lake Beresford Park to
initiate each mobbing event. During the event I
recorded the time a representative of each species
arrived, how many birds total, closest approach to
predatory model (meters) and which species,
number of vocalizing birds and which species, as well
as number of birds post playback. We found in this
experiment that the average number of birds was
significantly higher at each minute interval for
kinetic predatory model as shown in Figure 1. There
was no difference in the closest approach between
treatments as there could be a species specific
relationship correlated to that variable. In conclusion
the hypothesis that a kinetic predatory model will
induce a more intense mobbing event than a static
model was partially supported by the analysis of
variance between average numbers of birds at each
minute interval.

P-70 Eddie Curry and Elena Finver (Dr. Laura Gunn)
ecurry@stetson.edu
Healthy Eating and Physical Activity Interventions
Recommended Based on Florida Department of
Health-Volusia County Hospitalization/Emergency
Department Data and Sociodemographic Profiles by
Zip Code*
The 2016 Volusia County Community Health Needs
Assessment (CHNA) identified physical activity and
healthy eating among its five priority health areas on
which to focus for the coming three to five years.
Effective intervention outcomes for this health
priority for both adults and children should target
weight loss, BMI reduction, an increase in
consumption of fruits and vegetables, and increase
in physical activity which in turn lead to reductions in
overweight and obesity, as well as associated
chronic diseases. Through a review of effective
interventions, data analysis from Volusia County
Hospitalization and Emergency Department (ED)
data, and analysis of sociodemographic census data,
we created a multifaceted intervention map. We
used this mapping to match interventions to
appropriate populations based on prevalence of
obesity and overweight by zip code. We suggest
implementation of interventions in zip codes with
the highest frequency of overweight and obesity
incidence: 32725, 32738, 32114, 32174, 32720, and
32763. Within these, 32725 and 32738 are
neighboring zip codes in the Deltona area. In
addition to high rates of obesity and overweight,
they contain a low median age, a high Hispanic
population and a high poverty level, therefore we
recommend that most attention should be directed
toward targeting these areas. These
recommendations were made to the Florida
Department of Health-Volusia and One Voice for
Volusia for adoption in the aforementioned zip
codes with the goal of improving healthy eating and
physical activity, thus reducing hospitalizations and
ED visits related to overweight and obesity in these
high-incidence areas.
*Portions of this work were funded buy a 2017 SURE
Grant

P-25 Sabrina Desmond (Dr. Paul Sibbald)
sdesmond@stetson.edu
Synthesis of Triclosan Derivatives that Function as
Azo Dyes
Triclosan is an antimicrobial compound commonly
used in personal care products. There is a rising
concern about the effect that triclosan has on the
environment and human health as it bioaccumulates
and deteriorates over time. This project proposes a
synthesis for five new compounds that are derived
from triclosan’s structure and are intended to be azo
dyes. Two of the five compounds have been isolated,
purified, and biologically tested. It is expected that
these compounds will have the same antimicrobial
activity as triclosan with a new colored property.
P-43 Lindsey Doerfler (Dr. Bennington)
ldoerfle@stetson.edu
Effect of Soil Nutrient Levels on Seedling
Establishment of Liatris tenuifolia
Restoration of endangered habitats is occurring
across the United States. The Volusia Sandhill on
Stetson University campus is a restoration effort for
Longleaf Pine ecosystems; however, the excess soil
nutrient levels have made it difficult for certain
native species to establish there. Liatris tenuifolia
was planted in control soil and glucose-treated soil
to determine whether the glucose-treated soil would
energize soil microbes to lower usable nitrogen for
the plants. Glucose treatment did not affect the
length of the longest leaf, number of leaves, and
total biomass. One reason may be due to how
nutrient levels were not affected by treatment.

P-59 Emily Dolatowski (Dr. Wendy Anderson)
edolatow@stetson.edu
Environmental Attitudes, Behaviors, and Religion:
Determining the Gap
67% of North Americans agree environmental
conditions are getting worse, but only 55% have
made minor lifestyle changes and 28% have made
any major lifestyle changes to protect the
environment (Koger and Winter 2011). I surveyed
students of all grades and majors at Stetson
University to test this gap in environmental action
(Gifford 2016). This survey assessed the hypothesis
if participants claim to have certain environmental
attitudes, they will be more likely to practice other

environmentally friendly actions like recycling. I
gathered data on students about their religion and
environmental opinions, which can be related to
environmental advocacy and action (Ewing and
Sarigöllü 1998). There were multiple questions
asked regarding their environmental behavior/action
that determine if there is a correlation between the
participant’s environmental attitude and their
environmental behavior. This project aims to assess
if people who believe they are environmentally
conscious and concerned actually practice more
environmental action than those who are more
ambivalent in their claims about concern and how
this relates to traditions in their religion (Costarelli
and Colloca 2004). Does religion affect
environmental attitudes and behaviors? And does
environmental attitude predict environmental
behavior?

P-53 Anand Dwivedi (Dr. Kevin T. Riggs)
adwivedi@stetson.edu
Size Distribution Analysis of CdSeS/ZnS Alloyed
Quantum Dots using Atomic Force Microscopy
Quantum Dots are semiconductor nanocrystals
whose diameter is in the range of 2-10 nm,
corresponding to 10 to 50 atoms in diameter and a
total of 100 to 100,000 atoms within the quantum
dot volume. Many types of quantum dot emit light
of specific frequencies if electricity or light is applied
to them, and these frequencies can be precisely
tuned by changing the dots' size, shape and material,
giving rise to many applications. Because of their
high tunable properties, quantum dots are of wide
interest. It finds its applications in nanotechnology,
medical imaging, transistors, solar cells, LED's, diode
lasers, quantum computing, etc. We use
spectroscopy and Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) to
do the size distribution analysis of commercially
bought CdSeS/ZnS alloyed quantum dots, using a
gold AFM tip of 1nm.
P-8 Lindsey Ellis (Dr. Michael King)
Lellis1@stetson.edu
The Variation in Activated Neurons for Different
Tastes within the Lateral Hypothalamus of Wistar
Rats
Despite taste’s significance to animals, little is
understood about the taste pathway and how taste
information is processed. The purpose of this study
was to investigate the theories pertaining to the

gustatory neural mechanism by counting Fosimmunoreactive neurons within the lateral
hypothalamus. 45 Wistar rats received one of nine
treatments via intraoral infusion. Brain slides were
created during a previous experiment and were used
in this study. A brain atlas was used to locate the
lateral hypothalamus and, subsequently, the lateral
hypothalamus was separated into four subregions of
similar area for counting. Data analysis suggested
that the 1.0M NaCl elicited less Fos-immunoreactive
neuron expression than the control treatments; this
was true within the DM and VM sections of the
lateral hypothalamus as well (p<0.05). The DL
section had more Fos-immunoreactive neurons for
the 0.1M NaCl treatments than the control groups
(p<0.05). Overall, while there were differences
between activated neuron expression in the NaCl
treatments and control groups, these differences did
not occur consistently between treatments. There
was not a relationship between spatial
representation of activated neurons and Wistar rat
behavior.
P-19 Emily Ellison (Dr. Jelena Petrovic)
eellison@stetson.edu
Instagram Models: A Rhetorical Analysis of SelfPresentation on Instagram Profiles
The following thesis is a rhetorical analysis that
defines what classifies and identifies specific
Instagram users as “Instagram models.” In
interpreting and breaking down this terminology
from a sociocultural perspective, the
communicational significance of Instagram models
will be presented. As an Instagram model myself, I
will discuss my self-relevance to this topic, alongside
artifacts from an Instagram model’s accounts with
over one-million followers. The organizational
format of my thesis can be found in an outline on
the next page. To support my findings, I have
provided a literary review section that uses previous
research on how the construction of social media
profiles promote specific interactions amongst users.
My methodology portion follows, where the
rhetorical strategies that Instagram models use on
their profiles will be analyzed. This section presents
how Instagram as a platform contributes to the
increase in perceived engagement and interactivity
on Instagram, and Instagram model’s profiles. I then
present an analysis section which transforms my
previously articulated findings, interpretations,
research, and observations, along with my personal
experience, into an analysis. Lastly, I will discuss

conclusions from my analysis, and re-affirm how this
research demonstrates Instagram models use selfpresentation techniques on their profiles.
P-26 Michael Francis (Dr. Peter May)
mjfranci@stetson.edu
Observed Diurnal Variation in Mobbing Intensity
Mobbing behavior in birds has been studied
since the mid-1970s, but there are not much data on
how time of day affects behavior. The goal of this
study was to see if there was a difference between
mobbing behavior early in the morning versus in the
middle of the day. This was addressed by going out
to the field twice a day and counting how many
individual birds as well as bird species would
respond to audio and visual stimuli, how long it took
them to respond, and how long it took them to leave
after the removal of stimuli. The data showed that
more birds responded to stimuli in the morning than
in the middle of the day. The data also showed that
birds were more sluggish in the middle of the day,
which also affected how actively the birds were
mobbing.
P-45 Maggie Fritts (Dr. Jelena Petrovic and Professor
Su Young Choi)
mfritts@stetson.edu
“You Go Girl: A Feminist Analysis of Gender
Representations and Female Empowerment in
Legally Blonde.”
This rhetorical study discusses the gender
representation and female stereotypes within the
romantic comedy film Legally Blonde. It focuses on
analyzing and interpreting the ways in which women
are portrayed, as well as their interactions and body
language with other individuals of the same and
opposite sex. The method which I plan on using can
be referred to as the Feminist Criticism Theory. The
problem that I am trying to solve is that these
representations of women in this romantic comedy
film, are setting an inaccurate ideal for how women
should act in order to achieve the overall goals that
they are seeking. Whether that is the ideal man,
dream career, or the “perfect family”, these movies
are encouraging women to conform in order to
achieve their own personal goals. In turn, these
representations are creating a negative sense of selfworth, and skewed set of ideals or beliefs for the
women who are viewing these types of films.

P-6 Nicholas Fuller (Dr. Cynthia Bennington)
njfuller@stetson.edu
The effect of leaf area reduction and artificial
herbivory on extrafloral nectar production in
Chamaecrista fasciculata
Plants use a wide variety of defense mechanisms to
defend itself from herbivores. Many of these
defense mechanisms are well studied, but there is
little understanding on how surface area reduction
effects the expression of these mechanisms. One of
these defensive traits is the secretion of extrafloral
nectar (EFN). EFN is an indirect defense that attracts
predators that prey on the natural herbivores of the
plant. While numerous studies have controlled for
leaf area loss, very few have studied the extent in
which loss of photosynthetic leaf area effects the
plants ability to respond appropriately to herbivory.
This study measured the relationship between leaf
area reduction and EFN production in Chamaecrista
fasciculata sprayed with a JA solution under
greenhouse conditions. No evidence was found that
the reduction of leaf area decreased the EF nectar
volume produced in response to a JA stimulus. The
lack of relationship between EFN production and leaf
area reduction coupled with a trend suggesting an
increase in EFN production with increased leaf area
loss suggests a weak energetic cost associated with
EF nectar production in C. fasciculata.
P-9 Ashley Gamba (Dr. Peter May)
agamba@stetson.edu
Aerial respiration of juvenile Pterygoplichthys
disjunctivus (Loricariidae) in relationship to
dissolved oxygen levels
Abstract: Volusia County Blue Spring is a freshwater
ecosystem with dissolved oxygen levels as low as 0.1
mgO2/. These hypoxic conditions force some fish like
the armored catfish, Pterygoplichthy disjunctivus to
utilize aerial respiration in order to survive. Air
breathing behavior increases the risk of predation by
terrestrial predators, and therefore this behavior
may be more common in larger adult fish than
juveniles. Juveniles tend to avoid this behavior and
seek safety in the murky waters of the St. John’s
River. Based on earlier studies, we hypothesized that
small juvenile catfish would respire at higher rates in
low dissolved oxygen levels than larger adults. We
measured the areal respiration rates of small and
medium juvenile armored catfish by correlating the
catfish size, respiration rates, and dissolved oxygen
levels. We found there was a significant inverse

effect on the number of breaths per fish per hour
between low, medium, and high dissolved oxygen
thresholds, and that smaller catfish respired more
frequently than larger catfish, especially at the
lowest dissolved oxygen concentrations
P-2 Kitty Geoghan (Dr. Erin Moore)
kgeoghan@stetson.edu
Autistic or Just Gifted? Autistic Traits and Social
Deficits in the Gifted Young Adult Population
Emerging research suggests that students identified
as “gifted” may have differential experiences in
many domains outside of academics, including social
and emotional development. Gifted adolescents
have lower emotional intimacy and trust in their
close same-sex friendships than their peers.
Similarly, children with autism often lack the
intimate friendships and social support systems of
their peers. Social and emotional characteristics of
gifted children and children with autism are often
observed to be quite similar. This study aimed to
evaluate levels of autistic traits and friendship
quality among gifted and non-gifted young adults in
order to determine if gifted children experience
social deficits similar to those observed in autism. A
sample of 36 college students, 13 of whom had
previously been identified as gifted, completed an IQ
test as well as measures of autistic traits and
friendship quality. Levels of autistic traits and
friendship quality were compared between gifted
and non-gifted participants, with no significant
differences observed between the two groups.
These data indicate that gifted young adults do not
show significantly higher levels of autistic traits than
their non-gifted peers.
P-38 Kitty Geoghan (Leigh Ann Dunning )
kgeoghan@stetson.edu
Understanding Deaf Writers: Linguistic Differences
between Standard English and American Sign
Language
American Sign Language (ASL) is a language distinct
from English, with its own grammar and syntax rules.
Children born deaf who grow up using ASL may
experience difficulties with learning to read and
write English. The goal of this project was to
examine linguistic differences between ASL and
English and the experiences of deaf writers learning
English to better accommodate students in Writing
Center tutoring sessions. Research on ASL as a
language, tutoring practices for second-language

learners, and education for deaf children was
analyzed, and a list of best practices for writing
tutors working with deaf students was developed.
The results of this research review strongly indicated
a similarity between deaf students with ASL as a first
language and other students learning English as a
second language. Research also indicated a
significant deficit in the education of deaf students,
making successful writing education and tutoring
vital in the transition to college-level academic
writing.
P-27 Raquel Gilliland (Dr. Kirsten Work)
rgillila@stetson.edu
Higher Benthic Species Diversity May Indicate Good
Out Planting Cites for Acropora cervicornis and
Acropora palmata in Roatan, Honduras.
Coral reefs cover a relatively small section of the
world but are a key ecosystem within the oceans.
Specifically in Roatan, Honduras the main
hermatypic corals were Acropora spp. However, this
changed in the 1980’s when the first large mass
bleaching event occurred. In addition to the rising
sea temperatures, the coral populations have
continued to be negatively affected by other factors
such as disease outbreaks and an increase in the
number of large storms. This large die off has caused
a ripple effect across the oceans ecosystems.
However, there is hope with extremely successful
sights such as Cordelia Bank and Smith’s Bank which
are protected MPA’s. As research is moving forward
the conservation efforts of coral nurseries are
attempting to bring back the populations of
Acropora spp. Success has been found in the growth
of new corals in nursery settings, but there is still
little known about the most successful out-planting
methods. This study looked at the benthic
surroundings of Acropora palmata and Acropora
cervicornis as an indicator of species biodiversity.
Hypothesis number one predicted that the outplanting sight had a lower biodiversity, potentially
hindering their survivorship. Hypothesis number two
predicted that there would be higher biodiversity
around healthy corals versus unhealthy corals with
disease or mostly dead. As high biodiversity is
indicative of a better out planting sights the data
was then used to make decisions as to where future
out planting sights may have a higher survivorship
than the current out planting sight.

P-57 Francisco Gomez (Dr. Jared Vanasse)
fgomez@gomez@stetson.edu
Calculating Amplitudes for nd Scattering Using
Numerical Techniques
Using the environment, Python3, investigations of
neutron-deuterium scattering used a generalization
of Euler’s method to numerically approximate 𝑛𝑡ℎ
order polynomials whose solutions resembled
scattering amplitudes for nonrelativistic neutrondeuterium scattering. In order to form a complete
basis for a different cross section there demanded
an exploration of partial wave expansion using strict
perturbative techniques. Nonrelativistic scattering
amplitudes have the most contribution from lower
order waves, so an analysis of the S-wave and Pwave for the quartet channel was sufficient to
receive qualitatively respectable results. Further
work is being done to refine the S-wave and P-wave
for the doublet channel. This works follows from the
investigations of three body systems in a pionless
effective field theory (𝐸𝐹𝑇𝜋) by Dr. Jared Vanasse.
P-30 Patrick Grudzien (Dr. David Stock)
pgrudzie@stetson.edu
Observed UV-induced nucleotide excision repair in
Chlamydomonas Reinhardtii
Ultraviolet radiation (UVR) caused by the sunlight
can have devastating effects on photosynthetic
organisms. This damage affects colony development
and nucleotide metabolism. One of the many ways
organisms repair DNA damage is nucleotide excision
repair or NER. UVR damage causes pyridine dimers
on DNA strands. NER excises these damaged strands,
and the gaps are filled using the undamaged strand
as a template. I chose Chalmydomonas reinhardtii as
my experimental organisms because it is exposed to
long hours of UVR in its natural habitat and is the
perfect model organism for NER. I hypothesized that
C. reinhardtii cell survival would increase as NER
periods increase; that as the amount of pyridine
dimers increased, so would the DNA fragmentation
and that when BrdU was incorporated into the
cultures during NER, I would see an increasing
number of BrdU tags as NER increased. The colonies
of C. reinhardtii were irradiated with UV light and
the cells performed NER for varying time periods (0,
30, 60, 90, 120). The experiment took place in the
dark to prevent contamination by light repair. Gel
electrophoresis was used to analyze DNA
fragmentation after NER and DNA extraction. 5bromo-2’-deoxyuridine was used to tag on DNA after

NER. The gel showed obvious changes between DNA
band. The BrdU tagged cells fluoresced using antiBrdU antibodies and were examined on a 96-well
microliter assay plate. No results have yet been
found from DNA fragmentation or fluorescence.

P-34 Marissa Hanley (Dr. Kimberly Reiter)
mhanley@stetson.edu
’For Theirs is This Kingdom’: Parochial Infighting in
Early 20th Century Chicago and the Legacy of Henry
Darger
The Archdiocese of Chicago was at one point
distinctly adverse to encouraging diversity and
ethnic identity within parishes. Sweeping reforms
were enacted to promote assimilation. This meant
eliminating bilingual curricula, striking “ethnic” feast
days from the record, and changing the way parishes
saw incoming immigrants. While this effort was
lauded by Chicago’s white-Protestant and Irish elite,
it failed to quell the major infighting striking up
within parishes and their surrounding
neighborhoods. The situation was precarious, and
promised to erupt into violence. This
paper addresses the following: Was the Archdiocese
to blame or do other factors enter in? Why are there
so few written primary sources? And, finally, what
effects did this have on the population?

P-63 Cody Hurst (Dr. Peter May)
churst@stetson.edu
Mobbing Responses in Passerine Birds in Response
to Avian and Terrestrial Predators
Passerine birds, or songbirds, commonly participate
in mobbing behavior in order to deter predation.
Mobbing is a cooperative effort where birds from
multiple species can be seen participating. Often, the
mobbing call of one bird can cause other birds to fly
towards the call. They can mob both snakes and
birds of prey, regardless of size. However, the birds
can show a variation in concern based on whether
the predator is avian or terrestrial. For purpose of
this research, a recording of mobbing calls, in
conjunction with either a model of an Eastern
Screech Owl, Megascops asio, or an Eastern Coral
Snake, Micrurus fulvius, were used to instigate
mobbing behavior as birds arrived to the area. The
predators that these models represent pose two
different threats to the passerine birds. Megascops
Asio presents a threat to the adults, but Micrurus

fulvius, poses a threat to eggs and juvenile birds that
have not left the nest. To examine the defensive
behavior, a model was placed in an area where the
predator could normally be found. A recording of
mobbing vocalizations was then played for five
minutes to attract birds and observe their behavior.
In order to analyze the data, the following data was
recorded: the number of birds present, number of
species, time spent mobbing, and how close the
birds approached the model. After collection and
analysis of data, it was determined that only the
number of species presenting mobbing behavior
showed a significant difference between the two
models.

P-20 Chancellor Jackson (Jelena Petrovic)
ckjackso@stetson.edu
Stretched Truths: A Textual Analysis on
Misconstrued History in American High School
Textbooks
My research project offers an in depth textual
analysis to uncover the academic discrimination that
colored students in high schools endure, through the
corrupted communication of American history
within textbooks. It examines literary works that
discuss this topic as problematic as well as directly
analyzes the United States: History and Geography
by McGraw Hill Education artifact from a Deland
high school. It also investigates the relationship
between this issue and communication as a whole. It
seeks to explain how the social interests of authors'
influence their recounts of history and how it later
effects the perceptions of race and how it is
conceptualized by students, both white and of color.
P-11 Jeffrey Jacobs (Dr. Danielle Palow & Dr. Jim
Jackson)
jjacobs@stetson.edu
The prevalence of canine ehrlichiosis within Volusia
County expresses no correlation to climate and
urbanization
Canine ehrlichiosis is a tick-borne disease which
expresses high disease burden for canines in Florida.
Through determining the prevalence of ehrlichiosis
in canines, the disease can be better understood; as
a result, this study was conducted in the hopes of
providing information to make treatment and
prevention methods more efficient, which will
ultimately decrease the disease burden for both
human owners and canines. This study first

examined if a correlation between ehrlichiosis
prevalence and annual precipitation or annual
temperature existed, for the years 2012-2017. This
study also compared the prevalence of ehrlichiosis in
canines that reside in urban and rural locations
within Volusia County, for the years 2014-2017. At
Spring Oaks Animal Care Center in DeLand Florida,
peripheral whole blood samples were taken from
canine clients and a SNAP 4DX test was used to assay
for Ehrlichia spp. Both positive and negative results
were recorded and proportions were used to
determine if a correlation existed for the parameters
stated above. It was determined that there was no
statistically significant difference between any of the
parameters examined in this study. There were no
correlations between either annual average
temperature or annual average precipitation with
ehrlichiosis prevalence, suggesting that canines are
equally as likely to contract ehrlichiosis regardless of
these two factors. Canines which reside within city
limits are no less likely to contract ehrlichiosis than
those which reside outside city limits.

P-28 Coramarie Jifu Jennings (Dr. Kirsten Work)
cgroleau@stetson.edu
The effectiveness of underwater video surveys and
seining in measuring fish abundance and diversity
in three Central Florida springs
Various methods, such as seining and underwater
video survey (UVS), can provide information about
an ecosystem’s fish abundance and diversity.
However, each technique has limitations, and these
limitations can vary depending upon water clarity
and the available structure in the survey area. Fish
species richness, density, and diversity were
evaluated with UVS and seines at various points
along three Central Florida springs that varied in
available structure and water clarity: Blue Spring,
Gemini Springs, and Rock Springs. At each spring, 12
minutes of video were collected with two GoPro
cameras at four to five sites on either bank of the
spring. After each video was complete, the site was
seined toward the camera, thereby collecting both
the fish and the camera. The UVS captured the same
number of individuals as the seine; however, the
UVS captured an equal or greater number of species,
which translated into equal or greater diversity as
the seine. Therefore, we conclude that UVS is as
effective as seining in clear water. However, more
research is required to determine the effectiveness

of UVS in other types of water bodies than clear
water springs.
P-47 Danielle Lucas (Dr. Jelena Petrovic)
dlucas@stetson.edu
Hannah’s Story: A Narrative Criticism of Suicide
Motivation in 13 Reasons Why
This study examines the hit Netflix series “13
Reasons Why” and the messages presented about
teen suicide and motivation. The show is set in a
suburban high school and deals with the trials and
tribulations teenagers face in their daily lives such as
bullying, friendships, and relationships. The show
became the most tweeted about show of 2017,
showing its popularity among the Millennial and
Generation Z population. Data was collected from
specific scenes involving main character, Hannah
Baker, in the thirteen episodes released in season 1
of the series. Scenes that were not important to the
narrative of suicide, were excluded from this study.
It was analyzed through a rhetorical narrative
criticism perspective. The narrative criticism will look
at the themes, narrator, and use of character
development in order to make a judgement on what
is being presented to the audience. The data
suggesting the use of narratives to show the impact
we have on one another’s mental health.
P-64 Matthew D. Lucas (Dr. Lawrence Blasik & ARNP
Jason Welch - Blue Ocean Dermatology)
mdlucas@stetson.edu
The Effectiveness of Steroid Injection v. the
Phototherapy Excimer Laser on the Remission of
Generalized Granuloma Annulare
Generalized granuloma annulare (GA) is a peculiar
benign skin condition that varies from widespread
papules to annular plaques to large, discolored
patches with a diversity of coloration from yellow to
violet. The trunk area, neck, scalp, soles, face and
extremities are the main points of outbreak. This
subset of GA is most common in adults as well. The
purpose of this experiment was to determine if
steroid injection, or the excimer laser phototherapy
was a more effective treatment for generalized GA.
The experiment analyzed 40 randomly selected case
reports (pre-existing patients) diagnosed with
generalized GA from Blue Ocean Dermatology’s
online database. These 40 case reports consisted of
male and female patients ranging from the ages of
18 to 75 years old. The first 20 case reports utilized
steroid injection as its treatment method, while the

second group of 20 case reports utilized the excimer
laser phototherapy. The remission percentages for
each case report and the time required to meet
those percentages were recorded for each patient. A
paired t-test was applied to determine if the mean
remission percentages over total weeks between the
two treatment methods were significant. The p value
(0.023) calculated suggested that the mean
remission percentages over total weeks between the
two treatments were statistically significant. The
examination of 40 case studies of generalized GA
revealed the average remission percentage over the
total time in weeks was substantially higher for
steroid injection than the excimer laser
phototherapy. In addition, the average remission
percentage per week was significantly higher for
steroid injection. It can be concluded that steroid
injection for generalized GA is the more effective
treatment method. These results can potentially
save dermatologists and their patients’ valuable time
and money in selecting a treatment method for
generalized GA.
P-46 Kristy Lynch (Dr. Jelena Petrovich)
kalynch@stetson.edu
Peeling Back the Label: A Narrative Criticism on
How Online Interviews Shape our View of Autistic
Communication
My research will be focused on how the Special
Books by Special Kids organization shapes how we
should view autistic communication and strive for
acceptance of neurodiverse populations. The aim of
the organization is to provide children and adults on
the Autism Spectrum a platform, online interviews,
to express individualism by sharing their personality
and past experiences of discrimination due to
labeling. These interviews were shared via social
media therefore the text access to them was gained
through YouTube, Facebook, and the Special Books
by Special Kids organization website. Each interview
is two to ten minutes in duration. The methods used
are narrative criticism and several rhetorical
theories, as this is a rhetorical criticism study. From
the results, it can be concluded that the interviews
are framed in such a way that it shapes how the
audience should view autistic communication as well
as autistic identity with explanations from the
interviewer. Other results included how the
interviewees express a sense of identity with the
word Autism and feelings of pride and positivity with
the label Autism with words such as special, unique,

and different. Another major theme the interviewer
repeats is the desire that autistic individuals have is
to be socialized with or be accepted by others.
P-29 Minh Thu (Alice) Ma and Eunmi Lee (Dr. Tandy
Grubbs and Dr. Hasan Korkaya)
Mma@stetson.edu
eulee@augusta.edu
TNFAIP3/A20 Inhibits TNFα-Induced Apoptosis in
Breast Cancer Cells
The zinc-finger protein A20 has been showed to
exhibit both tumor suppressive and enhancing
properties. Our previous studies have demonstrated
that A20 is overexpressed in basal/TNBC (triple
negative breast cancer) cells and cancer tumors. We
therefore hypothesize that A20 overexpression is
involved in the tumorigenesis and metastasis of
breast cancer. To investigate A20’s role in breast
cancer development and progression, we
overexpressed A20 in non-transformed MCF7 and
ZR75.1 cells. Upon TNFα treatment, A20overexpressing MCF7 and ZR75.1 cells showed
reduced TNFα-induced apoptosis compared to
parental cells. A20 overexpression also resulted in
reduced cleaved PARP1 expression and elevated
production of Hsp72, anti-apoptotic proteins Bcl-2,
and pro-inflammatory cytokines IL-6, IL-8, and TGFB1
in ZR75.1 cells. Mouse xenograft investigation
showed MCF7-A20 tumor-bearing mice developed
larger primary tumors and enhanced metastasis
compared to MCF7 tumor-bearing mice. These
findings suggested that A20 is a marker for breast
cancer and a therapeutic target for breast cancer
treatment.
P-48 Ashtan Madsen (Dr. Michael Eskenazi)
amadsen@stetson.edu
Academic Self-Efficacy is More Closely Associated
with Anxiety than Social Support
Anxiety is the top concern with a high prevalence
rate of 47.4% among college students (Mistler, et al.,
2012). Contributing to their anxiety are the
numerous factors affect their ability to handle daily
personal and academic stressors. These factors
include social support, academic self-efficacy,
academic success, and student engagement. The
purpose of this study was to determine whether
social support is the most important factor
contributing to college students’ anxiety while
controlling for other psychosocial factors. It was
hypothesized that other factors such as academic

success and student engagement may play a bigger
role than social support in college students’ anxiety.
The sample consisted of 78 undergraduate college
students with ages ranging from 18 to 28. An online
survey was administered consisting of four
questionnaires: the State-Trait Anxiety Inventory,
the College Academic Self-Efficacy Scale, the
Engagement Survey, and the Social Support
Questionnaire. Three multiple regression analyses
were conducted with the outcomes of anxiety,
academic success, and student engagement.
Academic self-efficacy was the only factor that was
significantly predictive of the outcomes. Social
support was not associated with anxiety which is
contrary to previous research on the social support
theory (Sarason, et al., 1990). These findings suggest
that students’ amount of time and effort invested in
their work and learning may be more important than
social support in reducing anxiety.
P-60 Devon McKercher (Dr. Jelena Petrovic)
dmckercher@stetson.edu
Communicating Sexuality: A Narrative Criticism of
the Book Lost Souls and its use of Vampires
Horror literature has been used throughout history
to showcase an author’s thoughts about different
topics. Authors can choose to accept or reject
societal norms. Additionally, authors can introduce a
new way of thinking. Within the genre of horror, the
intended audience of a story plays an important role
in what ideal an author is communicating. A
narrative criticism was done to see how authors
communicate their beliefs, specifically, how are
vampires used to communicate about human
sexuality? This study focuses on the novel, Lost Souls
by Poppy Z. Brite, a book published in 1992, and how
the Brite uses contrast amongst her characters to
communicate about sexuality.

P-13 Cristina Moskewicz (Dr. Jelena Petrovic)
cmoskewi@stetson.edu
The Result of Fame: A Rhetorical Study on
Depression’s Portrayal through Online Celebrity
Discourse
This rhetorical study will investigate the ways in
which multiple entertainment sites react to
celebrities opening up about depression. More
specifically the study will focus on Katy Perry’s onehour long interview with her therapist that was
broadcasted and caused a ripple effect within online

media. The study will use a close textual analysis,
along with a few components of a generative
analysis to analyze an article from each top
entertainment news forum or site that has written
about Katy Perry’s therapy session. This study is
meant to bring to light the similarities with any
stereotypes and stigmas amongst female celebrities
who openly speak about their depression and are
public figures, while showing how the media
presents the information to their audience. The
study supports the idea that the discourse on
depression online exposes patterns that avoid
specific language use, reveals certain visual cues,
and layout of the articles that suggest specific
advertising to Katy Perry’s Therapy livestream.

P-5 Kimberly Noriega (Dr. Roslyn Crowder and Dr.
Danielle Palow)
knoriaga@stetson.edu
Differences in the Effectiveness of Old and New
Leaf Ilex vomitoria Plant Extract on Killing Leukemia
Cells
The purpose of this experiment was to determine
how effective the Ilex vomitoria plant extract was in
killing or inhibiting the growth of leukemia cells. The
relationship between the age of the leaves used for
the extract (new versus old) and how effective the
extract was in eradicating the cancer cells was also
investigated. The Ilex vomitoria plant produces
secondary metabolites that have anti-cancer
properties, based on the optimal-defense theory, it
is expected for the new leaves to have higher
quantities of secondary metabolites than the old
leaves. For this reason, it was hypothesized that the
Ilex vomitoria extract would be effective in killing the
leukemia cells and the new leaf extract treatment
would have a higher cell death count than the old
leaf treatment group. To test this hypothesis, two
experiments were run. The leukemia cells were
treated with the new leaf extract for 86 hours and
the experiment was repeated with the old leaf
extract. The cells were than measured for, cell
viability, ATP levels, number of alive and dead cells,
and the total number of cells within each treatment
group. The findings of this experiment concluded
that the new leaf treatment group had a higher cell
death count than the old leaf treatment group.
Based on these results, the hypothesis was
supported. ANOVA one way multiple comparison
was utilized to analyze the data within this
experiment. Differences in the Effectiveness of Old

and New Leaf Ilex vomitoria Plant Extract on Killing
Non-Small Lung Cancer Cells
P-61 Liam O’Donnell (Dr. Jelena Petrovic)
lodonnel@stetson.edu
“Uncovering the Hidden Messages" A Rhetorical
Study on Richard Nixon's Use of Self-Protection
During the Watergate Scandal
Throughout human history, deception has long been
part of our culture, specifically with communication.
To have deception be present in politics is very
dangerous for the trust between the people and the
government. The study is focused on analyzing at
the time, President Nixon’s first national address
after the Watergate break-in. In present day we
know that he is guilty and was fully involved with
what later became known as the “Watergate
scandal”. The objective is to look at how effective he
is at delivering the speech having prior knowledge
and involvement. The purpose is to see if it can be
determined through his rhetorical choices whether
or not he is performing an efficient job at addressing
the situation, answering any questions or concerns,
and how the issue will be resolved. The main
objective is to see whether or not he is able to
uphold confidence and trust between the people
and political leaders. It is important to note that
since this incident, people have seen a steady
decline with trust between the people of America
and the
government leaders in power.
P-3 Benjamin Onyshko (Dr. Danielle Palow)
bonyshko@stetson.edu
Increased Soil-Glucose Levels Positively Impacts
Growth of Sandhill Ruderal, Bidens alba
This study investigates how differing nutrient levels
affect germination and growth of a weedy sandhill
native, Bidens alba (Spanish Needles). Glucose was
administered to treatment soil prior to seeding in an
attempt to increase activity of decomposers, and
therefore lower nutrient levels. Soil analysis showed
that there was little to no difference in nutrient
levels between the two groups. 60 Bidens alba were
grown in both the control pots and the glucose
treated pots. After both 8-week and 12-week spans,
there was a difference in plant height, number of
leaves, leaf biomass, stem biomass, root biomass,
and total biomass, favoring those grown in glucosetreated soil. These results pose a new question, why
does increased glucose levels positively affect Bidens

alba growth? One possibility could be an increase in
microbial communities that could benefit Spanish
Needle growth. These findings reveal further
experiments could be conducted to investigate why
glucose played such a vital role in growth and
development of Bidens alba. The more we learn
about the inner-workings of the sandhill
environment, the closer we will be to restoring these
habitats that once expanded across the entire
southeastern United States.
P-49 Malak Patel (Dr. Joshua Eckroth)
patelmalak@gmail.com
Automatic Data Visualization
As access to data and interest in data analysis grows,
so does the need to extract insights from data,
particularly with data visualization. An ideal
visualization is one that immediately exposes the
central relationships among features embedded in
the data. We developed an AI system that
automatically produces such visualizations. Given an
arbitrary dataset and two or three user-selected
columns, our tool generates an appropriate plot of
the data. Plots that our tool can generate include
scatter, line, histogram, bar, boxplots, and error bar
plots. In order to find the best plot with artificial
intelligence, we employ deep learning in the form of
convolutional neural networks. We train the
network on good and bad plots for a range of
datasets according to a heuristic scoring function we
developed. The neural network model examines the
visual qualities of all possible plots of the selected
data columns and selects the best plot according to
the sizes of chart elements such as bars and error
bars, how many lines cross or change direction,
whether axis labels overlap, and other qualities.
Finally, we evaluate the performance of the AI
system by comparing its output with human
judgment.

P-73 James Pilgrim (Dr. Christopher De Bodisco)
jpilgrim@stetson.edu
Demographic Assessment on who voted for Brexit
On June 23, 2016 the United Kingdom took a huge
step towards looking to the nation to make a
decision on whether or not the nation will continue
to be a part of the European Union. After the votes
were tallied and verified the spread of the data was
surprising, the results were FOR: 51.9%; AGAINST:
48.1%. This was an historic event in the nation’s

history, the nation went in a crisis mode where the
government had to figure out a way to keep a totally
split nation on its feet and prevent it from the verge
of social collapse. Now that the UK has made its
decision there needs to be some study into where
the political party didn’t focus, and by doing so it
cost them the referendum vote. With the data
collected in this project, the voting data in the
regions of the UK, we can show the areas that have
the greatest effect on the referendum vote and
prove that the areas that the conservative party did
focus on had not enough effect on the results.
P-65 Justin Pitts (Dr. Cynthia Bennington)
jjpitts@stetson.edu
Determining the Effect of Inflorescence Density and
Temperature on Pollinator Diversity and
Abundance at the Volusia Sandhill Ecosystem in
DeLand, Florida
The purpose of this study was to determine if a
small, fragmented area of habitat is capable of
maintaining high visitation rates and diverse
pollinator populations in hopes of mitigating further
decline in pollinator populations. This was done
though examination of the effect that local
inflorescence density and temperature had on
pollinator visitation rates and abundance at Volusia
Sandhill Ecosystem (VSE) in DeLand, FL. To do this
plots with experimental inflorescence densities were
created and an observational study was conducted
at the site during the fall of 2017. The results of this
study showed that total inflorescence density had no
effect on visitation rates (p = 0.648) but when
inflorescence outside of the plots were not
considered in calculations a significant positive
correlation between the number of inflorescence
heads and visits was found (p = 5.00E-09). It was also
shown that visitation declined slightly, but
significantly, with a decrease in temperature (p =
4.51E-05). Lastly, pollinator abundance was found to
be higher in late fall than in early fall and when
examining pollinator composition, it was found that
a majority of pollinators from the study belonged to
the Order Hymenoptera. This study showed that a
small fragmented ecosystem such as VSE is capable
of supporting diverse pollinator assemblages.
Through further implementation of areas of habitat
akin to VSE, declines in pollinator populations may
be mitigated if not reversed.

P-14 Mackenzie Quinn (Dr. Wendy Anderson)
maquinn@stetson.edu
Investigating the Accessibility to Select Organic
Food Sources Based on Food Desert Characteristics
within Deland, Florida*
Increasing our understanding of organic food
consumption and food security is vital in a time of
global emergence of food deserts. The term “food
desert” can be defined as an area in the United
States with limited access to affordable and
nutritious food, particularly such an area composed
of predominately lower-income neighborhoods and
communities, yet literature clearly indicates that the
definition is fickle. This study sought to synthesize
the defining characteristics of organic food deserts
to identify the presence of organic food deserts
within the focal City of Deland, Florida. Using
geographic analysis programs, such as ArcMap,
grocery locations were geographically studied
against socioeconomic, population density, minority,
and educational attainment provided by United
States Census Bureau Tiger File tract and block group
data. In conjunction with census data, organic food
availability was identified using an Organic Food
Product Index survey instrument to spatially depict
those areas within Deland that lack access to organic
food products. The results contradicted my original
hypothesis since grocery stores located within low
socioeconomic neighborhoods failed to offer equal
access to organic food products, as the research
found that stores along the OFPI value range were
randomly placed within the city.
*I received funding from the College of Arts and
Sciences Dean’s Office in order to present my
research findings at the Association of American
Geographers 2018 Annual Meeting.
P-31 Manuel Reyes (Dr. Michael King)
mreyes@stetson.edu
Fos-immunoreactive neurons in the gustatory
thalamus following intra-oral infusion by primary
tastes showed no exclusive topographical
organization
Immunohistochemistry was utilized to map neural
activity in the rat gustatory thalamus (GT) in
response to intra-oral infusion of dH2O, 0.1M and
1.0 M of NaCl and sucrose, 0.32 MSG, 0.03 M HCl, or
0.003 M QHCl in alert rats at a rate of 0.233 mL/min
for 5 min. Control rats received no intra-oral

infusion. Ingestive and aversive taste reactivity (TR)
was also measured during intra-oral stimulation. The
number of Fos-IR neurons in the GT was counted
manually in the anterior posterior plane that
consisted of three sections which contained three
divisions that included the medial (ME), Middle (MI),
and lateral (LA) divisions. Data from 38 male Wistar
rats indicate that the number of neurons was
significantly higher in the medial divisions of GT in all
treatments and controls. However, there were no
significant differences among treatments in any GT
division. Linear regression analyses revealed that
there was no relationship between TR behaviors and
the total GT Fos-IR neurons for each treatment.
P-50 Carlton Robinson (Dr. Jelena Petrovic)
cerobins@stetson.edu
Puppets, Pioneers, and Pageants: How the New
York Times Portrayed Palin
Media coverage in political campaigns helps shape
public opinion and can be a factor in people
determining how to vote. Thus bias in the reporting
of candidates should be a concern for a society that
so strongly values fair elections. Narratives and
simplistic stereotypes have historically framed the
representation of women in politics. The 2008
Presidential election was the first time in twentyfour years that United States voters were given the
opportunity to choose a woman on the Presidential
ballot. To understand media bias, I chose to study
The New York Times coverage of Sarah Palin during a
three-month period. Analyzing the editorials
published by The Times made it clear that it has
become problematic in our political culture for news
media to focus on appearance and attire, rather
than the candidate’s platform or positions on high
profile issues. The findings in this study go beyond
sexist language and stereotypes and demonstrate
how the media’s coverage of Sarah Palin in the 2008
Presidential election eroded her credibility.
P-66 Ana Rodriguez (Dr. Terence Farrell)
avrodrig@stetson.edu
Adaptive significance of homing in the limpet
Siphonaria pectinata in central Florida
The limpet Siphonaria pectinata exhibits “homing”
behaviors, and it has been found that a congener
maintains the same home scar for several months. I
used rocky intertidal substrate adjacent to a seawall
along the Indian River in Volusia County, Florida to
test whether the limpets exhibit homing behaviors. I

marked fourteen limpets to determine whether they
return to their home scars. Twenty-one percent of
the limpets remained on their home scar after six
weeks. I used a randomized block design experiment
within which focal limpets that had all nearby
conspecifics removed were compared to an unmanipulated control treatment to test the
hypothesis that limpet density and the intensity of
intraspecific competition would reduce homing
behavior. I successfully reduced limpet density by
77% in the limpet removal treatments, but there was
no statistically significant effect of the density
reduction on the proportion of limpets that homed.
This suggests that the homing behavior was not
strongly influenced by the intensity of intraspecific
interactions.
P-39 Amanda Rogers (Dr. Jelena Petrovic)
amrogers@stetson.edu
“Taste the Feeling”: Persuasive Representations of
Health and Consumption in Coca-Cola
Advertisements
People can learn social structure and behavioral
consequences from observing others. Visual literacy
is not as sophisticated or wide-spread as verbal and
written literacy, so mediated observations are often
poorly analyzed for persuasive tactics. The social
advocacy group Praxis has accused Coca-Cola of
obfuscating attempts of local pastors to
communicate health information to their
parishioners through television advertisements. This
study does a close read of nine Coca-Cola
commercials. The findings of this study through
analysis and comparison of the artifacts show that
the advertisements’ varied uses of social modeling,
specificity of behavior, motivational belonging, visual
metaphor, and personal choice made the “Taste the
Feeling” and “Food Feud” ads, which emphasized
unrestrained consumption, more likely to be
persuasive than the ABA commercials which
emphasized ‘balanced’ consumption. The results of
this study can provide insight into what social
structures and behaviors the audience is being
persuaded to adopt through exposure to these
mediated observations.

P-52 Jordan Sabo (Dr. Michael King)
jsabo@stetson.edu
Fos-immunoreactive neurons activated in the
parabrachial nucleus of rats after intra-oral infusion
of bitter, salty, sour, sweet, and umami tastant
solutions
It is still unclear in the field of neuroscience how
taste is processed in the brain. Two theories, labeled
line and across fiber, exist as possible explanations.
After intra-oral infusion of varying tastes, rats’ tasteresponsive behaviors were counted, then the rats
were sacrificed and Fos-immunoreactive neurons
counted in select parabrachial nucleus subregions.
The data were separated by subnuclei and taste to
determine if localization of neuron activation
occurred between treatments. Total neuron activity
was also compared against total behaviors by the
rats during the treatment period. It was determined
that there was no significant increase in neuronal
activity due to the presence of tastes. Also, no
significant localization of Fos IR neurons occurred in
the PBN subregions, and there was no significant
correlation between the number of Fos IR neurons in
the PBN and the total number of behaviors by the
rats during the treatment period. The results did not
support the hypotheses of labeled line taste
processing, leaving across fiber theory as a potential
mode of taste processing that requires further
investigation.
P-51 Kathryn Sarullo (Dr. Joshua Eckroth)
ksarullo@stetson.edu
Runtime Optimization of the Classification by
Discriminative Interpolation Algorithm
Classification by Discriminative Interpolation (CDI) is
a recently developed state-of-the-art supervised
learning algorithm that performs classification for
functional data. CDI processes the training set by
finding approximate representations for each
function so that functions of different classes are
pushed farther away while functions of the same
class are pulled closer. This push–pull behavior is
accomplished by iteratively adjusting the coefficients
on a wavelet representation. Each function from the
testing set is likewise approximated with similar
push–pull algorithm that is separately computed for
each class. The class whose approximation yields the
least error is the predicted label. Unfortunately, the
CDI algorithm, as originally implemented, suffers

from slow runtime performance. This research is an
investigation of optimizing the original code using
parallelization. We evaluate the revised
implementation using standard time series
classification datasets and compare the runtimes to
the original runtimes. All our experiments exhibit
dramatically improved execution times. We further
summarize the challenges and subtleties we
discovered in developing the parallel form of the CDI
algorithm that may guide other efforts in
parallelization.
P-75 Chelsea Seaver et al (Dr. Asal Johnson)
cseaver@stetson.edu
These Hats Were Made for Walkin’: Walkability
Assessment of Stetson University, Deland Campus
The purpose of this research is to assess the
walkability of the Stetson Deland Campus. We have
observed and audited our campus by utilizing the
CDC walkability Audit Tool and National Highway
Traffic Safety Administration Walkability Checklist.
Supported evidence is demonstrated through visual
photographs and video documentation. Through the
findings of this project, improvements and
recommendations for the campus have been
identified. The results of this project are aimed to
contribute to the advancement in the accessibility of
Stetson’s campus to ensure safety for students, staff,
faculty and visitors of the institution. This project
was a group effort by Chelsea J Seaver, Sydney N
Arrington, Tabor Filipello, Gyujin Kim, Ci'erra Larsen,
Jelisa C Marshall, Emmaleigh L Ruiz, Kaeli A
Sandberg, Dorothy Trigg, and Neville Williams

P-69 John Silveira (Dr. Jelena Petrovich)
jsilvier@stetson.edu
“I’M BANNED”: A Rhetorical Study of Crisis
Management and Self Presentation on YouTube
Felix Kjellberg is the most popular content creator on
the social media platform YouTube. In January of
2017, Felix posted a video titled "Fiverr" which
created controversy and put Kjellberg’s career into a
state of crisis. Kjellberg made a follow up video to
address this controversy titled "I’M BANNED" in
which he attempted to manage his state of crisis.
This rhetorical study will discuss both of Kjellberg’s
aforementioned videos in the scope of William
Benoit’s Image Restoration Theory. I will use Benoit’s
theory to examine the strategies of crisis
management Felix used in his videos to identify the

rhetorical argument Kjellberg is making and the
effectiveness of that argument. By analyzing his use
of crisis management and self-presentation
strategies in his videos, this study argues that
Kjellberg purposely took an idiosyncratically
aggressive and loosely apologetic approach to his
crisis.

P-72 Asia Small (Dr. Christopher De Bodisco)
aismall@stetson.edu
The Effects of the establishment of the CSA T
(College Scholastic Ability Test) Scores on South
Korean Suicide Rates
The South Korean secondary education system is
unrivaled by many western countries. They are
ranked number 11 among all countries when tested
in Reading, Math, and Science, which is 20 places
ahead of the United States. Though the test scores
are high, I have noticed that so are the suicide rates.
I will be answering the question as to whether or not
education standards could be directly linked to the
growing rate of suicides in a country. This research is
interesting because it could possibly lead to an
identifiable threshold for when education can
become too much and work as a model for
education systems to prevent such suicide rates in
secondary education. I hypothesize that my results
will show a continuous increase in suicide rates as
standardized test scores increase. These results
could possibly aid research on the lack of sleep in
South Korea to meet test scores and its effects on
their health (for my research, mental health).

P-68 Kahri Smith (Dr. Melissa Gibbs)
ktsmith@stetson.edu
Aerial respiration response by juvenile
Pterygoplichthys disjunctivus (Loricariidae) to
varying oxygen conditions
The armored catfish P. disjunctivus is a highly
invasive species, in part because of its ability to
survive in various extreme environments. These
catfish can, for example, successfully inhabit hypoxic
environments like Volusia Blue Spring because of
their ability to breathe air and the body armoring
that protects them from terrestrial predators who
might be attracted by the air-breathing event.
Juvenile catfish, unlike adults, are rarely seen in the
spring run, and we hypothesized that this could be
because small catfish would be more vulnerable to

predation and might need to air-breathe more
frequently than adults. We hypothesized that body
size would be related to frequency of air breathing,
due to small catfish being more sensitive to
dissolved oxygen levels in the water. We tested
medium (11-22 cm SL) and small juvenile catfish (6-9
cm SL) in low, medium, and high dissolved oxygen
concentrations. Both fish size classes were found to
increase their rates of air breathing as DO decreased,
and smaller fish took significantly more breaths at all
oxygen levels, than did larger fish. Our hypothesis
was supported; smaller juvenile catfish respond
more dramatically at lower dissolved oxygen than
larger fish.
P-16 Aleah Sommerville (Dr. Michael King)
asommerv@stetson.edu
Pairing Electrical Stimulation of the Gustatory
Cortex and LiCl induced malaise does not create a
Conditioned Taste Aversion in Wistar Rats
The gustatory cortex (GC) is a region of the forebrain
that receives taste and other sensory input from the
oral cavity, which is thought to control taste related
behaviors. The goal of this study was to determine if
stimulation of the GC paired with induction of gastric
malaise via LiCl injection would cause a conditioned
taste aversion (CTA) to sweet tastes in rats. CTA was
used as a method to determine if a taste was
perceived by the rats during the stimulation. While
anesthetized, an electrode was placed into the GC
and intraoral cannulae were implanted into fifteen
male Wistar rats. After one week of recovery,
control rats received intraperitoneal injection of
NaCl and experimental rats were injected with LiCl,
afterwards the GC was stimulated electrically taste
solutions were infused intra-orally. Taste reactivity
behaviors were videotaped and a two bottle
preference test was performed to compare
voluntary water and sucrose intake. Fos
immunohistochemistry was used to ensure neurons
were activated within the GC. For the electrical
stimulation the both the control rats (n= 5) and the
experimental rats (n=10) performed more ingestive
behaviors on average than aversive (p=0.0011).
There was no difference in taste reactive behaviors
for treatment groups for the tastants, but sucrose
elicited the most ingestive responses. The two bottle
preference test showed that there was not a lasting
taste aversion with the experimental rats consuming
more sucrose than dH2O (p= 0.0026). Fosimmunoreactive neurons were found throughout

the granular, dysgranular, and agranular insular GC.
The data indicate that the pairing of electrical
stimulation of the GC with gastric malaise did not
result in a lasting CTA.

P-33 Chandler Steele (Dr. Michael King)
csteele@stetson.edu
Measuring Behavioral and Neurochemical
Responses to Taste Stimuli in Rats Administered
Liraglutide.
In the United States weightless supplements and
appetite suppressants are ubiquitous in their use.
Not much is known about the mechanisms behind
some of these weightless methods. A compound
called liraglutide is sometimes used as an appetite
suppressant and this study sought to determine how
exactly the compound functioned. The study
hypothesized the liraglutide’s appetite suppressing
attributes arose from being able to change the taste
perception of a specific taste stimuli. To test this,
Wistar rats were injected with liraglutide and their
behavioral and neural responses to sucrose (0.1M
and 1.0M) were recorded. The recorded data was
compared to control groups that received taste
stimulus of just sucrose or water. While there were
no differences in the number of ingestive (positive)
behaviors, the rats injected with liraglutide
expressed more aversive behaviors (p= p=1.68E-2).
The neural data was collected from Fosimmunoreactive (Fos-IR) neurons, and there were
mixed results obtained from those comparisons.
Overall, the behavioral data showed the most
support for the hypothesis, but the Fos-IR data did
not support the hypothesis.
P-71 Allison Tankersley (Dr. Jelena Petrovic)
atankers@stetson.edu

Looking for Love, Finding Fame: A Rhetorical
Analysis of Character Archetypes in Bachelor
Franchise
Twice a year, twenty-five contestants, compete
against one another on the reality television shows,
“The Bachelor” and “The Bachelorette”, for a chance
at winning the admiration of their true love. This
rhetorical study examines how the series constructs
the narrative of the ritual acts of falling in love as a
form of game by identifying and analyzing the
dynamic verbal and nonverbal courtship behaviors.
Love as a form of a game is an intricate part of the

study of pathos rhetorical communication and how
humans interpret falling in love as an act done
through competition against other humans as
visually observed in these types of reality dating
programs. The analysis of this study focuses on an
examination of both seasons twenty and twelve, led
by Ben Higgins and JoJo Fletcher, as an identifier as
to the role game plays in dating tactics and
sacraments. These results will be used to create a
better understanding of the narrative of
communication rituals and the pathos rhetoric from
viewership of reality dating game shows.
P-32 Alexandra Toben (Dr. Jelena Petrovic)
atoben@stetson.edu
Who Told It Better? A Discourse Analysis of the
Local and National News Coverage of Hurricane
Katrina.
This rhetorical study examines the different way
that national and local news stations covered
Hurricane Katrina. Studying the discrepancies
between local and national news coverage in natural
disasters allows a better understanding of how news
media outlets report stories differently to different
viewers geographically through set agendas. This
rhetorical analysis will display the ways in which
news outlets narrated Hurricane Katrina exposing
both the importance of disaster communication and
framing devices used by both national and local
news media outlets. The purpose of this
investigation is to find evidence that the New York
Times reported hurricane Katrina differently than
local articles from the Advocate Baton Rouge, by
delivering a prescribed narrative. While conducting a
discourse framing analysis, news articles were
analyzed to find syntactical and thematic structures
and rhetorical metaphors used to tell the narrative
of Katrina by each media outlet.
P-67 Eilidh Watson, Jasmine Gonzalez, Mark Hodae
and David Hall (Dr. Kelly Hall, Dr. Randall Croom)
ewatson@stetson.edu
About Face: Antecedents of Perceptions About
Men’s Facial Hair
We build on research previously presented at FURC
by members of our research team. We investigated
how men's facial hair influences perceptions of
professionalism, trustworthiness, and intelligence.
We found that 1) 88.1% of Fortune 500 CEOs have
no facial hair, and that facial hair reduces the degree
to which men are perceived as professional,

trustworthy, and intelligence. The prior study had
two limitations that we address here: 1) the photos
included only men who were Caucasian in
appearance, thus failing to take into account
possible difference of cultural expectations. 2) Study
1 did not consider factors about the individuals who
made evaluations, failing to take into account factors
that might help explain how individuals form
perceptions of men's facial hair. In this follow-up
study, we address these limitations in two ways:
first, we include evaluations of black men as well as
Caucasian men, and 2, we take into account
individual differences of the raters, including
conservatism, trust, need for order and cleanliness,
need for conformity, and cautiousness.
P-10 Eilidh Watson,Mark Hodae, David Hall, Jasmine
Gonzalez, and Carliss Miller (Dr. Kelly Hall, Dr.
Randall Croom)
ewatson@stetson.edu
Are Exceptions Made for Exceptional People?
Deviance and Career Outcomes in the NFL
University Employers (and society) often sanction
individuals for deviant behavior. In some cases,
employees who engage in deviant behavior are
punished, suffer decreases in career opportunity, or
are even fired. But while employers value compliant
behavior, they also value performance. Our central
question is whether employers are more willing to
accept deviant behavior from employees who
perform very well. To investigate, we look at 16
years of arrest records in the National Football
League (NFL). Using indicators of work performance
and value to employer, including Pro Bowl selection
and salary, we examine whether being arrested and
the nature of the arrest influences whether
individuals were released from employment. We
also look at whether some teams are more accepting
of deviant behavior than others, and whether team
performance (number of wins, playoff appearance)
moderates the effect of deviant behavior. Results
show a general pattern of a change in employment
status after an arrest.

P-17 Derek Weimer and Stacey O’doi (Dr. Laura
Gunn)
dweimer@stetson.edu
Recommended Interventions for Improving
Cardiovascular Disease and Diabetes Outcomes

Based on Mapping Similar Sociodemographic
Factors within Volusia County Zip Codes Containing
High Prevalence of Hospitalizations and Emergency
Department Visits
Lives are lost daily to cardiovascular disease (CVD)
and diabetes. Within the United States, these
chronic diseases are among the 10 leading causes of
death, with heart disease and stroke ranked
numbers one and five, respectively, and diabetes
mellitus ranked number seven. The 2016 Volusia
Community Health Needs Assessment identifies
these diseases among five priority health issues. A
literature review was conducted to identify effective
interventions, based on significant p-values (<0.05)
and 95% confidence intervals, focused on health
outcomes related to CVD and diabetes using the
following databases: Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention Community Health Improvement
Navigator Database of Interventions; Cochrane
Collaboration Database of Systematic Reviews; and
PubMed. International classification of diseases (ICD)
diagnosis codes were identified corresponding to
CVD and diabetes. Analyses of population-level
hospitalization and emergency department (ED) visit
data for 2014-2016 were performed, using the
aforementioned ICD codes, at the Florida
Department of Health in Volusia County (FDOHVolusia). A mapping was completed of zip codes with
a high prevalence of CVD and diabetes-related
hospitalizations and ED visits to assess the
sociodemographic profile of these zip codes in order
to identify which intervention(s), with relatively
similar sociodemographic profiles based on
participants’ race/ethnicity, age, gender, and income
level, could be recommended for adoption within
these Volusia zip codes. Seventeen interventions
were recommended to FDOH-Volusia and One Voice
for Volusia, based upon results and literature
synthesis, for adoption in Volusia zip codes with
similar sociodemographic profiles. This research has
potential for improving diabetes and CVD-related
outcomes among Volusia residents.
P-12 Kelsey Williams (Dr. Melissa Gibbs)
Kmwilli1@stetson.edu
The Effects of Varying Glyphosate Levels on the
Embryonic Development of Ambystoma mexicanum
Axolotls are an endangered species of aquatic
salamanders that have regenerative properties,
making them a key model organism. They are found
in the Xochimilco region of Central Mexico. The
conditions in Lake Xochimilco have become less

favorable over the years due to increased
urbanization and industrialization. Glyphosate is one
of the most abundant polluting chemicals in the lake
that is contaminating this water system, leaving it
unlivable to many species. I hypothesized that if the
levels of glyphosate continued to increase then the
viability of the axolotls would decrease. The effect of
varying concentrations of glyphosate was tested on
embryos reared in concentrations of Lake Xochimilco
and fresh water, where the fresh water showed
normal development and good viability. The
embryos reared in the concentrations higher than
Lake Xochimilco did not exhibit full maturation and
development. This was examined in the
development of head, body and gill lengths.

Creative Arts
ART-8 Jenna Bolusky (Dan Gunderson)
jbolusky@stetson.edu
A Moment of Intimacy
I draw people who mean the most to me in life.
These people are my friends and professors who
have had a significant impact on me over the years. I
draw these people in their environment; I like to
surround them in something they’re passionate
about. My drawings are a product of sentimentality
and familiarity. Studies show that holding eye
contact with someone for only two minutes creates
feelings of trust and affection between two people.
My subjects hold eye contact with the viewer, and
this creates a moment of intimacy. People need
intimacy. People feel comforted by the important
people in their lives during hard times. Trust and
affection from the people I draw have helped me to
overcome immense obstacles to ultimately succeed
in the face of adversity. I want the viewer to feel
connected to the subject just as I feel connected
with them. I’m grateful for my relationships with my
subjects, and I want to give the viewer the
opportunity to experience the intimacy I feel when I
gaze into the eyes of the people I cherish the most.
ART-1 Kait Forsythe* EXHIBIT
kforsyth@stetson.edu
A Look into the Garment Industry’s Dirty Laundry:
Exploring our Toxic Relationship with Fashion *
What happens to our stuff before and after it’s our
stuff? This is the driving question of

sustainability thinkers. Textile sustainability refers to
the belief that clothing should be
produced through practices with low ecological
impact (and by virtue of this: made of
sustainable materials like organic cotton, wool, linen,
etc.) from “dirt to shirt” --as one Georgia
cotton farmer I met put it-- and beyond.A Look into
the Garment Industry’s Dirty Laundry
is an op-ed photo story that explores how the
clothing industry impacts the environment. It
chronicles and examines a textile’s life cycle at 3
links in the supply chain: raw materials,
processing, and post-use. A Look at the Garment
Industry’s Dirty Laundry draws attention to the
responsibility we share: collective accountability for
the space we occupy in the world.
*Recipient, Dean’s Fund

ART-7 Kitty Geoghan (Madison Creech)
kgeoghan@stetson.edu
The Life of a Writer
“The Life of a Writer” uses a combination of
illustration and photography to present the written
works of artist Kitty Geoghan in a visual medium.
Each piece depicts a scene from Kitty’s writing,
illustrated using Photoshop and Illustrator,
superimposed on a black-and-white self-portrait of
Kitty as she writes or imagines the story in question.
The use of augmented reality emphasizes these
scenes as distinct from the real world; once viewable
only in the mind of the writer at work, but available
through this installation to viewers on the outside.
Using an augmented reality device, viewers are free
to explore Kitty’s fictional worlds and characters
along with the stories in which they appear. “The
Life of a Writer” offers a glimpse into Kitty’s creative
process, giving a fresh perspective on her stories and
written works.
ART-9 Thanya Guevara (Grace Ramsey)
tguevara@stetson.edu
Creatures of Yaxche*
My work depicts fictional creatures designed with
elements of fantasy and science fiction. However
imaginative, these creatures are, in fact,
combinations of different existing animals from the
Mexican state of Yucatán and the Amazon. I
particularly focus on the wildlife existing in these
locations to create a believable biome full of exotic
rich color. As such, the animals that inhabit this

ecosystem are seemingly otherworldly and capture
the imagination.
Ultimately, all these factors culminate in the creation
of an environment where my creature designs would
fully immerse audiences into a whole new world.
Real life can get too ordinary and sometimes
intolerable thanks to the everyday trials and
tribulations we face as adults. For that reason, I
focus on this "believable fiction" because it lets my
artistic mind travel to wondrous places with my
animals without the limitations and dull banality of
life holding me back, and it restores some of the joys
of childlike and innocent wonder that are all too
often lost in adulthood. Whether they evoke dark or
light feelings, I want the tone and presence of my
made-up creatures to, ironically, exist and leave
people enchanted and mystified, even just for a
moment.
*Recipient, Dean’s Fund
ART-10 Samantha Hartman (Dan Gunderson and
Sven Smith)
shartman@stetson.edu
Behind The Wall
After disengaging from an unhealthy relationship, all
I could think of was how exposed and vulnerable I
was; not only when I was alone, but also in small
mundane actions. The moments to which others do
not give a second thought, become a struggle; When
alone in my room as I undress for the shower, in
bed, or even just walking into a new room. Unable to
extricate myself from the vulnerability, or have
perspective on it all, I could only pray that others
would not feel the same way. Thus, began my search
for others feeling this same sense of emotional
exposure during intimate moments alone. I focused
on women; women in their late teens and early
twenties who are just beginning to make a life, build
a career, and develop crucial relationships. Often,
WE do not have a guide book for these first great
adventures. We share the resultant collapses and
vulnerabilities as we begin to see ourselves with
perspective in such novel, adult situations. In
projecting them, I can see myself and other women
sharing this moment of growth. Within my search, I
began to study women through interviewing and
photographing them in early adulthood. These
women were asked a set of questions dealing with
cultural belonging, sense of self, adversities faced,
vulnerability, and perspectives on growth. From my
research, I visually present my understanding.

ART-11 Christopher Kelly (Dan Gunderson)
Cmkelly@stetson.edu
Green Room
Dawn Patrol usually begins around 6:30, so we get to
the beach a bit before then. Our group is kind of
exclusive because we know each other’s styles
pretty well and are comfortable with the way we
surf. We’re all pretty laid-back surfers. It's like being
on a different planet when you are in the water that
early. Once I’m on the board, everything comes
together and the experience is like nothing else
imagined. I get stoked every time I get spit out of a
barrel. Being in the green room gives off this
ambient sound and feeling. It is so tranquil where
you can just clear your mind. My art gives me the
same effect. I love to use a free formed approach to
my art, just like my surfing. The art is like the wave;
the palette or shape could be the same but every
lesson and its results are different. When I do a pour,
and if I were to use the same amount of colors in the
same order on two of the same size canvases, I
would get a different result every time. When it
comes to the ocean, there are no two waves that are
exactly the same, even though they might have the
same ingredients. In surfing, I really only desire a
quality experience with life, friends and the ocean.
My style of art promotes the same mentality. I really
look forward to continuing this artistic style and
incorporating my surfing adventures into my work. I
eventually want to develop my imaginative
capabilities and create my own line of surfboards
and apparel over the next couple of years through
travel and experience.
ART-2 James Mattison () EXHIBIT
jmattison@stetson.edu
Hypocracy*
“Hypocracy” is a series of 5 portraits that share a
relationship both visually and conceptually. The
characters within these portraits (in the order
presented), create a narrative of lust that is
surrounded by deceit. In the center, “The Sophist”, is
facing the girl, who is facing him, but reaching for
someone else. To the left of “The Sophist” is “The
Advisor”, who faces towards the center, but with his
ear open to potential falsehoods. The title
“Hypocracy”, plays on both the words Hypocrisy and
Democracy. Hypocrisy, meaning to claim having
moral standards or beliefs to which their own
behavior does not comply. Democracy, meaning to
elect or having the ability to choose who you want in

your assembly. These two words joined as the titled
of the piece is to connect both definitions, to say the
people we choose to be close with based on their
virtues, may be falsely represented, whether
intentionally or unintentionally. The range of human
emotion is extensive. At its existential peak we can
be left speechless. Whether that be in anger, lust,
sorrow, joy, or somewhere in-between, our thought
process may become overruled by these pure
sensations. These instances are powerful enough to
change the course of our lives and alter who we are
as individuals. In my work, I aim to tailor imagery
that captures these moments of self-awareness and
to turn them inside out into an abstract body of
work. An artistic arrangement that exemplifies our
instinctive reactions or behaviors, and where those
overwhelming moments that shape our individuality,
turn out to be the most relatable dynamics of
humanity.
*Recipient, Dean’s Funding

ART-3 Annette Morton (Madison Creech) EXHIBIT
amorton@stetson.edu
“WeAreOne” - Composites of the Interrelationship
Between Humans and Nature*
We have lived on Mother Earth from the dawn of
our existence. Our lives and hope depend on her and
we have parts of her inside of us, yet we often take
her for granted and fail to remember our roots in
our daily lives. We take from her without giving back
and thus she becomes tired and her fate alarmingly
closer. It is our duty now to cherish the dirt under
our feet and the sky above us for the sake of her and
our children. “WeAreOne” is compiled of ten
digitally manipulated photographic composites that
complement the innate beauty of both the human
body and their commonalities in the natural world.
The portraits are intertwined in various
environments around the world, mingling a
sensation of fantasy and reality. The images are
printed on cotton percale fabric, adding a raw
texture to the gallery and enabling them to move
with a breeze. These pieces symbolize the history
and future of our relationship with our planet. This
gallery was created with hopes that in seeing it you

can visualize yourself in an environment of your own
and feel the connection and appreciation.
*Special thanks to the Dean of Arts and Sciences
Funding.
ART-12 Ariana Santana (Madison Creech and Dan
Gunderson)
asantana@stetson.edu
Wild Growth*
My work calls for evaluation of both our individual
and communal interactions with the environment
that surrounds us. As such, my particular usage of
intricate and elaborate foliage arrangements with
the human figure highlights the innate unity that has
always existed between humanity and all forms of
nature. Each arrangement, whether sculptural or
screen-printed, takes on a life of its own as the
numerous components of the composition weave
seamlessly into one another. The human-oriented
scale of my work further emphasizes my aim to craft
an equally harmonious balance between the viewer
and the combinations of natural forms that I have
created. While the components of my imagery are
ephemeral in nature, their relationship and impact
upon one another is everlasting.
I hope that my work provides the viewer the
opportunity, if only momentarily, to contemplate
their own relationship with their environment; to
see themselves in the works that I created, and to
enable them to relate to the serenity of the foliage’s
and the figures’ coexistence. These works are
ultimately my personal reflections that try to capture
the surreal experience of feeling connected and at
ease within a sea of lush greens and vibrant yellows.
*Recipient, Dean’s Fund
ART-13 Bianca Santimaw (Dr. Dengke Chen)
Email: bsantima@stetson.edu
Game Design and Development: Steampunk
Fairytale*
This project presents the detailed development and
design for a simple yet highly detailed 3D game. The
game is a choice based game, where the user
chooses what the character will do next with
different outcomes awaiting each choice. The
project was inspired by different fairytales,
specifically, the story of Cinderella, and put into a
Steampunk art style. Each level within the game
showcases a twist with the game developing a more
horror-like feel the farther you get along. This

project gives an insight into the design aspects of
video game development.
*Recipient, FIEA Grant

ART-4 Dominique Schmidt (Dr. Matthew Roberts)
EXHIBIT
dmschmid@stetson.edu
Resilience*
Resilience is a series of five photos of a feminine
black figure who physically confronts the notion that
there is nothing wrong, and that what society holds
for the oppressed is not something felt every day.
Each pose shows a struggle to escape, and yet there
is no resolution. The mask is hard to see through,
and the ropes constrict with each movement made.
Martin Luther King said, “Discrimination is a
hellhound that gnaws at Negroes in every waking
moment of their lives to remind them that the lie of
their inferiority is accepted as truth in the society
dominating them.” Those who experience
discrimination may not feel that they can be free of
those restraints, and I question whether society
would bother to see that.
*Recipient, Dean’s Fund

ART-14 Valeria Servigna Villalobos ()
vservignavillalobos@stetson.edu
Collaborators: Jodi Cothron, Jessenia D Trusty,
Zachary J Vane, and Ngaio F Warrington
#TheSecondSex
#TheSecondSex is a series of motion graphics videos
on feminist issues. As technology becomes more
present in our everyday lives, it is important to
acknowledge its potential for education, and to raise
awareness on social justice issues. Because younger
generations are assailed with plenty of information,
it is imperative to provide accurate and dynamic
facts and to promote media literacy. Thus, I have
aimed to design a body of work that quickly delivers
data on issues related to gender. In addition, the
negative effects of sexism and gender roles in
society sparked my interest in not only women’s
issues, but also in how men are affected by these
oppressive structures; hence, the decision to label
my project a feminist one. Judy Chicago’s words in
her Merger Poem encompass my dreams and hopes
for the work done by feminists across the world:

“And then both men and women will be gentle. And
then both women and men will be strong. And then
no person will be subject to another’s will”. Similarly,
Simone de Beauvoir’s book The Second Sex was a
significant source of inspiration and an important
influence in my understanding of feminism. I
ultimately aspire for my work to encourage
inquisitiveness and critical conversations among its
viewers.
ART-5 Eva Trimarchi (Dr. Katya Kudryavtseva)
EXHIBIT
etrimarc@stetson.edu
episode 0: the WORSE*
Sapience allows humans to consider consequences
of actions, and empathy allows humans to weigh
those consequences before acting. However, it’s
incredibly easy and common for people to ignore
these and be driven by self-interest and egotism. The
pursuit of pleasure and power often outweigh
reason. episode 0: the WORSE is based in an
alternate universe where humans and animals fill
opposite roles. Humans are commodities as animals
run the world. Sapient plants from the outer regions
of the universe gradually infiltrate and telepathically
influence thoughts, dreams, and actions while hiding
among typical plants. Spiritual deities exist to fulfill a
desired role which may benefit or burden mortals,
and those who demand worship have ulterior
motives. In episode, I reflect on humanity’s fear of
and bargaining with death, prioritization of purity
over compassion, empathy, and autonomy, and
dehumanization of othered groups. My stories are
influenced by my own experiences and the ways in
which I have come to learn more about myself in
terms of mental health, gender, and sexuality.
*Recipient, Dean’s Fund. To facilitate the printing of
the comic into books, I received funding from the
CAS Dean’s Fund Grant and the Creative Arts
Department.
ART-6 Daniel Viruet () EXHIBIT
dviruet@stetson.edu
Lost Prince*
There’s more to pushing a button than we realize.
It’s a commitment, it’s a moment, and it’s a story. I
believe it’s important for an individual to feel that all
of their decisions assist them in their overall goal
using game development as my medium to
accomplish it. As a game designer, I actualize
artwork, levels, scripts, and sound together in what

the player will experience, second to second,
through the use of pacing and defining the player’s
objective. Combining these crucial aspects develops
a narrative that soon becomes a memory born from
something as simple as pushing a button. Game
Development is a daunting and intimidating field to
dive into with all the plethora of tools that are at an
individual’s disposal. With this in mind, the goal for
my project, Lost Prince, is to serve as a catalyst for
students’ inquiry in creating a game as a project.
Lost Prince is a pixel art sidescroller developed on
the cross-platform game engine Unity. The project
utilized the 2D perspective found inside Unity to
portray the story of a young prince who was trapped
inside his home by a malicious wizard who abducted
his mother. As the player, your goal is to guide the
now older prince through 5 stages and confront the
villain responsible for separating your family.
*Recipient, FIEA Grant.

Music
M-3 Kaleb DuBose (Kathy Thomas) Horn
kdubose@stetson.edu
Austin McElwain, piano
Vincent Persichetti (1915-1987) Parable VIII for Solo
Horn
Anton Bruckner (1824-1896) Andante in Db Major
Neil Bondurant, Gavin Hall, and Victoria Rogers
Franz Strauss (1822-1905) Les Adieux
Eugène Bozza (1905-1991) En Forêt

M-1 Kristian Gonzalez-DeRenoncourt (Dr. Sydney
Hodkinson) Viola and Composition
kagonzal@stetson.edu
Mozaic
Composer: Kristian Gonzalez-DeRenoncourt (b.
1997)
Duration: 12 minutes
Players:
Violin I: Kaitie Smedley
Violin II: Jaida Hawkins
Viola: Kristian Gonzalez
Cello: Simone Seales
Piano: Jacob LyteHaven

M-4 Christen Mayer (Lloyd Linney), Voice -Soprano

cmayer@stetson.edu
Barbara Larson, Piano
Vergebliches Ständchen, Op. 84, No. 4
Johannes Brahms (1833-1897)
Im Garten am Seegestade, Op. 70. No. 1
Wie Melodien zieht es mir, Op. 105, No. 1
Early in the Morning
Ned Rorem (b. 1923)
Ferry Me Across the Water (The Nantucket Songs)
Love
For Susan (Three Poems of Paul Goodman)
Beau soir
Claude Debussy (1862-1918)
Voice que le printemps
The Old Maid and the Thief
Gian Carlo Menotti (1911-2007)
Steal Me, Sweet Thief

M-7 Alexander Rivera-Charles (Dr. Lynn Musco)
Clarinet
arrivera@stetson.edu
Piano: Kristie Born
Three Fantasy Pieces
Robert Schumann (1810-1856)
Zart und mit Ausdruck (Tender and with expression)
Lebhaft, leicht (Lively, light)
Rasch und mit Feuer (Quick and with fire)
Four Pieces for Clarinet and Piano
Alban Berg (1885-1935)
Mäßig (Moderate)
Sehr Langsam (Very Slow)
Sehr rasch (Very Quickly)
Langsam (Slow)
Tricolor Capers
Eric P Mandat (b. 1957)
Portent
Sway
Bop

M-5 Jennifer Rocco (Dr. Lynn Musco) Clarinet
jrocco@stetson.edu
Accompanist, Hannah Sun
Three Pieces for Solo Clarinet - Igor Stravinsky (18821971)
Clarinet Sonata No.2 in E-flat Major, Op.120 Johannes Brahms (1833-1897)
I.
Allegro amabile
II.
Appassionato, ma non troppo
allegro
III.
Andante con moto - Allegro

M-6 Kaitlin Smedley (Routa Kroumovitch-Gomez)
Violin
kpsmedle@stetson.edu
Edit Palmer, Piano

Concerto for Saxophone and Piano Op. 14 Lars Erik
Larsson (1908-1986)
II. Adagio
III. Allegro Scherzando
Caprice for Soprano Saxophone and Piano Op. 80
Jean Baptiste Singelee (1812-1875)

M-2 Savannah Yost (Dr. Tammara Phillips) Flute
syost@stetson.edu
In Collaboration with: Accompanist, Hannah Sun and
Flutist, Daria Saponaro
Scherzo Divertimento (1926) by Martinu, Bohuslav
(1890 - 1959)
Duettino hongrois, Op. 36 (1879) by Doppler, Franz
(1821 – 1883)
Orange Dawn (1992) by Clarke, Ian (b.1964)
Fantaisie for Flute and Piano (1912) by Gaubert,
Philippe (1879 – 1941)

Johann Sebastian Bach (1685-1750)
Partita No. 1 in b minor, BWV 1002
Allemanda
Double
Robert Schumann (1810-1856)
Sonata for Piano and Violin in a minor Op. 105
Mov. 1
Camille Saint-Saens (1835-1921)
Introduction et rondo capriccioso Op. 28

M-8 Daniel Smith (Dan Ferri) Saxophone
dbsmith@stetson.edu
Hannah Sun, Piano
Tango Etude No. 3
Duo Sonata
1968)
Scherzo
Elegy
Departure
Jennifer Rocco, Clarinet

Astor Piazolla (1921-1992)
Gregory Wanamaker (b.

Papers
E-15 John Adams (Dr. Christopher de Bodisco)
jwadams@stetson.edu
Greece: A Case Study in Bonds and Crises
My research is a case study on how Greece's debt
crisis affected the yields of government issued bonds
by comparing interest rates on its bonds to similar
Eurozone countries. The intent of this research is to
determine whether or not private Greek
bondholders were able to prepare for the debt crisis,
implying they were aware of its inevitability, and
consequently demand interest rates that
compensated for that elevated risk. This model
allows us to test the effect government debt levels
have on interest rates, especially under the unlikely
scenario that the government misleads investors,
and abruptly announces enormous increases in debt.

G-9 Todd Akin (Dr. Jason Evans)
takin@stetson.edu
Modeling Residential On-Site Waste Disposal for
Upgrade Prioritization in Deland, Florida
Septic tanks are huge environmental polluters of
groundwater. Factors such as density and soil
infiltration rates influence the magnitude at which
pollution occurs. My project examined the area
around DeLand, Florida in an effort to identify
potential septic tanks and prioritize them for
removal. I successfully found the locations of the
potential septic systems and noted areas where
removal should occur first. Areas near the center of
DeLand should be removed first, followed by the
high-density pockets to the northwest and
southwest. Switching citizens from septic to sewer
would improve water quality and public health for
those on wells.
C-15 Nicolette Alayon (Dr. Steven Smallpage)
nalayon@stetson.edu
Stealth Democracy Revisited: A Conspiratorial
Perspective
Conspiracy theories can be broken down to partisan
and non-partisan conspiracy theories. Current
literature explains that the reasoning behind the
support of partisan conspiracies such as the 9/11
“Truther” conspiracy and the Obama “Birther”
conspiracy is due to the necessary dichotomy of
winners and losers. As we see with the current
administration, the Republican “winners” believe
conspiracy theories. In order to explain this empirical
puzzle, this research project, extends the prevailing
“Losers” theory with the theory of “Stealth
Democracy,” which argues that “the American
people do not want to be placed in a position where
they feel obligated to provide input to those who are
making political decision.” The American people
would rather give the power of decision making to
elites- as long as they do not take advantage of their
power. This theory leads us to expect to find that
partisan conspiracies cannot simply be about
winners and losers. We will use a survey experiment
to examine precisely how stealth democratic
attitudes drive belief in partisan conspiracy theories.
C-9 Antonio Alvarez, Nelson Quezada Herrera and
Hunter Wilkins (Dr. Rajni Shankar-Brown)
ajalvarez@stetson.edu

Ethical Incubator Overlap: Diversity, Ethics, Equity,
and Sustainability Development in Business
Traditionally, businesses are viewed as a tool for
profit and often produce/perpetuate negative
externalities upon the world such as pollution,
gentrification, and cultural disruption. Yet,
businesses are some of the most impactful agents in
our society. The Ethical Incubator Overlap (EIO), an
interactive honors course and community that is
collaboratively facilitated by social justice education
faculty mentor Dr. Rajni Shankar-Brown and Stetson
Bonner Markus-Daniel Jones, includes diverse
students across disciplines. Grappling with issues of
ethics and protesting ethical negligence and
violations in business, EIO advocates for businesses
to examine current practices considering inequities
and intentionally have a positive impact on their
surrounding communities. EIO focuses on
interdisciplinary dialogue and is grounded in equity
education, with five specific spheres of thought:
culture, human, business, nature, and technology;
the intersection of these five spheres significantly
playing a role in the making and shaping of our
global economy and humanity.
C-16 Slavina Ancheva (Dr. William Nylen)
sancheva@stetson.edu
The Effects of Western and Russian Influence on
Bulgarian Sovereignty
From January to June 2018, Bulgaria will hold the sixmonth rotating presidency of the Council of the
European Union. Thirty years ago, an
accomplishment of this magnitude would have been
unimaginable for this Eastern European nation. As a
country that has always been caught in the
geopolitical struggle between the United States and
Russia (formerly the Soviet Union), Bulgarian politics
have always been heavily influenced by both sides.
This paper examines Bulgaria’s struggle for
sovereignty in the face of both Western and Russian
influence, with a greater emphasis on the Russian
influence due to the recent election of pro-Russian
President Radev in 2017. Using a detailed qualitative
analysis, this research aims to outline how actors
from both sides have exerted their power to directly
affect Bulgarian domestic and foreign policy. The
research finds that the current political divides
between pro-Western and pro-Russian directions are
based largely on economic factors, rather than
historical ties or nostalgia. The analysis concludes
with larger implications of economic globalization

and possible policy initiatives the Bulgarian
government can undertake to assert its sovereignty.
A-4 Rebekah Anderson (Mitchell Reddish)
Randers1@stetson.edu
The Son of Man and the Historical Jesus
Throughout the entirety of the New Testament, a
multitude of distinguishing phrases and titles are
used to refer to the figure of Jesus. While each of
these phrases holds a particular significance and
function within the New Testament, few have
captured the curiosity of biblical scholars as greatly
as the expression “Son of Man”. The expression Son
of Man is found frequently in the Synoptic Gospels
and presents itself almost exclusively in discourses
by Jesus. The frequent occurrence of this phrase in
use by Jesus indicates a distinctive level of
significance for this specific expression and suggests
an elevated concern for the meaning of the title Son
of Man. Despite great scholarly concern for the
meaning of the phrase Son of Man and the
prominent role of this phrase in the teachings of
Jesus, scholarly understanding of this expression is
relatively vague. In this examination of the
expression Son of Man, I use works from the Hebrew
Bible and Apocrypha in addition to criterion for
historicity to answer the question: Is it likely that the
historical Jesus used the term Son of Man, and if so,
which sayings found in the Synoptic Gospels can
most accurately be attributed to Jesus?

D-3 Ryan Anderson and Hudson Devoe (Dr. Hala
ElAarag)
Randerson1@stetson.edu
Best Path Algorithm Modeled After the Behavior of
Slime Mold Physarum Polycephalum
In this project, we developed a shortest path
algorithm for solving mazes inspired by the behavior
of Physarum polycephalum, a species of slime mold
and member of the Myxogastria class. We analyzed
Physarum polycephalum’s life cycle and designed a
shortest path algorithm to replicate its behavior. We
compared the time and space complexities of the
biologically-inspired shortest path algorithm with
two popular shortest path algorithms in
contemporary computing, namely the algorithms by
Floyd and Dijkstra. We demonstrated the efficiency
of the algorithm in a multithreaded environment
where each ‘strand’ of the slime mold operates
independently as a separate thread.

C-14 Elizabeth Beilsmith (Dr. Ciara C Torres-Spelliscy)
COLLEGE OF LAW
ebeilsmi@law.stetson.edu
Public Accommodation Laws and the First
Amendment: The Case for Emphasizing Commercial
Conduct over Incidental Effects on Expression in
Masterpiece Cakeshop v. Colorado Civil Rights
Commission
Public accommodation laws serve a critical function
by guarding marginalized groups from discrimination
based on protected characteristics within the
commercial marketplace. Despite such laws in
Colorado, Jack Phillips—the proprietor of
Masterpiece Cakeshop—refused to create a wedding
cake for the same-sex wedding of Charlie Craig and
David Mullins because of his religious beliefs. In
Masterpiece Cakeshop, Ltd. v. Colorado Civil Right
Commission, the U.S. Supreme Court will determine
if the Colorado Anti-Discrimination Act (CADA) can
require Phillips to create a cake for Craig and Mullins
without violating the baker’s First Amendment rights
to freedom of speech and free exercise of religion.
This Article will focus on the question of whether the
commercial conduct regulated under CADA should
be considered expression deserving of First
Amendment protection. The Article concludes that
because CADA regulates commercial conduct and
only incidentally affects expression, the Court should
follow case precedent by applying minimal scrutiny
to CADA and reject attempts to carve out exceptions
for expressive conduct in public accommodation
laws.
D-7 Anirudh Bhatnagar (Dr. Kevin Riggs)
abhatnag@stetson.edu
Depth analysis and Penetration strength of muons
through various metals.
This project revolved around the study of various
properties of muons, specifically in depth analysis of
these particles using lead bricks and secondary
particle scattering through different metal pieces.
The metal pieces used in this part of the experiment
was lead and aluminum. The depth analysis revealed
that the muons had a penetration depth of 2 cm and
the scattering secondary particles had a linear
growth of the counts up to 5 sheets and then started
declining steadily. There was a side-project where
we tried to figure out the angle of the highest
intensity of muons and it showed that it was 15

degrees off the sea level, instead of 0 degrees, which
was hypothesized.
G-14 Katherine Blohm (Dr. David Stock)
kblohm@stetson.edu
The effect of cigarette smoke and e-cigarette vapor
exposure on the respiratory microbiome of Mus
musculus
Smoking has been around for decades and in that
time research has shown numerous negative effects
of smoking on the body. However, there is a new
form of smoking that is gaining a following: ecigarettes. E-cigarettes have only been around since
2007 and their effects on the body have yet to be
sufficiently studied. Since traditional cigarettes have
a numerous amount of ingredients, including
carcinogens, there are suggestions that cigarette
smoke may alter the respiratory microbiome
towards the presence of parthenogenic bacteria. It is
possible that e-cigarette vapor may be less likely to
alter the respiratory bacterial flora because it does
not contain carcinogens. I hypothesize that ecigarettes will have less of an effect on the
respiratory microbiome on Mus musculus than
traditional cigarettes. This hypothesis was tested by
inspecting the respiratory microbiome of M.
musculus before and after being exposed to either
cigarette smoke or e-cigarette vapor. The purpose of
this study is to determine what, if any, impact smoke
and e-cigarette vapor has on the respiratory
microbiome on M. musculus. Due to issues in DNA
sequencing no bacteria were able to be identified.
B-12 Christina Borg (Dr. Rachel Core)
aborg@stetson.edu
The Effect of Gender on Candidate Preference
2016 was a monumental year for women in
American politics. With the first ever female
presidential candidate of a major party, gender likely
affected electoral outcomes like never before. The
main goal of my research was to assess what effect
gender had on candidate preference, specifically
relating to the 2016 election. I employed a mixed
methodology approach consisting of quantitative
secondary data analysis and qualitative interviews to
examine my research question. By running
correlations on a political data set from the PEW
Research Center and interviewing 20 voters of
different ages and genders, I have examined how
one’s gender impacted whom they chose to vote for
in the 2016 election and what political issues they

cared the most about. Through this research
endeavored to learn whether more women voted for
Hillary Clinton because she was a woman, and
similarly if some men did not vote for her because
she was a woman. In this way, I examine how a
voter’s gender relates to the candidate's gender and
how this impacts electoral outcomes. Of course
there have been many studies done on the effect
that gender has on voting, however never before
have voters had the option to vote for a woman as
the presidential nominee of a major political party.
Understanding how gender affects vote choice in the
modern political system is essential to ensuring that
diverse and competent candidates are elected by
giving those candidates the necessary tools and
information to succeed.
B-8 Tessa Bravata (Dr. Lori Snook and Dr. Grady
Ballenger)
tbravata@stetson.edu
Grammar and Gender Neutral Pronouns: A Place for
They?
In the English language, there is a lack of gender
neutral pronouns that work grammatically and are in
widespread usage. The current pronouns that we do
have, like the singular form of “they” may seem to
stand in well as a gender neutral pronoun, but is
actually problematic when used to refer to
individuals who identify as nonbinary in the gender
spectrum. Throughout history, many gender neutral
pronouns have been proposed to mend this gap in
language, but none have specifically been tailored to
the nonbinary audience until the 21st Century. With
the rise of awareness about this community, it is
increasingly important to find a gender neutral
pronoun that will support their identity, but also
work with current grammatical limitations. This
research dives into how alternative gender neutral
pronouns could be assessed and who has the right to
make those prescriptions.
G-10 Matthew Brogan (Dr. Melinda Hall)
mbrogan@stetson.edu
Psycho-Politics: Psychotherapy and Neoliberal
Governmentality*
This paper makes a case for thinking of the
profession of psychotherapy as a political practice.
My argument shows that it is incorrect to construe
psychotherapy as simply pragmatic or concerned
with a value-neutral practice of treatment and
health. Rather, I show that psychotherapy helps to

enculture individuals into our current dominant
governmental rationality – neoliberal capitalism. I do
so by utilizing Michel Foucault’s analyses of power
and subjectivity, along with Nikolas Rose’s
Foucauldian sociological work on risk and security. I
differentiate neoliberalism from a previous form of
governmental rationality. Social government, unlike
neoliberalism, would admit to the existence of a
collective “society” which demanded of the state a
kind of social responsibility. In contrast,
neoliberalism must have, for its own reproduction,
subjects able to govern themselves as responsible
individuals. Drawing from Foucault, I claim that this
is accomplished by a form of power called biopower
or governmentality, which instills within these
subjects, health, freedom, and a drive towards
entrepreneurial self-management. Finally, I integrate
these insights with David Smail’s analysis of
psychotherapy, showing that psychotherapy is a site
of the deployment of neoliberal power. His analysis
points towards the need to develop ways of
articulating and treating mental illness, or “distress”
in his terms, which take into account the social and
political forces working on individuals.
*I received funding from the Dean of Arts and
Sciences to present this paper at two conferences.

used to analyze Reagan’s rhetoric to provide a
structured analysis of language and strategies of
persuasion and communication. In conclusion of this
analysis, there is evidence that Reagan utilized
communication strategies to implement Burke’s
theory of identification. The goal of this study is to
shed new light on how rhetorical choices in language
have an implication on society and ideologies of
included and excluded groups.

A-16 Kathryn Buday (Dr. Jelena Petrovic)
kbuday@stetson.edu

C-6 Kim Chen (Dr. Joshua Eckroth)
kchen@stetson.edu

Unity Through Identification: A Rhetorical Analysis
of Ronald Reagan’s Construction of “American” in
his First Inaugural Address
This study is concerned with an analysis of the
language used by Ronald Reagan in his first inaugural
address to examine how the strategic selection of
language divides society in a way of identification of
both included and excluded groups. Understanding
the past rhetoric of an orator such as Reagan will
lead to a better understanding of the rhetorical
verbiage used by political figures and the impacts
they have on society. This is important for not only
the communication discipline, but also a wider
audience as this monumental historical orator
continues to set the benchmark for future orators
and therefore has an impact that extends past his
reign as president. Burke’s identification model is

ALPACA: Building Dynamic Cyber Ranges with
Procedurally-Generated Vulnerability Lattices
Cybersecurity is quickly becoming an area of
paramount importance. Effective education and
training, through a balance of foundational and
practical knowledge, are important for future
security professionals. Cybersecurity defense
depends on there being no path into the system, and
insecure systems have multiple paths from multiple
entry points. Students will need to acquire a kind of
“graph thinking” mentality in order to know how to
protect a complex system with many interconnected
parts and vulnerabilities. However, an instructor
cannot easily develop complex, multi-path attack
scenarios in a reasonable amount of time. We
developed a system that meets this need by
generating attack scenarios, known as “cyber

C-3 Gary David Calhoun (Dr. Emily Mieras) theater,
gcalhoun@stetson.edu
'The Theatre of Action': Theatre and the American
Revolution
Did theatre have an impact on the American
Revolution? Surprisingly to some, the answer is
“Yes.” This presentation studies the impact that
plays such as Cato and The Prince of Parthia had on
Revolutionary thought, as well as propaganda plays
written during the Revolution. Theatre’s impact on
the individuals of the Revolution is also studied,
including George Washington’s love for Cato and
Thomas Jefferson’s several consecutive visits to the
theatre. This presentation also explains how this
theory works with the banning of theatre by the
Continental Congress in 1774, and how this apparent
slight against theatre was actually a political move
that most members of Congress would have rather
avoided.

ranges,” that contain certain vulnerabilities.
Instructors may select the techniques they wish
students to practice, and our tool will generate a
machine configuration that supports those
techniques. To do so, we generate “vulnerability
lattices,” i.e., a network of steps that a student may
take to achieve the goal. These vulnerability lattices,
and the corresponding cyber ranges, may be
arbitrarily complex according the instructor’s
pedagogical goals. We demonstrate use of the
system with a variety of attack scenarios.

D-2 Amber L. Clark (Dr. Terence Farrell)
alclark@stetson.edu
Spatial distribution and prevalence of snake fungal
disease (SFD) in a population of healthy and SFD
infected pygmy rattlesnakes (Sistrurus miliarius) *
Snake populations face a new challenge in the form
of a recently discovered ailment, snake fungal
disease (SFD). Spatial variation in the prevalence of
infected individuals is likely to occur both because of
site-specific differences in infection rates and
through altering the habitat selection of infected
snakes. I assessed SFD prevalence and the spatial
distribution of healthy and SFD infected snakes. I
mapped a population of pygmy rattlesnakes
(Sistrurus miliarius) found at Lake Woodruff National
Wildlife Refuge in DeLeon Springs, Florida. This is the
first time the spatial distribution of SFD infected
snakes has been documented. There appears to be
no association between spatial location and severity
of symptoms, but further research is needed to
explore other environmental factors that may
impact habitat selection in snakes with SFD. Even
within protected areas, management actions that
incorporate greater knowledge of a species life
history and habitat requirements may be required to
prevent population declines.
*This research was funded in part by Stetson’s 2017
SURE Grant.

B-7 Eyal Cohen (Dr. Jelena Petrovic)
ecohen@stetson.edu
It Takes Two to Parent: A Rhetorical Study of
Parental Characterization in Modern Family
This rhetorical study analyzed popular TV sitcom –
Modern Family – in an attempt to identify how
media constructs and represents parental roles
within the family. Even though significant progress

has been made as far as gender equality goes, this
study is concerned with notions of difference and
tradition which still exist in media products today.
Through a textual analysis, and Todorov’s structural
analysis of narrative, the study examined each
episode’s disruption and resolution; as well as the
characterization of the three sets of parents in the
show. The study looks to see how the show uses
stereotypical roles which are ascribed by gender to
bring the family life to a state of equilibrium. The
study concludes that the show encodes a message
which creates clear and different archetypal roles
between each set of parents. This performance
binary challenges the notions of progressiveness
surrounding the show, as it questions how well
homosexuality, gender, and race are represented in
the show. The existence of three middle class,
predominantly white, two parent households with a
male breadwinner, challenge how modern this
family truly is.

E-7 Courtney Converse (Dr. Wendy Anderson)
cconvers@stetson.edu
Investigating barriers to the incorporation of
locally-sourced food into kitchens in DeLand,
Florida
This study examines the environmental and social
impacts of global food chains, the different benefits
associated with sourcing food locally, and how these
factors play roles in the attitudes and actions of
people in the food service industry. It looks at
previous similar studies in order to identify
perceived barriers that other researchers have found
when surveying food sourcing in kitchens and menus
in other areas. The study is a series of interviews
with different representatives from food service
kitchens in DeLand, regarding the operations of their
kitchens, their food purchasing patterns, and their
beliefs and attitudes towards locally-sourced food.
The study is broken down by the following
categories: fast-casual dining, casual dining, fine
dining, and industrial kitchens. Through analysis, the
barriers to local food incorporation are identified,
targeted, and compared between food service
categories. The identified barriers ranged from lack
of independence from corporate management, to
difficulties with auditing and insurance. The paper
also includes a section with recommendations for
the DeLand community about how these barriers
can be broken down to impact the community in a
positive manner.

D-4 Sebastien Cook (Dr. Michael S. King)
scook1@stetson.edu
Differential Taste Exposure Had No Significant
Effect Fos- IR Neuron Activity in the Rat
Orbitofrontal Cortex
The orbitofrontal cortex’s (OFC) influence in the
formation of taste perceptions, and the formation of
taste related behaviors in rats, has long been
overlooked and arguably understudied. The OFC has
been found to be the convergence point for
gustatory and olfactory information in primates, and
has been described as an observer as the taste
circuit in the brain as a whole. In this experiment,
Fos-IR stained tissues from 22 Wistar rats that
previously underwent taste exposure testing, were
examined to see if any connection between different
tastes and Fos-IR neuron expression in the ventral
and lateral OFC could be revealed. It was found that
there was an insignificant relationship between the
five different tastes (sweet, salty, bitter, sour, and
umami) and related Fos-IR expression, however it
was hypothesized that a larger sample size may have
yielded significant results.
G-4 Adam Cooper (Dr. Ramee Indralingam, Dr. Sut
Ahuja)
awcooper@stetson.edu
Community-Based Water Testing to Prevent
Disasters
Due to the “lead ban” amendments to the Clean
Drinking Water Act of 1986, new infrastructure has
resulted in a drastic reduction in aqueous lead levels.
However, many systems installed prior to this
legislation, as exemplified by the Flint crisis, can
deliver water with high levels of lead. There are
disparities in drinking water quality among older
communities with aging water infrastructure. In
DeLand, the concentration of lead is just under the
minimum reporting level for federal and state
drinking water quality standards. Their poor samplecollection participation may be indicative of
governmental distrust, which is found
disproportionately in poorer neighborhoods with
older infrastructures, and thus a higher risk of
contamination. The current lack of policies and
funding in place for the replacement of lead-based
infrastructure gives little opportunity for affected
populations to replace their infrastructure and
improve the quality of their drinking water. The first

step in solving this issue is to gather data on
impacted communities. A community-based
approach has been piloted in the Spring Hill
neighborhood. Results will be discussed.
E-8 Justin Corriss (Dr. Nicole Mottier)
jcorriss@stetson.edu
Crushing Sweet: The Historical Origins of Sweet
Wine Stigmatization business, food, advertising
The modern American wine industry is plagued by
the philosophy of "talk dry, drink sweet," where
consumers discuss the prowess and finesse of dry
wines while secretly indulging in sweeter wines,
even falsely wines advertised as dry. Linked with the
misconception that sweet wines are inherently
inferior and childish, and we have a modern sweet
wine stigmatization that plagues the wine industry
with snobbery and misguided efforts at ‘quality.’ In
this research, certified sommelier Justin X. M. Corriss
takes a historical view in an attempt to discover the
root of this modern market issue: the historic root of
sweet wine stigmatization.
B-16 Cheyenne Crawford (Dr. Kimberly Reiter)
ctcrawfo@stetson.edu
Sir Walter Scott and the Civil War: Why Sir Walter
Scott's Literature Was Popular in the Antebellum
South
I am focusing on the popularization of Sir Walter
Scott's literature, specifically his historical fiction, in
the American South Pre-Civil War. My focus will be
limited to one of Scott's novels, Waverley, and how
this novel morals, motifs, and themes parallel
emotions and ideas prevalent in the Antebellum
South. I am conducting research that leads to a
correlation of themes, ideas, and popular myths that
resided in the South at the time of the Civil War in
comparison to themes, ideas, and myths that
resided in Scott's fictionalized Scotland during the
mid-1700's as shown through his novel. My research
develops an argument centered around the idea that
the American South related to the works of Sir
Walter Scott because they felt as though their lives
paralleled the lives of the rebellious Jacobite
Highlanders in Scott's novel Waverley, even if that
meant ignoring the key differences motivating the
two groups: the Southerners were fighting for the
right to keep slaves and the Jacobites were fighting
to put who they felt was the rightful family back on
the throne. Through my findings, I'm arguing that
both the elite, literate men and the elite, literate

women of the South could find correlations between
their lives and passions in relation to those of the
novel's characters, such as Edward Waverley, Flora
Mac-Ivor, Rose Bradwardine, and Fergus Mac-Ivor.
The imaginative, in some cases, correlation between
the Scottish people rebelling against an oppressive
English force and Southerners fighting against a
domineering Northern government created a sense
of comradery between the southern people and
Scott's literature, creating a large readership of Sir
Walter Scott in the South.

B-2 Lauren Davids (Dr. Jelena Petrovic)
ldavids@stetson.edu
From “Bottom of the Barrel” to Student Superstars:
Negative Representation of Minority Students in
“The Ron Clark Story”
This rhetorical study explores representation of
students, based on gender and race, in the popular
2006 film “The Ron Clark Story” which was based on
a true story, and nominated for over 20 awards.
Although student success is an issue of today which
has been looked at extensively, literature and
studies on the representation of students in media
seems to be a gap of research that is missing, or at
the least very minimal. Through narrative criticism,
the researcher will be looking not only into the
archetypes and the full narrative present, but the
researcher will also be looking into the causal
relations, limitations and other aspects of the
narrative which affect the representation of students
throughout the said film. Through this narrative
critique, the researcher hopes to have a clearer
image of the archetypes that are painted, along with
character markers that could be enabling certain
racial, and gendered stereotypes. The research also
hopes that a later qualitative study could be
conducted in order to examine student biases in
every day classrooms.
A-13 Marie-Christine De Romagna (Dr. Jelena
Petrovic)
mderomag@stetson.edu
Social Media Influencers: A Phenomenological
Analysis of the Disconnect Between Pioneer
Influencers and Current Beginners
The prevalence of using social media for marketing
initiatives in retail companies has caught the
attention of many, and the act of companies
hopping onto this fast-growing trend in various ways

is becoming a phenomenon to study in its own. With
opinion leaders being society’s up and coming
favored source of valued information, social media
influencers (SMIs) and brand ambassadors have
come to the stage and become invaluable
communication channels for companies to leverage
the high amount of followers the influencer has for
their own brand/product’s exposure. Some
companies however are taking a different approach
to having brand representatives, and are labeling a
group of recruited social media users as brand
ambassadors, despite a lack in compensation and
the consumer having to purchase the merchandise in
order to promote it. The lived experience of a
beginner-level influencer today is very specific to the
time in which he or she began promoting products
and brands compared to a pioneer SMI who’s
beginning stages were earlier on in the beginning
stages of the industry itself. The ultimate bigger
point to explore became: are (some) brands and
companies hopping onto a prevalent trend, taking
advantage of the current fad of wanting to be an
influencer, coining their participants with the title of
a brand ambassador to make them feel like they are
part of an important community and in turn getting
free publicity for their products with nothing more
to compensate their ambassadors with than
discounted merchandise? The data collected for this
thesis was drawn from 12 respondent-style
interviews. Participants self-identified as brand
ambassadors or influencers, and were determined
by me, the researcher, through pre-data collection
communication to fit the criterion of brand
ambassadors/influencers. The theory I used in order
to analyze my data was through a phenomenological
lens. I reduced individual experiences within a
phenomenon to a description of the universal
essence, and what all participants have in common
as they experience a phenomenon; which in this
case is the phenomenon of young people
perpetuating and popularizing a business’s brand
and how he or she feels about it. The results suggest
that companies trying to perpetuate their brand to
as wide an audience as possible are in fact taking
advantage of these low-level influencers. High-level
influencers consider what companies are doing to
current day beginner SMIs as ripping them off.

B-13 Leslie Diepen (Dr. Leander Seah)
ldiepen@stetson.edu
The African Diaspora: Why it should NOT be coined
a Diaspora (Dr. Leander Seah)
In doing my research, I argued that the African
Diaspora shouldn’t be coined a diaspora due to the
forced enslavement of the African people. That
instead, the term African migration was more
appropriate because the people of Africa were
forced across the Atlantic against their own will. I
found many scholars who agreed, such as John
Arthur who talks about the ‘displacement’ of people
rather than using the term diaspora and refers to the
movement as the “post-colonial transnational
migration”. Author of African Diaspora and
Autobiographics: Skeins of Self and Skin, Chinosole,
argues that the transatlantic slave experience was
oppressive and therefore the term diaspora isn’t
appropriate. Referring to diaspora as two things,
“oppression and flowering”. My research was
conclusive in that I supported my thesis with many
scholars who argued the social impacts on the
people of Africa who were forced into migration,
was too harsh to use the term diaspora.

D-6 James Driscoll (Dr. Terence Farrell)
jdriscol@stetson.edu
The Effects of Supplemental Feeding During
Pregnancy on the Physical Ability of Newborn
Pygmy Rattlesnakes (Sistrurus miliarius).
Most snakes in the Viper family reduce their food
consumption and rely on capital energy during their
gestation period, but pygmy rattle snakes do not
typically follow this trend. We hypothesized that
pygmy rattlesnake’s consummation of food during
gestation affects their litter’s physical attributes. To
test this, we captured 113 pregnant female rattle
snakes and only fed half of them during their
pregnancy. We then measured how long it took for
their offspring to swim one meter. There was no
significant difference between the swim time of the
litters whose mothers were fed and of those whose
mother were not. Therefore, our hypothesis was
wrong and this suggests that pygmy rattlesnakes are
capital breeders.

A-3 Suzanne English (Dr. Jelena Petrovic, Dr.
KimberlyReiter)
senglish@stetson.edu
From Ancient Myths to Contemporary Prose: A
Rhetorical criticism of Modernizing Norse
Mythology in comics.
The way that the Norse myths are remembered in
modern popular culture is different than in every
culture. This is due to the collective and public
memory that adjusts the myths for modern
consumption. This rhetorical study examines how
the popular Danish comic book Valhalla evokes
collective memory and other rhetorical strategies in
order to revive a specific view of Scandinavian
history. With the findings procured through a
combination of rhetorical strategies the information
can help to shed light on how fictional works
modernizes history and the perception of the public
memory. This analysis can also help to show how
and why figures in history are adapted in different
ways throughout different cultures.
B-3 Carolin Esser (Dr. Michael Eskenazi)
cesser@stetson.edu
Attitudes Towards Sexual Assault are Predicted by
Aggression and Gender Roles
With one in five women and one in 16 men being
sexually assaulted at some point during their life,
attitudes towards sexual assault is an important
topic to study. Previous research has established
that traditional gender roles are associated with
more permissive attitudes towards sexual assault
(Harb, 2014), but did not to look at different
variables such as aggression. This study investigated
whether different aggression levels influence the
relationship between gender role attitudes and
attitudes towards sexual assault. One hundred sixtynine participants were administered different
questionnaires and it was found that levels of
aggression changed the relationship between gender
role attitudes and attitudes towards sexual assault.
Participants with higher levels of aggression had
more open attitudes towards sexual assault and
more traditional gender role believes, while
participants with lower levels of aggression had less
open attitudes towards sexual assault and less
traditional gender role attitudes. These findings can
change the way of looking at attitudes towards
sexual assault, and help establish educational means
that can help to prevent sexual assault.

C-8 Veronica Faison (Dr. Jelena Petrovic)
vfaison@stetson.edu
Standing Up by Kneeling Down: The
Delegitimization Of Colin Kaepernick’s “Taking The
Knee” Protest In Fox News’ Media Coverage
A rhetorical study, this paper uses critical race
theory to examine Fox News’ coverage of Colin
Kaepernick’s protest through the protest paradigm.
Critical race theory supplies that social structures
maintain white supremacy and racial power
imbalance while the protest paradigm supplies that
news media negatively portray protests through its
rhetorical practices (Delgado xv-xix; Mcleod 186187). This paper asserts that, since news media is a
social structure that maintains social norms and
protests are vehicles that challenge social norms,
they occupy adversary social positions in American
society. When these oppositional forces engage with
each other through news coverage, the result is
delegitimization of the protest. Delegitimization, a
component of the protest paradigm, is the process
by which a group or subject is negatively categorized
as outside acceptable norms and therefore
purposeless or irrational (Bart-Tal 30; McLeod 186187). Primed to maintain the social norm of racial
power imbalance as part of its social function, this
paper argues that Fox News’ coverage delegitimizes
Kaepernick’s protest by minimizing race,
emphasizing potential threat, and inviting outside
commentary. This paper challenges concept of
journalistic neutrality by defining communication as
an expression of values and seeks to understand
which values and social norms imprint on American
news media by investigating the protest elements it
rhetorically rejects. Identifying those implicit biases
and slants will improve journalistic standards by
allotting for its recognition and correction.
A-14 Peter Fiore (Dr. Christopher De Bodisco)
pfiore@stetson.edu
Movieball: Research in Independent Film
This paper attempted to answer the research
question, “What determines independent film
profit?” This research uses an economic statistical
regression model on a data set of over 250 films
from the years between 2010 and 2017 with budgets
running under 20 millions dollars. Data was collected
manually. Previous literature was non-existent
attempting to estimate indie film variance. Profit
was used as the dependent variable with Rotten
Tomato scores, number of screens distributed, star

power, genre, and award data as independent
variables. Results supported literature that critical
reviews have significant impacts on profit for
dramas. Awards have an impact on profit in general.
The Horror genre is a significant predictor of profit.
Comedies and Romance films are affected a Star.
The surprisingly element of the research was the
potency of the Evangelical genre variable. This
variable remains as the strongest most significant
predictor of profit for independent film and the least
risky asset in the entire low budget film industry.
E-12 Peter Fiore (Dr. Christopher De Bodisco)
pfiore@stetson.edu
Research in Higher Education Financial Aid
College tuition prices has increased substantially in
the last thirty years. Student debt is soaring due to
the inability for students to pay back their exorbitant
loans. This research attempts to estimate the
sensitivity in college discount prices with respect to
increases in government subsidies to consumers.
Government has responded to increases in tuition
and student debt and social demand for intervention
through increasing subsidies to individuals who
cannot pay full price for college tuition. The
government expanded aid through the Free
Application for Federal Student Aid (FASFA)
program; a requirement for students who desire
need based aid. The FASFA requires students to
disclose full financial information to the government
and to colleges to determine the Estimated Family
Contribution (EFC) which is an approximation of
what families can contribute to college tuition.
Schools then provide a discount price that includes
scholarships and aid that match the EFC. This
research attempts to test the market structure of
the financial aid system as a price discriminating
process that charges students based on their
willingness or ability to pay. More importantly this
research attempts to see if increases in government
aid reduce a college discount prices.
A-10 Dylan Forehand and Noah Reed (Dr. Nathan
Wolek)
dforehan@stetson.edu
The Next Evolution of Digital Music
Since the advent of the computer, musicians have
flocked to it, tearing it apart and analyzing exactly
what it can do and how it can be used to create.
Over time, the technology has continued to evolve,
and so have the musicians and music production

techniques alongside it. Now, the next step of the
evolution is here. No longer are producers beholden
to the confines of their desktop or Macbooks. With
this new piece of technology, users can not only
design and create completely unique audio effects
and virtual instruments, but also take them on the
go, completely independently of the computer.

as the natural area. We found that the urban
fragment did not support higher diversity, at any
scale, and the natural area generated a significant
result, even at a small distance. This means that the
urban fragment likely needs to be improved in order
to better foster biodiversity and potentially surpass
the abilities of the natural area.

A-1 Aaron Frank (Dr. Julia Schmitt)
afrank@stetson.edu

C-11 Heyley Gatewood, Danielle Carson, Tram
Nguyen, and Erica Kok (Dr. Joshua Eckroth & Dr.
Daniel Plante)
hgatewood@stetson.edu

Light Up the Room: The Process of Lighting Design
Through the Lens of Bedroom Farce
While somewhat overlooked by the public, lighting is
a key element in live theatre. This presentation
explores the process of lighting design for a
theatrical production, from conception to the final
performances. The design process includes research,
conceptual development, and script analysis, along
with the creation of a lighting plot and other
documents to aid in the physical execution of the
design. Also involved is extensive collaboration with
the show’s director and design team along with
leading a crew to implement the design before the
tech process begins, during which the lighting and
other technical elements are integrated into the
performance. The process culminates in the
performances, where the lighting illuminates the
show for the public eye. This process is explored
through the production of Bedroom Farce,
performed here at Stetson University in the fall of
2017.
D-15 Jack Friedman (Dr. Cynthia Bennington)
jfriedma@stetson.edu
Habitat fragmentation decreases Lepidopteran
diversity: a comparison of an urban fragment and a
natural conservation area
Globally, flying insects are suffering significant
declines due to a bevy of factors, one of which is
habitat fragmentation. As restoring sites to natural
conservation areas does not appear exceptionally
likely, the importance and practicality of smaller
urban fragments such as gardens that can support
significant biodiversity must be explored. We
hypothesized that urban fragments at a small scale
could host a higher level of abundance than a larger
conservation area where the diversity and
abundance would presumably be spread out. We
explored the Volusia Sandhill, an urban fragment,
and the Heart Island conservation area, functioning

Towards Detecting “Fake News” by Propagating
Bias through a Network of Linked Assertions
Recently, there has been a surge of fake news
circulating online, most notably on various social
media platforms. Due to this, we aimed to create a
tool which can aid users in differentiating reliable
news sources from those that are not. This study
involves creating software that processes a
collection of articles and identifies assertions made
in each piece that entail or contradict assertions
made in others. We obtain an unbiased assertion
network by linking the documents according to the
assertion pairs. We allow a user to label stories as
biased positively or negatively. From this, our system
will ultimately report which articles are trustworthy
or not.
D-16 Michael Gharby (Dr. Kevin Riggs)
mgharby@stetson.edu
Improving the efficiency of a Stirling Engine.
Utilizing Engine on a heat pump and refrigerator
My experiment was to show how efficient and the
Coefficient Of Performance(COP) the Stirling Engine
in the Physics Department at Stetson University
really is. First off, I started with the calculating the
efficiency of the engine using Efficiency =
Work/Energy *100. To start the engine, I heated the
coil in the engine using a power source, and
recorded both the voltage and current using multimeters. The voltage and current are multiplied
together to get the power sent to the coil through a
certain period. This is how I calculated the input
energy in Joules of the system. Then recorded the
pressure in Pascals in the engine as well as the angle
on LoggerPro. The angle is measure in order to
convert it to volume in cubic meters, which is what I
need. Using Kaleidagraph, I found the conversion
from angle to volume utilizing the standard given of
volume in a Stirling engine minimum and maximum

being 155 and 195 cubic meters respectively. After
finding the volume, I plotted a Pressure vs. Volume
graph which shows the graphical representation of
the work done by the engine. This is how i calculated
the work. Using the graph, I calculated the area
under the curve in order to find the work done by
the engine. After finding the work done in Joules,
The Work output is divided by the Energy input
multiplied by 100 to find the value of the efficiency.
For the second part of my research, I turned the
engine into a heater and later a refrigerator. The
way this happens is where the coil was in the
beginning, a test tube replaces it. The flywheel is
connected to a motor to rotate it. When the wheel
spins counter- clockwise, it cools down the water in
the test tube, and when the wheel spins clockwise,
the water in the test-tube gets heated. Two
temperature probes get inserted into the system,
the first in the test tube to measure the fluctuations
in the test tube water temperature whether it heats
up or cools down, and the other measures the
output water temperature of the system. To solve
for the COP of the cycle, we measure the input
energy the same way we did with calculating
efficiency to solve for. Now we have to find the
quantity of heat flowing in and out of the system
using Q=mCT, where Q differs between heat pump
or fridge by the change in temperature it goes
through, m is the mass of the water in the test tube,
C is the specific heat of the substance in the test
tube, in my case it is water, and T is the change in
temperature from the beginning to the end of the
cycle. The COP= Q / Energy input.

understanding of efficiency in solar cell systems.
Studies such as this will hopefully increase the
awareness of the need for green energy and a more
efficient living environment.

D-5 Pat Goetz (Dr. Kevin Riggs)
pgoetz@stetson.edu

B-4 Kristen Gray (Dr. Emily Mieras)
kgray1@stetson.edu

Dual-Axis Photovoltaic Tracking System Using a
LabVIEW Virtual Instrument
Global warming is indeed a problem of this day and
age, making sustainable options for energy
important to research. Green energy will be a large
part of the future if we as a society want to move
away from polluting our planet and start generating
energy as efficiently as possible. There are countless
means of energy that still need to be developed in
order to make them viable in the context of cost and
accessibility. One important source is solar energy.
With sunlight being so abundant in most places on
Earth, it only makes sense to utilize it for harnessing
energy. This study will hopefully advance the ability
and knowledge of solar energy through a dual-axis
sun-tracking system and furthering the

A Bored Woman makes a Boarding School : The
Study of Single-Sex Boarding Schools- Emma
Willard School
For centuries women around the world have
struggled with equal education opportunities. In the
early 19th century education was not for women.
People like Emma Willard were activist for women’s
education. She created one of the first gender
separated boarding school for women in 1821. I am
conducting research on the history of women’s
education and focusing on curriculum, statistics,
advantages and disadvantages of single-sex boarding
schools. Emma Willard created a plan for education
that she used in her boarding school and others used
it as well. Since the beginning of Emma Willard
Schools girls’ education has changed forever.

A-2 Jacob Gowan (Dr. Jelena Petrovic)
jgowan@stetson.edu
No Laughing Matter: A Rhetorical Study of Humor
Creating a Societal Hierarchy in Situation Comedies
This rhetorical study discusses the tendency of
situation comedy television shows, particularly “How
I Met Your Mother” and “Friends,” to utilize humor
in order to approach situations that may otherwise
be considered taboo. The main discussion focuses
around the tendency of this humor to be
misogynistic, homophobic, and transphobic. This
study suggests that sitcoms, such as the prior
mentioned, put a hierarchy of normalcy in place by
utilizing minority characters only in comedic
situations. By utilizing narrative theory to analyze
the use of humor in sitcoms, as well as its reception,
throughout sitcom television shows, the presence of
this utilization became apparent. Further discussed
is how this trend has persisted throughout
generations and how this is potentially linked to the
tendency of sitcom television shows to mimic each
other in areas such as character types, content, and
plot. The research concludes that humor is utilized
to allow for the use of material and situations that
may be, or may have been in their time period,
considered too racy to bring onto television outside
of a joking manner that establishes societal norms.

B-11 Sandrine Guez (Dr. Ciara C Torres-Spelliscy)
COLLEGE OF LAW
sguez@law.stetson.edu
I Am My Own Person: Gender, History, Privacy, and
the Oftentimes Sexist Role of the Title
How does one define oneself? The notion of a title
to identify a person’s place in society has long been
the norm, accepted in everyday conversation and
appearing on everything from insurance applications
to envelope mailing labels. And while some titles
exist to honor the work needed to accomplish them
(professor, doctor), others do not (Miss, Ms., Mrs.
and Mr.). That state voter documentation still
requests a designation identifying a gender-laden
construct that would designate a woman’s marital
status is outdated, and unnecessary—yet it persists.
In the era of #MeToo and #TimesUp, it is time to
reexamine the purpose of this ever-present
designation; women now define themselves well
beyond their marital roles. And while these checkboxes are optional for the filer, their mere presence
influences the signer, the reader, and society.
Knowing the power of language to create and
reinforce inequalities, the author will argue that it is
time to eliminate this check-box altogether and
dismantle an unnecessary, outdated, and sexist
tradition.
D-1 Marlin Hall (Dr. Kevin Riggs)
Marlinhall16@yahoo.com
Color CCD Camera Images of Saturn using a GPS
Telescope
With my project I used a GPS telescope to
capture planetary images of Saturn. I used a highquality CCD camera with full color imaging capability.
The camera also was able to take videos in color.
The telescope has built in computer software that
automatically tracks certain stars, planets, and
moons. The GPS telescope uses two guide stars to
fine tune the altitude-azimuth tracking system. The
GPS only tracks objects that are above the local
horizon. To capture the images I used computer
software from Celestron called iCap. The camera
connected to my computer with a USB cord and I
was able to get live imaging on my computer screen.
Once I got Saturn focused in the camera, I was able
to capture images where Saturn’s rings were clearly
visible.

B-15 Marissa Hanley (Dr. Lori Snook)
mhanley@stetson.edu
Barlovius: DeLand’s Vacation into the Edritch
Robert Hayward Barlow, of both anthropological and
literary fame, owes a great debt to the work and
tutelage of author H.P. Lovecraft. Barlow’s
translations of Nuhaltl-language myths and the
myths of other indigenous Mexican groups ring
strongly of Lovecraft’s particular mythos. However,
this paper posits that this homage was not simply a
part of the usual literary line of influence but was
instead due to the very personal relationship the
two authors had. This can be traced back to
Lovecraft’s correspondence and later visits to Barlow
in his hometown of DeLand, Florida. Their continued
relationship paired with Lovecraft’s decision to make
Barlow the executor of his literary estate at the
tender age of nineteen, indicates that there may
have been more to their relationship than the
professional. This project is based mainly on original
research performed using the digital archives of
Brown University, collaborative work with S.T. Joshi
and David E. Schultz (authors of the monograph “O
Fortunate Floridian”), use of ephemera associated
with the two men (including pulp fiction magazine
editorials and the founding articles of Arkham House
Publishers), and, finally research performed in
Stetson University’s own archive. In the analysis of
this relationship, we may come to a clearer
understanding of how homosexuality was perceived
amongst mid-century America’s Pulp-Fiction
subcultures.
G-5 Jessica Hannah (Dr. Rachel Core)
jhannah@stetson.edu
The Underinsurance of College Students: A
Qualitative Study of How Health Coverage Affects
Health Behavior
This study examines the effects of health coverage
on health behavior, specifically looking at college
students that go underinsured. The purpose of this
study is to examine how the amount of health
coverage an individual has affects their health
behavior. Prior research has focused on those that
go uninsured without taking into account individuals
that continue to go underinsured, despite having
health insurance. The theories that inform the
research are conflict theory and health behavioral
change. Conflict theory gives perspective of the
power struggle that those of different
socioeconomic status face when enrolling in health

insurance plans. The theory of health behavioral
change informs the research by giving perspective to
the process and stages that occur when individuals
face health coverage obstacles. The research is a
cross-sectional study that takes place at Stetson
University. The research method was interviews with
a sample consisting of 12 participants. All
respondents explained some sort of “waiting game”
of how they determine if it is worth it to seek health
care due to cost and resources available to them.
The findings supported that underinsurance is a
problem, even at a four-year private university.
D-18 Savannah Hardisky (Dr. Jason Evans)
shardisk@stetson.edu
Investigating the Effects of Nitrogen and
Phosphorous Levels on Submerged Aquatic
Vegetation within the Chesapeake Bay from the
Years 2000 to 2010*
The Chesapeake Bay is one of the world’s largest and
most biologically productive estuaries. Home to
thousands of different species, Chesapeake Bay
provides numerous ecosystem services and plays a
major role in the economies of Maryland, Virginia,
and other Middle Atlantic states. Increasing levels of
agricultural runoff and nutrient contamination have
historically caused substantial changes in the ecology
of the Chesapeake Bay, including major declines in
submerged aquatic vegetation (SAV) that provide
essential habitat for many organisms. In recent
decades, there have been several sustained local,
state, regional, and federal efforts to improve water
quality in Chesapeake Bay. For this project, I used
detailed water quality data from Chesapeake Bay
Data Hub to compare levels of total phosphorous
(TP) and total nitrogen (TN) within the bay in the
years 2000 and 2010. Using SAV data from Virginia
Marine Institute of Science, I then tested for
relationships between changes in SAV areal density
and levels of both TP and TN for the period between
2000 and 2010. Based upon typical eutrophication
relationships, I hypothesized that increased SAV
would be associated with declines in TN and TP
attributable to water quality improvement
programs. However, my results did not entirely
support this hypothesis. While SAV expansion was
significantly related to decreases in TN, it was
unexpectedly associated with increases in TP. These
results are consistent with other research indicating
that nitrogen is the dominant controlling nutrient for
much of Chesapeake Bay. This further suggests that

future nutrient reduction efforts should prioritize
additional nitrogen control.
*Funding provided by the Deans Fund and the
Department of Environmental Science.
A-6 Sarah Hargest, Colette Cacciola, Geraldine Diaz,
Kevin Reynolds (Krista Franco)
shargest@stetson.edu
Arts on the Rise
Over the course of this year, our catalyst house, with
the support of ResLife, administration, and faculty,
has decided to and begun to go through the process
of contributing to the cultural enrichment of
Stetson’s campus. We are doing this through the
hanging of art, courtesy of the Hand Art Center and
its printing facilities, in each of the Residence Halls
on campus—with the exceptions of sorority and
fraternity row, and the off-campus apartments.
Through doing this, we believe that the inclusion of
art in easily accessible and often occupied locations
will provide students with an intellectually
stimulating atmosphere, as well as perpetuating the
integration of academic and social communities. We
hope to maintain the Stetson values of personal
growth, intellectual development, and global
citizenship through the inclusion of art in the
everyday lives of the student body.

E-1 Madison Hill (Dr. Emily Mieras)
Mahill1@stetson.edu
(Not) Your Mother’s Museum: An Examination into
the Contexts of Gender Representation at the
Smithsonian Institution’s National Museum of
American History, 1964-2017*
The overarching purpose of the research project
“(Not) Your Mother’s Museum,” is to understand
how women are represented in the Smithsonian
Institution’s National Museum of American History,
and how the museum’s representation of women
has evolved over the course of the museum’s
existence. As women’s history is an inherent and
important piece of the full picture of American
History, its presentation yields a great impact in the
public perception of complete history.
Understanding the balance of gender representation
within the museum of American History requires an
examination into the museum’s history with
applying feminist scholarship to its exhibits, a look
into what societal events and movements have

impacted the museum as a whole, and extensive
research into the exhibits of the museum, both from
its past decades as well as its most recent ones.
*This research project was funded in part by the
Stetson Undergraduate Research Experience Grant
and the Evans-Johnson Research Fund.
C-10 Sarah Hollmann, (Dr. Eugene Huskey)
shollman@stetson.edu
“Tribal Trenches”:A Qualitative Critique of
Consociational Design in Northern Ireland*
How does consociational power sharing impact
ethnic divisions in Northern Ireland? Though those
in the consociationalist school would claim that the
lack of active political violence in Northern Ireland is
a powerful argument in favor of consociationalism; I
argue that active violence has been replaced by
increasing political polarization and ethno-national
tensions. Using data gathered from twenty-four
semi-structured interviews in Northern Ireland, this
project critiques the hypothesis that ethnic divisions
lose their salience after the implementation of
consociational power-sharing agreements after
ethno-nationalist conflict. Despite the growing
literature on the long-term effects of
consociationalism, scholars have largely focused on
quantitative methods, overlooking qualitative
approaches. By presenting an ethnographically
based critique of consociationalism, I hope to
approach this gap in the literature.
*This research was generously funded by both the
Stetson University Research Experience Grant and by
the Stetson Honors Program.
B-14 Kathryn Hughes (Dr. Erin Moore)
kehughes@stetson.edu
A Qualitative Exploration of College Students’
Contraception Attitudes
Current rates of long-term effective contraception
use among college students are low and likely due to
various factors, including their attitudes towards
methods of contraception. Research on
contraception attitudes has been primarily limited to
condoms and oral contraception use, and studies
tend to look at samples with wider age ranges. This
study explored what current factors relate to
students’ attitudes toward contraception and choice
of contraception. College students between the ages
of 18 and 25, who had had penile-vaginal intercourse
within the last 12 months were eligible to

participate. Participants completed a survey and
participated in an individual interview, answering
questions about contraception choices, attitudes,
and knowledge. Sixty-two participants were
recruited in this study; the majority of them were
females who used oral contraception. Men were
shown to have more contraception positive attitudes
than women, and contraception attitudes and
knowledge was negatively correlated. Additionally,
women displayed slightly higher levels of
contraception knowledge than men. There were no
significant associations between sexual relationship
status and contraception choice, and there were also
no associations found between relationship length
and contraception choice. Several reoccurring
themes were also identified throughout the
interview, such as comfort obtaining contraception,
perceptions of contraception methods,
contraception responsibility, communication about
contraception, and fears for future contraception
availability. This study leads to a better
understanding of attitudes towards long-term
contraception, and can be utilized for future scale
development in this area of research.
D-10 Kaleigh Hunt (Dr. Danielle Palow, Chad Macfie
and the Marine Science Center)
khunt@stetson.edu
Underwater Visual Census: Comparing Visual and
Video Techniques
The Indian River Lagoon is considered the most
biologically diverse estuary system. Nutrient
enrichment and limited water circulation has led to a
decline in the health of the ecosystem. Ponce De
Leon Inlet creates the northern headwaters to the
Indian River Lagoon. The inlet includes a jetty that is
created by emerged and submerged granite rocks
that create a complex habitat for reef associated
species. Long-term monitoring of ecosystems is
necessary to provide base-line data that can be used
to quantify changes in community structure. There
are two general methods used to survey fish:
Underwater Visual Census and Video-based. Both
methods of collection rely heavily on obtaining
precise and accurate data to help measure the
abundance, size, and diversity of populations and
subsequent assessment of community structure.
Video-based techniques of recording data are
advancing because of newer and more affordable
techniques. This study compared two methods of
data collection, UVC via dive slate and video footage,
at two artificial reef sites to analyze the most

optimal data collection technique. Two swimmers
swam in tandem along a transect to conduct the
surveys. We conducted surveys at each site and
compared the total number of fish and number of
species among sites and survey techniques. We
found no significant difference between survey
methods, but did find a difference among sites.
Though the Video survey allowed for more accurate
fish identifications, the UVC was a more time
efficient method of collecting data.
A-9 Patrick Igñao (Dr. Paul Croce)
pignao@stetson.edu
History, Gojira and Japanese Culture: Godzilla as a
Metaphor for Nuclear War
The films featuring Gojira have continuously been
perpetuated since his inception in 1954. For over six
decades Gojira has remained a central figure in the
Japanese filming industry, which has led to countless
scholars and critics alike to attempt to discern as to
how and why he continues to remain so pronounced
and exactly what does he represent. The purpose of
my analysis is to determine just how influential
Gojira films were and still are on Japanese culture,
including how history has played a major role in its
development. Although some would disagree with
my conclusion, I have found that during each movie
Gojira is utilized as a historical metaphor that
conflicts between adhering to tradition and going
along with technological advancement, a
representation of what happens when mankind
crosses the line.
G-12 Natalie Jacob (Dr. HarryPrice)
njacob@stetson.edu
Determination of inhibition mechanisms of
collagenase in the presence of natural plant derived
compounds, flavonoids
This research focuses on the inhibitory
characteristics of the flavonoid, quercetin, compared
to a known competitive inhibitor, 1,10phenanthroline when in the presence of the matrix
metalloproteinase, collagenase. The goal of this
experiment is to determine the mode of inhibition
that quercetin exhibits - either competitive,
noncompetitive, or uncompetitive. Flavonoids, a
naturally occurring compound found in plants, are of
particular interest due to their wide variety of
biological functions. In current research, they have
been experimentally useful in health promotion and
disease prevention in humans specifically pertaining

to cardiovascular disease, cancer, diabetes and
neuroprotection. Collagen, a fibrous protein, is
found in the skin, internal organ tissues as well as
blood vessels. Collagen plays a vital role in
physiological processes such as tissue regeneration
and wound repair. To begin the experiment, we
compared the effects of inhibition of 0.10 mM and
0.025 mM concentrations to the control inhibitor,
1,10-phenanthroline which was a 0.10 mM
concentration. From the results of the assays, we
were unable to determine the mode of inhibition
being exhibited by collagenase due to unclassical
trends in the Hanes Woolf Plots. This experiment is
important in the understanding of a natural remedy
to collagen preservation. The use of naturally
occurring flavonoids would be a safer alternative to
laboratory made drugs that are being used to either
halt or reverse the cartilage and bone degradation
process.

G-7 Paige Kemp (Dr. Michael Eskenazi)
pkemp@stetson.edu
Athlete Satisfaction Depends on Congruence
Effective leadership is vital in the sports industry,
however there are many factors which impact both
an athlete’s and coach's preference of leadership
style. The main purpose of this study was to
investigate (a) how preferred coaching style
influences athlete satisfaction, and (b) how
congruence between preferred and perceived
coaching style relates to athlete satisfaction. The
sample consisted of 64 NCAA Division I athletes from
a range of individual and team sports. Participants
completed two questionnaires: The Leadership Scale
for Sport - Preference and Perceived Version
(Chelladurai & Saleh, 1978) and the Athlete
Satisfaction Questionnaire (Riemer & Chelladurai,
1998). The results showed that there was a
relationship between congruence for positive
feedback and athletic satisfaction. The results
suggest that coaches working with NCAA Division I
athletes should attempt to match their coaching
style to the preferences of their athletes. If coaches
desire to attain athlete satisfaction they should
consider utilizing a coaching style which focus on the
use of positive feedback. Additional research
regarding the relationship between congruence,
satisfaction, and performance is encouraged.

C-2 Brooke Klonel (Dr. Julia Schmitt)
bklonel@stetson.edu

D-12 Alexander Krest (Dr. Jason Evans)
akrest@stetson.edu

Plays of Protest: How the concept of
Deconstructing Stereotypes Influences the Design
Choices of a Hair and Makeup Artist
This presentation offers an overview of the research
and design process that was involved in the area of
Hair and Make-up for the Second Stage Production
of the one-act play festival "Sticking it to the Man:
Three plays that pushed back." The presentation
begins with a brief overview of the guiding concepts
developed by the directors of each play followed by
an overview of the conceptual research on
"stereotypes" that was used to inform the practical
design choices made by the make-up designer. The
presentation will conclude with production photos
that illustrate the merger between theory and
practical application.

A Comparative Field Study Regarding the
Competitive Growth Rates of Ceratophyllum
demersum and Hydrilla verticillata.
Invasive species have been a bane to the state of
Florida for decades. One of these invasive species
currently inhabiting the state is the submersed
aquatic macrophyte hydrilla (Hydrilla verticillata).
Having been referred to as “the perfect aquatic
weed”, hydrilla has used an array of its reproductive
and biological capabilities to spread throughout the
world. Once an area becomes infested with hydrilla
it can suffer economically, recreationally,
environmentally, and may even contribute to public
health risks. Having the ability to grow upwards of 1
inch per-day under optimum conditions, hydrilla has
been known to outcompete its native counterparts.
One such native species in Florida is the free-floating
aquatic plant commonly referred to as coontail
(Ceratophyllum demersum). This study looked at the
competitive growth rate between the two species,
based on stem and branch growth. I hypothesized
that hydrilla would outcompete its native
counterpart coontail. However, at the end of my
research I discovered that in this case coontail
significantly out grew hydrilla in regard to stem
length growth. Although there was not a significant
difference in branch development between the
species, the study ended with coontail having the
majority of branches in every case.

C-17 Brittany Kovalskaya (Dr. David Hill)
bkovalsk@stetson.edu
Telephone Justice: Legacy or Evolution
The purpose of this research is to explore telephone
justice in the current Russian legal system. My
research begins with the discussion of the Soviet
legal system and explains what it was and how it was
structured. My research then continues into the
Russian legal system and explains how the system
changed after the collapse of the Soviet Union. My
research explains the origins of telephone justice
(defined as higher up officials calling up judges in
order to explain to judges what decision must be
made in court) and discusses the telephone justice
found in Russia today. The research analyzes the
differences of telephone justice between the Soviet
Union (taking a look at Lenin and Stalin mainly, the
leaders at the time) and Russia (taking a look at
president Yeltsin and Putin) and explores the
research question of whether Russian telephone
justice is a legacy of the Soviet Union that passed
into the new Russian judicial system or an evolution
of the previous Soviet Union telephone justice. Lastly
research explores telephone justice in other postcommunist nations (Ukraine) and compares it to
telephone justice in Russia and the Soviet Union. The
research finishes with potential future outcomes
with telephone justice.

C-1 Setyo Laksono (Dr. Eric Kurlander)
slaksono@stetson.edu
The End Justifies the Means: An Analysis Japanese
occupation of the Dutch East Indies and the
response of Indonesian Nationalists Leaders
The purpose of this research is to evaluate the
nature of collaboration in the Dutch East Indies while
under Japanese occupation during World War II. The
major debate on the nature of wartime collaboration
is divided between the ideas of state collaboration
and collaborationism. State collaboration is
characterized by pragmatic political cooperation in
order to safeguard the long term survival of the
occupied state while collaborationism is more
ideologically motivated. The main argument of this
research holds that the Indonesian Nationalists led
by Sukarno and Mohammad Hatta were more state
collaborationists than practitioners of
collaborationism. This paper attempts to explain

how Indonesian leaders reconciled their support of
brutal Japanese policies, such as the infamous
romusha, with long-term national interests. To
Sukarno and Hatta, collaboration with the Japanese
was means to an end, a method of securing
Indonesian sovereignty and ensuring post-war
independence.

worthy of the uniform, women’s involvement in the
Army has often been carefully negotiated, as to not
pose a threat to the masculine structure of the
military. Nevertheless, servicewomen and their allies
have continued to fight for the right for women to
be treated and trained as soldiers, rather a
protected, token class of the military.

B-5 Cori LaPinsky (Dr. Julia Schmitt)
clapinsky@stetson.edu

G-11 Maiah Letsch (Dr, Eric Kurlander)
mletsch@stetson.edu

Cori LaPinsky’s Feminist (Wo) Manifesto: A Queer
Woman’s Investigation into the Effects That a
Highly Heteronormative, Male Centric Society has
on a Woman’s Perception of Self and Life
Sophie Treadwell’s play Machinal features a
protagonist labeled Young Woman who goes
through life uncomfortable with the restrictions
placed on her by a patriarchal society. Her struggles
mirror those of many young LGBTQ+ people who are
uncomfortable with their predetermined life paths
because they are raised in a heteronormative
culture. This character is negatively impacted by the
effects a controlled society has on a person who is
left with no other option in life than that which is
socially expected of them, and through examining
her character these effects become evident. This
presentation will examine the effects that a
heteronormative society has on a queer woman’s
self-perception and how that research can then be
used as an acting tool to create a character
overcome by feelings of isolation and alienation. The
presentation will conclude with a performance that
demonstrates this blend of theoretical research with
practical application.

Tuberculosis Bites: Understanding the connection
between folklore and medicine through the case
study of vampirism and tuberculosis
“Those who…after their death, become Vampyres;
so that, to prevent so spreading an evil, it is found
requisite to drive a stake.” This quote, from Travels
of Three English Gentlemen, reverberates through
the centuries and marks one of the first times the
word vampire was recorded in writing. These
creatures created a pestilence of evil that
transcended time and country borders. These
beliefs and the practices that accompanied them
originated in Eastern Europe, before they swept
through Western Europe and ultimately into New
England, America. Strong evidence connects
vampirism with historic outbreaks of tuberculosis.
When examining the people who most often claimed
to be victims of vampires, the symptoms of a
vampire attack, the epidemic disease, and the
history of the medicine, the information suggests
vampire victims were actually suffering from
tuberculosis. This connection between tuberculosis
and vampirism is seen in concrete form in Voltaire’s
1764 Philosophical Dictionary entry on vampires,
“These vampires were corpses, who went out of
their graves night to suck the blood of the
living...The persons so sucked waned, grew pale, and
fell into consumption.” Of course, not everyone who
died of tuberculosis thought they suffered a vampire
attack. Likewise, not every person who was thought
to be a victim of vampirism had tuberculosis.
Nonetheless, there seems to be a direct correlation
between the rise of tuberculosis to epidemic
proportions, and the upsurge in the belief of
vampires, which I theorize is strong enough to imply
a direct link.

B-6 Amanda Larson (Dr. Emily Mieras)
aelarson@stetson.edu
’It’s My War Too’: Cultural Reactions and
Reflections on Women’s Military Training 19411985
The creation of the Women’s Army Corps in 1941
posed an unprecedented challenge for the Armed
Forces: forging a new identity for women soldiers
and reconciling the culturally juxtaposed identities of
“woman” and “soldier”. Through focusing on
Women’s Army Training and MOS (Military
Occupational Specialty) assignments from 1941 to
1985, I examine how women soldiers have routinely
been trained in accordance to the Army’s and
society’s standards of femininity. Despite
servicewomen continually proving themselves to be

G-16 Kristen Lipcsey (Dr. Roslyn Crowder)
klipcsey@stetson.edu

B-9 Mónica L. Manresa (Dr. Margaret Venzke)
mmanresa@stetson.edu

XIAP Downregulation by Phenoxodiol-Treated
Jurkat Leukemia Cells Induces Regulated Cell Death
Phenoxodiol is an isoflavone analogue with anticancer effect and has been used in various
experiments to determine its cell death mechanism
in different cancer cell lines. T-cell leukemia is a
quickly progressive type of cancer that currently has
viable treatment options, but available options leave
patients with high relapse rates. In this experiment,
human Jurkat leukemia cells were treated with
varying concentrations of phenoxodiol to investigate
the cell death mechanism initiated by treatment.
Cell viability of Jurkat leukemia cells were tested
with CellTiter Glo, Annexin V, and Trypan Blue while
expression of XIAP was measured by performing a
whole cell lysate Western Blot. After phenoxodiol
treatment, cell viability decreased and XIAP protein
expression was downregulated, suggesting that XIAP
is involved in cell proliferation of Jurkat leukemia
cells and that phenoxodiol may be a viable
treatment option for T-cell leukemia after further
investigation.

The Knights Templar: The immortalization,
villainization and redemption of the first monk
knights.
It is curious that what is most commonly known
about the Templars is myth when there is so much
actual history to deeply explore, the reason most
likely lies in the dramatic and public nature of the
trials in 1307. On Friday October 13, 1307, the
Templars were recorded in history as martyrs. On
orders from Philip IV of France with the backing of
Pope Clement V, the Templars were accused of
heresy, imprisoned, and killed. Conspiracy theorists
and historians would both agree that the Templars
were caught in the middle of a political conspiracy
between the French Crown and the Vatican. The
ambitious Philip IV had his sights set on power even
over the Papacy and the Templars stood in the way.
The Templars were accused of heresy, crimes of
sodomy and even devil worship. The purpose of this
project is to investigate whether modern Templar
myths and legends have roots in actual history. The
historiography of the subject would suggest that
there is basis for these claims but they have been
stretched out of context. Throughout this paper I
attempt to draw connections between myth and
fiction in an effort to contextualize the myths of the
Knights Templar and trace the possible development
of myth as it pertains to the brotherhood.

A-7 Ruel Mannette (Dr. Christopher Bell)
rmannette@stetson.edu
The Ontological Primacy of Language in the
Wittgenstienian and Hindu Mīmāṃsa Philosophical
Perspectives
This paper explores the philosophy of Ludwig
Wittgenstein, an early 20th century philosopher, and
the Mīmāṃsa school of ancient Indian philosophy.
Wittgenstein and Mīmāṃsa both focused on
language as an integral aspect in the process of
understanding philosophical questions. The paper
intends to show distinct similarities in their unique
philosophico-historical situations and how their own
methods of philosophy and argumentation served to
defend their deeply held viewpoints. The paper
addresses widespread similar pan-philosophical
traits and how they are uniquely addressed. The
paper also fleshes out their particular philosophies
so as to better see how they coincide and differ.
Finally, the paper also shows how philosophical
systems, focusing on these two, can overlap and yet
still radically diverge.

E-9 Cheyenne McCully (Dr. Jelena Petrovic)
cmccully@stetson.edu
Universal as an Experience: A Rhetorical Analysis of
Identification Methods Used in Universal’s
Advertising
This study discusses the different methods used in
Universal’s advertisements that communicate their
brand as an experience to their audience. Kenneth
Burke’s theory of identification is used to analyze the
strategies that Universal uses in their ads to invite
the audience to identify with the company’s brand
and values. Identification occurs in these
advertisements through Universal’s use of a narrator
as a model for how the audience should experience
their parks, as well as a guide for their experience.
Both types of narrators provide the audience with
specific, and often personal, examples of what they
can do at Universal. The narration models act as
means of either indirectly or directly telling the
audience how to experience Universal. However,

identification still occurs because of the way the
information is presented and made relatable to what
the audience desires. The models create a space for
immersion within the advertisements that invites
the audience to see and feel the experiences as their
own. Through this, Universal is able to create the
idea that what they have to offer is a lot more than
just theme park rides. They are offering the ultimate
vacation – they are offering an experience like no
other.
G-15 James McNichols (Dr. Roslyn Crowder)
jmcnicho@stetson.edu
Alpinia zerumbet Essential Oil Ethanol Extracts
Derived from the Rhizome, Seed, and Seed
Covering Reduce Jurkat Leukemia Cell Viability via
XIAP1 and PARP Modulation.
Alpinia zerumbet is an Eastern Asian shell
ginger family member that has been used in
traditional medicines as treatment for a variety of
ailments. The essential oils have been indicated as
potential cancer therapeutic agent extracts derived
from the rhizome, seed, and seed covering were
compared in their effectiveness at decreasing Jurkat
leukemia cell viability. Trypan blue viability dye was
used to count live and dead cells to obtain viability
and western blot analysis was used to measure
changes in protein expression to investigate possible
mechanisms of action. All three essential oil extracts
exhibited a dose-dependent decrease in viability in
Jurkat cells but at varying levels of activity (Figures 46). The rhizome extract displayed the lowest level of
cytotoxicity (Figure 5) while the seed extract
presented the highest level of cytotoxicity to Jurkat
cells (Figure 4). The data collected support the idea
that Alpinia zerumbet essential oils could be used as
a therapeutic agent to induce apoptosis in leukemia
cells. The data also indicate that either essential oils
or essential oil constituents are found in varying
concentrations throughout the plant meaning that
more effective therapeutic agents could be derived
faster and more efficiently.
D-14 Dyman Miller (Dr. David Stock)
dqmiller@stetson.edu
Light and temperature decrease the growth of
Cylindrospermopsis raciborskii in samples from
Lake Dora
Cylindrospermopsis raciborskii is a blue-green
freshwater cyanobacteria that is located on the
surface water of lakes. C. raciborskii is a harmful

cyanobacterium species that is becoming
increasingly prevalent in lakes, reservoirs and other
potential drinking and recreational water supplies
worldwide (Dyble et al. 2006). A study on C.
raciborskii has shown that these bacteria can
tolerate wide temperature and light regimes
(Arruda-Neto et al. 2012). To elucidate the
mechanisms that make this species successful in
their environments, we examined the numerical
growth of C. raciborskii when exposed to both
temperature and light. The water samples were set
at room temperature of 23°C, a heat pad of 31°C,
filtered light of 15 milliwatts and unfiltered light of
30 milliwatts. It was hypothesized that under room
temperature with filtered light would result in larger
cell populations and on-top of a heat pad with
unfiltered light would result in degradation of cell
populations of C. raciborskii. A two-way ANOVA was
conducted for comparisons of the temperature, light
and temperature and light conditions combined. Our
hypotheses were supported, and results showed a
statistically significant increase of growth under the
room temperature with filtered light parameters
(P<0.001) and a decrease of growth on the heat pad
with unfiltered light parameters (P<0.001).

C-5 Nicholas Minichini (Dr. Paul Croce)
nminichi@stetson.edu
“Training for the Last War”: The Evolution of the
United States Infantry Rifle
George Patton once said, “The object of war is not to
die for your country but to make the other bastard
die for his.” Throughout American military history
we have been searching for bigger and better ways
to do just that. Warfare is a central part of our
history and we are always getting better at it. A
major component of this is through the issuing and
training of our armed forces in the use of a standard
issue infantry rifle. In this research, militaria
collector Nicholas Minichini traces the evolution and
training of the United States’ most frequently
deployed implement of war.

A-10 Camila Morales, Anisa Embalo, Quinci Birker,
Anneli Lassa, Alia Raji (Dr. Yves Clemmen)
cmoraleshernandez@stetson.edu

Multi Lingual Catalyst House: An effort to create in
the Stetson Community a desire to learn a foreign
language and study abroad
The Multi Lingual Catalyst House is composed of a
group of international students. We like to define
ourselves as individuals who are interested in a
global world. We have had events where we have
shared meals from different countries. At the same
time, we have shared with each other different types
of music and movies that are native to our home
countries, and we have documented our cultural
experiences with short and reflective narratives. We
have made it our mission to create the desire to
learn other languages through our monthly project
of teaching foreign languages accompanied by exotic
plates. We believe that creating curiosity of other
cultures is an important matter because today’s
world is critically globalized, and cultural awareness
and passion towards diversity are both important
attributes to develop. Through our monthly diners
we have provided an insight to the Stetson
Community about different cultures. The purpose of
the events is to share a little about our culture and
create more curiosity regarding cultural diversity
with the goal of having Stetson Students become
more interested about foreign language learning and
studying abroad.

C-13 Michelle Moretz (Dr. Ciara C Torres-Spelliscy)
COLLEGE OF LAW
mmoretz@law.stetson.edu
Dissenting into Persuasion: Comparison of Justice
Brandeis's Olmstead Dissent and Justice Ginsberg's
Herring Dissent using Rhetorical Criticism
Fourth Amendment jurisprudence grew and
expanded with society and its' inventions. The term
"search" often only applied to the physical invasion
of a place. With modern inventions, the Supreme
Court struggled with how to apply "search" to the
new inventions such as computers and telephones.
Justice Brandeis chastised the Court in his Olmstead
dissent for not recognizing the changes in
technology and how to protect individual rights
within those changes. Additionally, Justice Ginsburg
warned the Court of allowing searches to be
admissible that resulted from a technical error
within the computer system in her Herring dissent.
Both Justices used the civil libertarianism ideology to
craft a persuasive argument. However, Justice
Brandeis presented a more commanding and

influential argument that developed into the rule of
law. Even though Justice Ginsburg created a
compelling argument, Justice Brandeis's dissent is a
better use of ideological rhetoric.

C10aTyler Murphy (Dr. Kimberly Reiter)
ttraintyler@gmail.com
Selling Peace: Woodrow Wilson and the Treaty of
Versailles
The Treaty of Versailles was one of the most
important documents in all of history. The treaty was
negotiated to end World War One, but it had many
other indirect effects on the world such as setting
the stage for the Second World War by blaming
Germany fully for the war through the war guilt
clause which forced Germany to pay massive
reparations that crippled their economy and helped
Adolf Hitler come to power. The treaty was
negotiated by the victorious countries in the First
World War but the "Big Four", which were
representatives from France, Italy, the United
Kingdom and the United States, had most of the
power in the negotiations. However, the United
States never ratified the treaty due to the Senate
refusing to do so. As a result, the influence President
Woodrow Wilson, the representative from the
United States, had on the negotiation diminished
greatly. This caused the treaty to become harsher
against the Germanys due to the loss of the
influence Wilson's Fourteen Points, that saw to
impose a less harsh treaty in hopes that a lasting
peace could be achieved. The United States refused
to ratify the treaty because many in the Senate, led
by Henry Cabot Lodge saw it as an imposition on
American sovereignty. President Wilson Hoped to go
on a national tour after the Senate refused to ratify
the treaty in hopes of selling the treaty directly to
the American people. However shortly after setting
out on his tour Wilson was struck with a near-fatal
stroke that left him mostly incapacitated and caused
the treaty to remain unratified by the United States.
E-13 Tram Nguyen (Dr. Christopher De Bodisco, Dr.
Ranjini Thaver)
Tnguy3@stetson.edu
Network Effects in Cryptocurrency Market:
Speculative Demand vs Transaction Demand
We want to investigate how the cryptocurrency
market behaves, and whether this market will
survive without Bitcoin. Previous literature provided

great insights on what drives the price of Bitcoin, but
not so much on the market as a whole, so we want
to fill in the gap by examining the relationship
between major cryptocurrencies to better
understand the different forces that are driving
demand for this market, namely transactional and
speculative demands. Our preliminary results
indicate that the prices of these “coins” are moving
in similar directions, and the dynamic of the market
has changed a lot, especially in early 2018 after the
Bitcoin futures exchange was introduced.
B-10 Medorie Petersen-Woodburn (Dr. Emily
Mieras)
Mpeters1@stetson.edu
The Black Gay Split: The Dichotomy between Black
Masculinity and Black Male Homosexuality
The purpose of this essay is to explore and define
black masculinity and the ways in which it does or
does not intersect with black male homosexuality. It
explores the relationship between the paramount
attributes of black masculinity and the attributes of
homosexuality and finds that the two are
irreconcilable. The goal of this essay is to define
factors that lead to this irreconciliation, name the
consequences, and come up with possible solutions.
This essay is interdisciplinary in that it uses primary
sources from black men who have sex with men,
psychological studies, historical primary and
secondary sources, and contemporary television and
film analysis.
E-2 Vanessa Petion (Dr. Jelena Petrovic)
vpetion@stetson.edu
Missed Connections: Murals and Memory in
DeLand
The purpose of this study, using visual rhetoric, is to
rhetorically analyze how one mural, DeLand at the
Turn of the Century, conveys the public memory of
DeLand, Florida. Created in 2003 and restored in
2015, DeLand at the Turn of the Century, showcases
the valuable resources — people of color, oranges,
and a train — that contributed to the
industrialization of the town of DeLand. As it stands,
murals are an influential part of a community and
can act as a vehicle for public memory to flourish as
a form communication. Murals are meant to portray
images that illustrate a significant figure or moment
in time, but can also be interpreted by the viewer
based on the perspective and position used to

essentially “read the mural.” There are many factors
that go into the creation of murals: reasoning,
artistic interpretation, and purpose, all of which
have an effect on the way the piece is created and
viewed. Whether in the form of a series or as
standalone pieces, there is no standard for murals
other than the canvas, which can be found on the
side of a building or on some other form of flat
public space. In this study, visual rhetoric is used to
analyze the figures painted into a mural, the use and
function of colors, and the effects of text within a
mural in order to examine the way that memory can
be created.
D-9 Hans Pistor (Dr. Hala ElArrag)
hpistor@stetson.edu
Kirkman Packing Design
Kirkman Packing Design problem is based off a
problem proposed by Rev. Thomas Penyngton
Kirkman is 1850 called the Kirkman Schoolgirl
Problem that states if you have fifteen ladies walking
in groups of three for seven days, how can you
arrange them so that no two girls will walk next to
each other on any day. The Packing Design problems
abstracts the amount of ladies L, the amount of
groups G, and the amount of days D. In this paper,
we introduce a brute force approach and a pruning
approach in order to improve upon the computation
time. We programmed each solution and then run
each program on various values for L, G, and D and
compare the run time. The new pruning approach to
dramatically reduced the cost of computing.
G-13 Cheyenne Puckett (Dr. Melissa Gibbs)
cpuckett@stetson.edu
Herbal supplement, Ginseng, elicits morphologic
changes on embryonic development on
Ambystoma mexicanum
There is an absence in knowledge regarding the
developmental effects of herbal treatments while
pregnant. Ginseng is commonly used in everyday life
without regard for potential consequences,
especially to developing embryos. The objective of
the current research was to determine if and at what
doses ginseng could be harmful despite all of the
advantageous health claims. Ambystoma mexicanum
embryos were exposed to ginseng at varying
concentrations for 24 hours. Body dimensions were
recorded for potential morphological changes.
Ginseng caused a decrease in body length, head
length, intraocular distance, and gill length at

concentrations marketed at and below daily use but
had no significant effect on head width. At much
larger concentrations, embryos did not survive.
Therefore, ginseng may be dangerous to pregnancies
at all concentrations.

A-11 Abigail Ramsbottom (Dr. Nancy Vosburg, Dr.
Pamela Cappas-Toro)
aramsbot@stetson.edu
Bruja in the Bronx: Assessing the Impact of Princess
Nokia’s Taino and Santero Identities in Popular
Culture and Music
Destiny Nicole Frasqueri, better known as
Princess Nokia, is a 25-year-old, multi-faceted
contemporary artist, whose main focus is music
production. Her most recent work, 1992 Deluxe, is a
hip-hop/rap album, but Frasqueri is not a singlegenre artist; her body of work ranges from technopop, soul/funk and alternative rock to her latest rap
style. Nokia has stated that her work is for everyone,
especially those who identify with marginalized
groups, but first and foremost she creates music for
herself as a way to understand the world around her
and her own existence and identity. She is an AfroPuerto Rican queer woman who grew up in the
Bronx with strong ties to the ancestral Caribbean
Taino and Yoruba identities, and she demonstrates
that through her music videos and lyrical content.
Empowered by her complexities, Princess Nokia
advocates for and encourages others to rise up
against systemic oppression through her art.
Through analysis of her work that has been
influenced by Santería, an afro-syncretic religion,
and Taino ancestry, I will demonstrate the major
way in which Princess Nokia is affecting change in
our conceptualization of identity and ourselves in
contemporary culture.
E-5 Abigail Ramsbottom (Dr. Katya Kudryavtseva)
aramsbot@stetson.edu
(Un)canonical Bluemner*
In 1935, the Whitney Museum of American Art
mounted Abstract Painting in America, and in 1936
the Museum of Modern Art exhibited Cubism and
Abstract Art. Both exhibitions established
parameters that created distinct visions of
Modernism, but only one had lasting effects on the
art world. The canon of the Modernist period stems
from the theoretical framework created in Cubism

and Abstract Art, which privileged the role of
European art and artists in defining Modernism. This
still dominates the discussion of Modernism in art
history survey courses today, and I will examine the
narratives of the exhibitions put forth by the New
York museums. Oscar Bluemner, a skilled early
American modernist painter, exhibited three
paintings in the Whitney show, but has not been
recognized in American modernism survey. With
critical scrutiny of canon formation, it is clear that it
was not artistic ability but actually ideological
systems that have had the greatest effect on Oscar
Bluemner’s position in modernism; I will provide an
analysis of the artist’s development, referring to the
works in the Spring 2018 Exhibition at the Hand Art
Center to affirm Bluemner’s rightful position as a
pioneer of American modernism.
Funding from: Creative Arts Department and Dean of
the College of Arts and Sciences
D-17 Ashlee Renich-Malek (Dr. Kirsten Work)
arenichm@stetson.edu
Low dissolved oxygen concentrations have a
negative effect on fish behavior in central Florida
freshwater springs
Low dissolved oxygen concentrations in the
freshwater springs of central Florida have been
shown to have negative impacts on fish and the
health of the entire ecosystem. In order to assess
how fish behavior may be affected by low dissolved
oxygen levels, Go Pro videos of fish were taken at six
different freshwater springs during the spring of
2017 and analyzed for fish count, species, location,
and ventilation rates of sunfish. Results support that
there is a significant negative relationship between
dissolved oxygen levels and the number of topdwelling fish and a significant negative relationship
between dissolved oxygen levels and sunfish
ventilation rates. The data are important to supply
more information for environmental management
strategies to continue sustaining the health and
economy built around the springs systems. Further
research is needed to fully understand how low
dissolved oxygen concentrations can affect the
survival rates of these freshwater fish and the full
effect on the ecosystem.

D-8 Ana Rodriguez (Dr. Wendy Anderson)
avrodrig@stetson.edu
Effects of sea star wasting disease on the intertidal
community structure in the San Juan Islands,
Washington, U.S.A.
Sea stars are keystone species in rocky intertidal
communities. The removal of sea stars can create
major shifts in the community composition of rocky
intertidal shores. Sea star wasting disease caused
large-scale mortality from 2013-2016 of Pisaster
ochraceus populations along the Pacific coast of the
United States. Sea stars’ densities are now
increasing, but communities may still represent the
shift that occurred during the period of sea star
absence. In 2017, I used six 0.25 m2 quadrats per
island to collect data within the intertidal zones of
eleven small islands within the San Juan Islands. I
quantified presence of Canada geese, Branta
canadensis, using a scale of "low," "medium," and
"high" impact. Total abundance of all intertidal
organisms before sea star wasting disease (20102013) was six times higher than after (2017). There
was a significant difference in richness on all islands
across all years, with 2017 having the highest
richness. The degree of association by Canada geese
impact on the islands did not affect abundance or
richness. While this study provided some evidence
for classic patterns of the keystone predator P.
ochraceus, the spatial and temporal variation
suggests that other factors may also be important in
determining intertidal community structure.

happiness. I also found evidence that Trail Magic on
the AT is a manifestation of network reciprocity.
This is shown by the participant’s references to
“giving back” and “paying it forward”, as well as by
the presence of egoists, altruists, and fair players on
the Trail. Aspects of Trail Magic can be replicated in
other networks with similar organizations.
*This research was generously funded in part by the
SURE Grant
C-7 Joseph Ross (Dr. Emily Mieras)
jdross@stetson.edu
Confederate Monuments: An Examination of
History and Heritage
Due to the recent events that have taken
place in Charlottesville, Virginia, the role of
Confederate statues and monuments in our society
has been heavily debated. Two sides have voiced
their opinion on the subject. One side believes that
they are a part of our country’s history while others
believe they represent an oppressive past. Most
Confederate monuments and statues came during
two-time periods. The first was the late 19th
century/early 20th century. During this time period,
the country was undergoing heavy racial tension. Jim
Crow laws dictated life in the South and prevented
black citizens from enjoying the same rights as the
white citizens. The second spike in Confederate
monument construction came during the 1950s and
1960s as a direct response to the Civil Rights
Movement. Confederate monuments and statues
were constructed during two periods of racial
tension. These statues and monuments were built as
a reminder of the power dynamic of their time.

E-4 Amanda Rogers (Dr. Jelena Petrovic)
amrogers@stetson.edu
Trail Magic: A Qualitative Look at Pro-Social
Behavior on the Appalachian Trail *
This study explores the phenomenon of Trail Magic
on the Appalachian Trail. Eight guided interviews
were conducted with a total of ten participants, all
of whom are affiliated in some way with the
phenomenon. The research questions were: What
are the salient aspects of a Trail Magic encounter,
and can this phenomenon be replicated elsewhere?
I used a grounded theory approach, allowing themes
to emerge from the data that I then coded. I took
those codes back to the data and to the literature to
answer my question. In my analysis I found several
salient components of Trail Magic that include
unexpectedness, meeting needs, inaccessibility, and

G-3 James Russo (Dr. Christopher de Bodisco)
jvrusso@stetson.edu
Predicting Drivers of Physician-Hospital Integration
The purpose of this study is to identify what factors
drive hospital-physician vertical integration. The
answer to this question will have ramifications on
health care policy decisions ranging from regulating
coordinated care organizations to anti-trust law. I
use longitudinal survey data from the National
Ambulatory Medical Care Survey to predict the
impact of a variety of factors on physician or hospital
ownership of a practice. Preliminary findings suggest
that the source of physician revenue, the location of
a practice, a physician’s specialty, and a practice’s

use of electronic medical records are highly
significant predictors of ownership of a practice.
G-1 Rachel Saunders and Mackenzie Thomson (Dr.
Wendy Anderson)
Rsaunders.su.gmail.com
Drinking Water Quality Tests for Bacterial Coliform
and Total Chlorine at Stetson University
Stetson University’s student body expressed
concerns regarding smell, taste, and skin irritations
caused by on campus drinking water. We
hypothesized that supposed sewage and sulfur
smells are indicators for bacterial contamination,
and potential skin irritation could be a result of high
chlorine levels present in the water. We conducted
tests at 59 buildings on Stetson’s campus for
Escherichia Coli or E. coli, coliform, and total
chlorine. One result was initially positive for bacterial
coliform but not E. coli. A negative result was
received, after the re-test. In the end, all buildings
came back with negative results for coliform and E.
coli, and the chlorine levels were within the legal
limits set forth by the U.S. EPA. A full list of all
results, our procedures, and a suggested timeline for
rotational testing have been provided in the results
section of this paper. The ultimate goal of this
project was to develop transparency between the
Stetson University administration and the student
body and, to create regular water quality testing
procedures that will provide the assurance to the
broader Stetson community that our water is safe
for drinking and bathing.

E-11 Carolin Schart (Dr. Christopher De Bodisco)
cschart@stetson.edu
The Economic Impact of Sports Franchises on the
Local Economy
This research analyzes the impact of sports
franchises on Metropolitan Statistical Areas. The
topic is addressed through two distinct, new
approaches. The first method is a case study on the
NFL expansion from 1995 which serves as a natural
experiment to compare the economic growth in
cities that did not get the bid with cities that did,
Jacksonville and Charlotte, through a difference-indifference model. The second method contains the
use of taxable sales data for the State of Florida to
detect differences in economic growth among the
cities with and without sports franchises.

A-12 Leia Schwartz (Dr. Jelena Petrovic)
lschwart@stetson.edu
Music as a Storyteller: A Rhetorical Study of Film
Music in Star Wars and the Narrative Side of the
Force
This study examines the function of music as a
symbol of persuasive communication that interacts
with different systems of signs in film to create
meaning. With Star Wars as a case study, it focuses
on rhetorical theory, semiotic analysis, and
multimodal discourse to discover this greater
understanding. The Star Wars franchise is the third
highest-grossing film series of all time, garnering a
massive fan-base and producing theme parks,
conventions, video games, toys, and an entire fan
culture. I conducted a cluster analysis of the visual
and auditory symbols within the archetypal
categories of heroes vs. villains and order vs.
disorder by analyzing the musical themes
accompanying characters in Episodes 1 through 7.
The goal of this study was to discover if these
symbols, and character roles overall, are affirmed
through music and to what extent music functions in
helping to define the narrative and shape the
audience’s understanding. Iconic John Williams
composed the score for each of these films, with the
soundtrack serving as this assistant in telling George
Lucas’s story. The film score is one of the most
defining features of this space opera, giving different
cues to viewers and helping to frame messages,
thereby impacting audience interpretation and
portrayal of themes.

E-16 Alyssa Smith (Dr. Jelena Petrovic)
asmith15@stetson.edu
I’m Sorry? : A Rhetorical Analysis Of the Crisis
Communication done by United Airlines, April 2017
The purpose of this study is to rhetorically analyze
the devices and strategies used in the statements
made by United Airlines CEO and public relations
representatives directly following the forcible
removal of a passenger from an overbooked flight on
April 9, 2017. The analysis will dissect the public
apologies and statements made by United’s public
relations representatives and CEO Oscar Munoz
directly following the event compared to the
apologies made later on. The study will pull out
strategies used in the public statements based on

William Benoit’s image restoration theory as well as
Ware and Linkguel’s methods used in Apologia. The
study shows the techniques used in corporate
apologies and presents a clear evolution of how an
apology changes directly following a negative
incident to the end. A study of image restoration
techniques used by United raises awareness to the
techniques used by corporations in order to protect
their social perception. This study is very important
and applicable in our technological society where
online face work and crisis management is needed in
a timely and effective manner in order to properly
maintain their corporate image.
D-11 Camryn Soehnlein (Dr. Benjamin Tanner, Dr.
Jason M. Evans)
csoehnlein@stetson.edu
Finding a Fingerprint for Mangrove and Salt Marsh
Soil Deposits
As our climate grows warmer, our continuously
evolving shoreline is changing with it. Ponce Inlet,
Florida (~29 degrees N Latitude), has historically
been perceived as an ecotonal boundary between
cold-tolerant saltmarsh intertidal communities to
the north and more tropical mangrove intertidal
communities to the south. Over recent years, there
has been increasing evidence of mangroves rapidly
migrating northward and invading into saltmarsh
communities. It is generally hypothesized that this
recent northward mangrove expansion is being
caused by decreased winter freezing associated with
modern anthropogenic warming. However, there is
interest in evaluating the paleo-record to better
characterize whether recent northward mangrove
expansion may have analogues in Holocene
sediments, or if the current migration of mangroves
is clearly anomalous. As a first phase of such an
evaluation, this project is characterizing differences
between mangrove and saltmarsh soil. Using
surface soil samples, each from both mangrove and
salt marsh communities near Ponce Inlet, we
analyzed several proxy indicators that included plant
remains, soil color, bulk density, water content, loss
on ignition, bulk carbon and nitrogen, and carbon
isotopic composition. Our research shows that
mangrove deposits have more woody debris, lower
organic carbon, lower δ13C values, lower water
content, and higher bulk density than salt marsh
deposits. The results of this research facilitate
interpretation of different community types within
the paleo-record.

D-19 Alyssa Soto (Dr. Kirsten Work)
asoto@stetson.edu
Comparing Territorial Behaviors in Lucania goodei
and Lucania parva in Central Florida Springs
Dr. Kirsten Work, professor of Aquatic and Marine
Biology at Stetson University, and I wanted to
observe certain behaviors of Lucania goodei and
Lucania parva. We specifically wanted to focus on
territoriality and possible aggression. This research is
important because studying species’ behavior can
answer so many questions as to why something does
what it does. It is beneficial to know the levels (if
any) of aggression that these organisms can express
and how it could affect an ecosystem. Even though
killifish are tiny organisms that cannot cause damage
to humans or serious injury to bigger fish, their
behaviors could have some effect on smaller fish or
the marine habitat in general.
A-5 Matthew Stephens (Dr. Steven Smallpage)
mstevens@stetson.edu
The Religion of Politics
The Christian Right is a faction of the Republican
party. Why do these Evangelical voters vote
Republican? Is their motivation more so for Christian
issues, or conservative ones? If these voters vote for
Christian issues, then campaigns and mobilization
efforts should address issues such as Pro-Life first,
but if their motivation is conservative policies, then
these campaigns should champion tax cuts, the 2nd
Amendment, and other conservative issues. This
study was conducted by Matt Stephens under the
guidance of Dr. Steven Smallpage. Using two
experiments alongside a control group, respondents
were asked how they felt 0-100 about a Christian
Right organization. The control group received a
basic statement. The Christian test group received
the basic statement and a statement that
emphasized the organization’s support for Christian
policy. The Conservative test group received the
basic statement and a statement that emphasized
the organization’s support for Conservative policy.
These results were compared to the control to
identify if there was a significant increase in support
for the organization, and which group felt strongest
about the organization. Again, these results will help
candidates understand the Christian Right faction of
the Republican Party and target their messages to
mobilize these voters most effectively.

C-12 Honor Stoner (Dr. Jason Evans)
hstoner@stetson.edu
A 100 Year Storm Coastal Flood and Sea Level Rise
Impact Analysis for Volusia County
As climate change threats become more imminent,
we are beginning to see the potential impacts it
could have on areas like Volusia County with long
stretches of shoreline. If a 100-year coastal flooding
event were to happen in Volusia County, it could
lead to disaster without proper planning. Volusia
County and other low-lying coastal communities are
beginning to see more frequent flooding from sea
level rise impacts, which will also exacerbate future
large flooding events. In such a coastal flooding
event with sea level rise it would compromise at
least 8 fire stations and 44 hazardous materials
facilities under the low curve by 2040. A minimum of
40 miles of evacuation routes would be flooded
under the low curve by 2040. Following the
intermediate curve there would be one shelter
flooded by 2040. Volusia County should act to
relocate the facilities at risk along with a new
evacuation plan that avoids flooded roads and shut
down shelters that eventually will be at risk. Volusia
County though will have to decide the cost-benefit
of such relocations and what sea level rise projection
curve to follow. Volusia County will have to act now
to mitigate against such flooding events in the
future.
G-2 Clare Sullivan (Dr. Wendy Anderson)
cesulliv@stetson.edu
Herbivores vs Omnivores: Who will save the
planet?
Climate change is an environmental crisis
currently impacting humanity. Higher education has
the opportunity to play a large role in the
advancement of a pro-environmental society (Meyer
2015). This research study gathered data on Stetson
University student’s pro-environmental behavior,
specifically meat eating habits. The production of
meat has many harmful environmental impacts such
as waste production, water consumption and
greenhouse gas emissions. This study aimed to
answer if students are using knowledge from
environmental science classes to decrease their
impact on the environment by choosing a meat-less
diet. For this study, students answered an online
survey about the presence of meat in their diets.
Responses were split into categories based on level
of environmental science exposure. The data show

that level of environmental science exposure has no
relation to meat eating, based on a chi-squared test
of independence (p > .05). Non-meat eaters showed
a deeper understanding, as compared to that of
meat eaters, of the degree to which the animal
agricultural industry negatively impacts the
environment. The results of this research should be
used to increase and standardize classroom
curriculum focusing on the harmful impacts of the
animal agriculture industry, within the
Environmental Science Department at Stetson
University.
G-8 Allison Terry, Angelica Casanova, Lauren Struble,
Chelsie Gurley, Kelsie Gurley and Bria Thorne (Dr.
Tony Abbott)
amterry@stetson.edu
Stetson Sustaining Green Living Catalyst House
2017-18
The members of this sustainability catalyst house
(Allison Terry, Bria Thorne, Angelica Casanova,
Lauren Struble, Kelsie Gurley, and Chelsie Gurley)
have worked on the following projects this year to
reduce their carbon footprint: Vermi-composting
(using worms to turn food waste into natural
fertilizer), Bokashi composting (using
microoragnisms in the Bokashi bran mix to turn a
larger variety of food waste into natural fertilizer),
and hydroponics (growing leafy greens in a water
circulation system to conserve water). All of this was
done with the help of funding from the Residential
Living and Learning Department and the faculty
member supporting the house was Anthony Abbott.
G-6 Rachel Valocchi (Dr. Rachel Core)
rvalocch@stetson.edu
The Relationship between Aggression and
Academic Performance in Collegiate StudentAthletes
The intended purpose of this study was to determine
the relationship between aggression and academic
performance in collegiate-student athletes. A mixedmethods approach was utilized to gather data from a
sample of student-athletes primarily at Stetson
University. There were 67 survey participants and 10
interview participants in the study. Data consisted of
survey responses about aggression through the
Buss-Perry Aggression Questionnaire as well as
academic performance through a survey created for
this study. In addition, some participants were
interviewed to gather more in depth information. I

anticipated a negative correlation between
aggression and academic performance overall. I also
expected to see higher aggression levels in males
compared to females as well as higher aggression
levels in student-athletes in sports with high levels of
contact compared to sports with low levels of
contact. However, there was no significant
relationship between aggression and academic
performance or between aggression and gender.
There was a significant difference between
aggression scores in collision athletes compared to
contact and noncontact athletes, but contact and
noncontact athletes do not have significantly
different scores from each other. Within the
qualitative data, there were specific situations where
athletes responded with hostile and instrumental
aggression. When provoked by an opponent or a
referee, athletes responded with hostile aggression,
but they responded with instrumental aggression
when athletes made a mistake on their own. The
findings from this research can help protect studentathletes on the field and prepare then in the
classroom for life after college.
C-18 Rachel Valocchi (Dr. Melinda Hall)
rvalocch@stetson.edu
The Mecklenburg County Forensics Internship
I used my Honors stipend to help offset
transportation costs for my internship in the
summer of 2017. I was an intern at the Forensic
Evaluations Unit (FEU) of Mecklenburg County in
Charlotte, North Carolina. While there, I was
exposed to many aspects of the criminal justice
system. I helped the FEU to create an electronic
database of their psychological evaluation reports
that had previously only been kept in hard copy. In
addition, I was able to help code Parenting Capacity
Evaluations so the report could be analyzed
quantitatively across evaluators. I was able to
present to the PhD level employees on the problem
of malingering in the court system, as well as being
given the opportunity to work with the CharlotteMecklenburg Police Department on strategies to
combat homelessness and assist in creation of a
database for the homeless in Charlotte. Without the
Honors stipend, I would not have been able to
accept this internship and learn from the many
opportunities provided.
*Funded by Honors

D-13 Rachel Vivino (Dr. John York)
rvivino@stetson.edu
Structure of the Ethylene Binding Site in the Protein
ETR1
Ethylene, a molecule consisting of two carbons and
four hydrogens, is an important hormone for plant
growth and development. Ethylene Receptor 1
(ETR1) protein of the model organism Arabidopsis
thaliana is homologous (similar in structure) to a
majority of known ethylene receptor proteins and is
the protein of focus for this study. Although this
protein has the important function of binding
ethylene to instigate various processes, little is
known about the structure of the ethylene binding
region or how it functions. Previous studies found
that the binding site contains copper but there is
mixed evidence for the number of coppers and the
structure of the protein surrounding the copper(s).
This study investigates a possible structure for the
ethylene binding region of ETR1 through the
programs EVfold and Gaussian16W. We obtained a
basic structure for the ethylene binding region using
EVfold then used Gaussian16W to build and
investigate the copper ethylene binding site with
Gaussian’s ONIOM Quantum Mechanics/Molecular
Mechanics (QM/MM) calculation approach. We
propose ETR1 has two coppers per dimer, one
copper per active site coordinated to a histidine and
cysteine.
E-3 Victoria Wells (Dr. William Nylen)
vwells@stetson.edu
Funding for the Preservation of History in a Dying
Art Form*
Can a classical musician survive in a performing
career in their field without governmental, religious,
or university aid? I believe that this career path is
possible with the correct resources available and a
strong passion for their art. I was inspired to
research this topic when I learned of the
government’s decision to cut funding of the arts,
which I knew would make my dream and many
others’ dream of being a performing classical
musician even more difficult. I knew nothing about
the logistics of actually succeeding in the real world
with a performance career and none of my peers
have ever seemed to have any answers either
besides never stop practicing. I believe classical
performers are extremely important as well as
relevant to the world as it is today because it is
another way of both preserving history as well as

presenting the beauty of it in a time when I believe
we desperately need to look to the past for answers
and hope. My research enlightened me on how to
make this preservation possible and where to get
funding for this lifestyle.
*This research was generously funded in part by the
SURE Grant.
A-8 Ivan Wetherington (Dr. Michael Denner)
iwetheri@stetson.edu
Late Tolstoy “About Hudji Murat”
Russia, language, lit
To truly write or discuss about the connection
between any language and culture, it is very
significant to understand each of its aspects, before
we can write meaningfully on such matters.
Language is a system that is made up with use of
sounds, signs, or written symbols, which allows us,
humans to communicate with each other, to think,
to express ourselves and to build the basis that
would shape someone’s viewpoint of life. Culture on
other standpoint has different meanings. Culture is
the overall of the passed-on ideas, beliefs, attitudes,
values and knowledge which forms the common
basis of social interactions. In this case, I have
translated a piece of an Essay by Victor Shklovsky,
who analyzes one of Tolstoy’s narratives “HadjiMurat,” where I will be presenting my understanding
of the Russian language and my translation
difficulties.

E-10 Brett Whitmore (Dr. Kimberly Reiter)
bwhitmor@stetson.edu Business, Caribbean,
Dissecting the Wreckers: Where Does History Meet
Commodity in Key West and South Florida? *
In pirate history, the wreckers operate on the legal
fringes, rescuing ships in distress in return for
salvage rights but often causing the wrecks by
moving warning buoys and lighthouse beacons. In
Key West, the legacy of the wrecker defines the
existence of the locality. Despite these geographical
realities, Key West is one of the most affluent islands
on the planet, and was the wealthiest city in the
United States per capita, later becoming the poorest
city in the United States when the wrecking industry
failed. Key West has developed and utilized the
wrecker theme to promote its history and perceived
heritage for tourism. How does this happen? Is it
intentional? At what point does history become
commodity? In order to thrive, the people of Key

West must capitalize on this history. Without the
historical by-product of the wreckers that is this
legend of freedom and adventure, Key West would
today be far less well known or appealing. I was
able to travel to Key West in order to investigate the
history of Key West’s use and application of the
wrecker theme in tourism to enhance its identity as
an exotic pirate haven. I was able to perform
archival research at the Key West Historical Society
and the Key West Shipwreck Museum, as well as visit
and study at the areas significant to the relevant
history. A subsequent trip was planned, but the
destruction caused by Hurricane Irma made a return
trip impossible. This work will continue to contribute
to the current historiographical collection on the
topic by providing a new lens through which to view
the relativity of the two largest economic structures
in this island’s history.
*The work was funded by the SURE Grant, the Evans
Johnson Grant and an Honors Grant.
A-15 Sara Wiebke (Dr. Jelena Petrovic)
Swiebke@stetson.edu
Searching for a Virtual Community: Rhetorical
Strategies of Identification in Bing’s Online
Campaign.
This study analyzes specific visual and verbal
components of Bing’s campaign titled Bing Decode
Jay-Z and its contribution to target audience
participation. In 2010 Bing partnered with Jay-Z to
create an interactive online mapping game, that
released clues around the globe about his biography,
Decoded. The game’s purpose was to increase Bing’s
relevance with a younger target market and increase
traffic to their website. This thesis uses Kenneth
Burke’s Identification to suggest that this campaign
creates group identification through the use of key
words in the texts that address the users as
individuals a part of a larger community. My analysis
examines two artifacts, an image-focused video and
two blog posts written by Bing executives. In the
artifacts I gather patterns of singular and plural
language used to communicate Bing users to
participate in the map game. The framing of this
campaign is significant in that it communicates the
movement and transformation towards a Bing
“community” using pronouns and metaphors.

E-14 George Winsten and Megan Christopher (Dr.
Wendy Anderson and Dr. Matthew Hurst)
gwinsten@stetson.edu
Divestment: A Fiscal Analysis of Cleaner
Endowment Practices at Stetson University
Divestment is defined as removing funds from a
portfolio to improve its moral sanctity. Global
divestment movements over the past 50 years have
led to studies that evaluated the goals and outcomes
of divesting. Corporate social responsibility (CSR)
and sustainable business practices produce clear
benefits, but the specific fiscal impacts of divesting
are still unclear. This study investigates what
divesting directly invested funds from the top 200
carbon producers (FossilFree, 2017) could do for the
endowment of Stetson University. We modeled
what divestment would have looked like for
Stetson’s endowment earnings from November
30th, 2016 to November 30th, 2017 with various
reinvestment strategies. We based information on
the holdings from financial year end statement and
on monthly bank receipts dating from 2007 to 2018
that Stetson generously provided. The results of the
analysis suggest that eliminating all directly invested
funds in public companies that are among the
largest 200 carbon producers not only would have
gained Stetson a significant amount of revenue from
November 30th, 2016 to November 30th, 2017, but
also could convey that we are acting on our values.
From placing global stewardship in our mission
statement to being one of the first signatories on the
ACUPCC, by divesting all direct publicly invested
funds from companies who produce the most
carbon in the world, Stetson can demonstrate it truly
values maximizing the resources of today without
sacrificing those of the future.
C-4 Charles (Chad) Zemp (Dr. William Nylen)
czemp@stetson.edu
The Western Sahara Conflict: A Case Study
The Western Sahara conflict is one of the longest
running humanitarian crisis of the past century,
existing for almost 45 years. A territorial struggle
between the Kingdom of Morocco and the
indigenous Sahrawi people of the Western Sahara,
the conflict has led to the death of thousands and
the mass displacement of hundreds of thousands
more. The Western Sahara conflict has led to
drastically deteriorated economic relations within
the Maghreb (Northern Africa) region as a whole,
which has hindered the global economic

involvement of the region as well. The conflict also
poses a global security threat, with the displaced
Sahrawi peoples arguably serving as a source of
supply for terrorist and criminal groups within the
region. As this humanitarian crisis still exists, the
question of how the Western Sahara conflict has
gone unresolved for so long is of paramount
importance. I hypothesize that this can be answered
by focusing on the impact of the desires of more
powerful countries in the region and the inability of
neutral peacekeeping organizations, such as the UN,
to successfully promote a resolution. As a casestudy, the Western Sahara conflict can help shine
light on the difficulty of resolving regional conflicts
that involve global interests.

School of Business
F-7 Matthew Babikow
Planet Fitness
At Planet Fitness, "The World Judges, We Don't.
At Planet Fitness, Be Free”. Planet Fitness is a
publicly traded gym and the first gym company
to embrace the concept of “no judgment”. The
company generates its revenue through
operations in three segments: franchise,
corporate-owned stores, and equipment. A gym
is typically over 20,000 square feet, featuring a
wide array of colorful cardio, circuit, and weight
training equipment. As of December 31, 2017,
Planet Fitness owns a total of 1,518 gyms. The
firm targets its business efforts towards a large
percentage of Americans that want to be
healthier, but use the gym infrequently.
Approximately 17% of Americans hold gym
memberships, and even more astonishingly,
only 5.6% of Americans regularly attend. The
remaining 94.4% belongs to Americans who find
the fitness club atmosphere to be intimidating
or costly. Planet Fitness directly targets this
lucrative yet elusive 94%. While most of the
industry refuses to differentiate itself by
continuously pursuing the “gym freaks”, Planet
Fitness looks to target the larger crowd of more
casual users. This strategy has allowed for
Planet Fitness to acquire 10.6 million members
and experience continuous compound annual
growth of its number of franchises. The gym

operates largely on its successful franchise
system, which is both the most profitable and
fastest growing business segment. Average
annual franchise revenue growth for the past 5
years amounted to 28.93%.
F-2 Keaton Docchio and Gabe Silveira
Microsoft and the Future of AI
Julie Zunker, Director of Microsoft’s Corporate
Social Responsibility has asked our team to
develop ideas that expand upon Microsoft’s
TechSpark initiatives to solve societal
challenges. Our team has analyzed several
possibilities for the company and will present
the following recommendations:
1.
To expand on the digital transformation
initiative we recommend that Microsoft
develop an app that incentivizes more
companies to engage in CSR. The app would use
Microsoft’s artificial intelligence technology to
recognize a photo taken of a product as
belonging to a specific company, and link to a
summary of the social responsibility for that
company. This app would introduce the profit
incentive for companies to engage in CSR if
consumers would be willing to pay more for
product produced responsibly. Thus, making
CSR profitable.
2.
To expand on Microsoft’s TechSpark
initiative for digital skills development, we
recommend a program which uses technology
to help train the workforce of tomorrow. Using
Mircosoft’s artificial intelligence technology we
recommend that they develop software, which
supports learning for primary school age
children in communities impacted by workforce
displacement.
F-5 Zachary Gunn
HDFC Bank
Money is the most crucial element of any
economy. But, you and I both know that not all
money is equal. (Holds up debit card and cash)
Though it may send the same. This is currency
which means its physical in nature and
therefore they can be counterfeited or through

use they become old and torn and there
becomes a need for new money. This is where
the government comes in. They issue orders,
stripping banknotes of their status and these
bills are slowly pulled out of the system. A
process known as demonetization. You see,
normally this happens gradually and people like
you and I are none the wiser to it. However, on
the 8th of November, 2016 India’s Prime
Minister Narem Mondi caught the entire world
by surprise when he demonetized his country.
Hello, my name is Zachary Gunn and I’m here to
show you that what India lost, you can gain.
Prime Minister Mondi had a problem. India’s
money supply was running rampant with
counterfeit currency. And that’s not an
overstatement. In 2015 70% of the cash in
India’s economy was counterfeit. As you can
imagine this has serious tolls on an economy. So
Prime Minister Mondi did what anyone would
do. Ban all the currency worth 500 rupees or
more. Okay, so maybe it’s not the most
reasonable thing but it’s not a bad idea. He
thought, that if all of this money was forced into
banks it would block the illegal currency from
entering the system and fix the problem. So,
that’s what he did. He mandated that all
citizens must open a bank account and deposit
their cash. And just like that 23% of the private
money supply was forced into the Indian
banking sector in under a week. This meant a
27% increase in the total deposits in banks
across the country. This is why we want to
invest in India’s banking industry.
F-8 Leah Houserman
Knowles Corp
Operating in the auditory technology industry,
Knowles Corporation (KN) offers micro-acoustic,
audio processing, and specialty component
solutions. Knowles is the first company to make
the best-performing MEMS microphones and
voice processors to be used in mobile, Internet
of Things (IoT), and artificially intelligent
devices. It serves the consumer electronics,
communications, medical, military, aerospace,
and industrial markets. In 2001, Knowles

developed and sold the world’s first surfacemounted microphone as a part of its SiSonic
series, which is still preferred my most cell
phone manufacturers, including Apple,
Samsung, and LG. Today, Knowles is the largest
supplier of MEMS microphones in the world.
The company’s success with its advanced MEMS
microphones and its focus on its Intelligent
Audio division positions it on the forefront of
the market for auditory components and
software for the AI industry.

F 3-4 Alex Overdijking and Megan Christopher,
and
Team 4: Regis Steighner and Nathaniel
Diamond
Allergan Sells Restasis to Mohawk Tribe:
Creating IP Solution or Gaming the System
Restasis is a prescription eye medication that is
used to treat chronic dry eyes. The medication
is produced by pharmaceutical giant Allergan
and has been under the company’s patent since
2003. In 2013, the United States Patent and
Trademark office extended the patents on
Restasis until 2024. In 2015, Allergan filed a
lawsuit against Teva Pharmaceuticals and other
for patent infringement. The United States
Federal District Court for the Eastern District of
Texas decided in late summer 2017 that the
defendants had in fact infringed upon Allergan’s
patent, however, the Court also decided that
Allergan’s patents are invalid for renewal due to
their “obviousness”. In early September of
2017, Allergan attempted to insulate Restasis
from generic competition by selling the drug’s
patents to a Native American tribe in upstate
New York. The Tribe received $13.75 million in
upfront payments and $15 million in annual
royalties for Allergan's exclusive use of Restasis.
While this may seem like a win-win for both
Allergan and the Saint Regis Mohawk Tribe,
there are several legal, financial, and ethical
implications complicating this case. In our
presentation, we will evaluate how the deal
with the St. Regis Mohawk Tribe is an abuse of
patent law, how Allergan has taken advantage

of a minority group, and how they directly
violate their own code of conduct.

Nate Smith and Sarah Klass
Cyberattack: To Hack Back or Not?
The issue of cyber security has been a very
controversial and important topic within the
last few years, especially in regard to many
companies within the U.S. With that in mind,
the company that we will be addressing is,
Space, Inc., who is also an industry leader in
designing and implementing life support
monitoring solutions. With that in mind, Space
Inc., on October 1, 2017, sustained a cyber
attack from an unknown source. The problem of
addressing the hack is now of the utmost
importance for the company’s board of
directors and for the purpose of this analysis,
Nate Smith and Sarah Klass will be serving as
the chairman of the board. Ultimately, a plan of
action detailing the reactionary measures of
hacking back or not doing so will be discussed in
great detail as they pertain to the legal, ethical
and financial environments of the business
being discussed: Space Inc.

F-6 Matthew Sweeney MoviePass
MoviePass has a unique business model in that
they seek to reconnect the cord that used to
hold the movie supply chain together. Due to
the rising costs of movie tickets and the
convenience of streaming services, movie
theaters have seen declining sales ever since
2002. Consequently, the distributors and
production studios are also facing huge losses.
MoviePass saw the opportunity to repair the
industry and created its cheap service to take
advantage of it. Currently, they have lowered
prices in order to draw in increasingly large
numbers of customers (1.8 million new
subscribers since August). In doing so, they are
able to increase traffic to movie theaters. Since
they pay movie theaters the full ticket price,
they also raise movie theater revenue, which in

turn, increases the revenue of distributors and
production studios. By proving their worth, they
can establish themselves as a necessary
company in the supply chain and sign revenuesharing deals with the other movie companies
in order to earn money on concessions and to
buy tickets in bulk. Additionally, once they
reach 5 million subscribers, most likely by the
end of 2018, they can sell ad-to-view and
customer trends data to the distributors and
productions studios. Thus, they can earn money
from every member in the supply chain with
just one product. Finally, due to the absence of
a strong competitor, they control a majority
market share, which will allow them to nurture
strong customer loyalty that will lead to the
ability to raise monthly prices in the future.
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